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Notes from Away

surrounding grass. They are traces of recent
human expeditions into the winter landscape,
of snow compressed by boot and ski into ice.
And now they are the last frozen places to
melt away.
The ski tracks remind me of chariot ruts in
he snow is almost gone.
the streets of Pompeii.
Small fields of grey and
The boot prints are mine.
white still cling to slopes that
Several nights ago, returning from a short
run away from the sun, especially in walk when snow still covered everything,
the shadows cast north of the house. I had left the street before reaching the driveOutside those shadows, on the warming way and I cut across our snow-covered yard.
lawn, there are some frozen boot prints and I remember my weight sinking into the snow
the parallel tracks of skis, raised up from the and my boots crunching pretty deep holes.

by Stephen Harder
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Now those same boot prints are raised several inches above the ground. They seem
strange artifacts, incongruous above the grass.
Waiting, it seems, for some stupendous artist
to ink them for a giant woodblock print.
I remember once seeing a photo of palaeontologists in Africa. They were working with
fine brushes in the petrified mud to reveal a
faint depression shaped like a human heel,
crouching around their find in a warm circle
of recognition.
And one crisp morning this winter after a
fresh fall of snow, I found myself crouching

NOTES FROM AWAY continues page 6
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From Offshore
by Eva Murray

The Ol’ Avian Flu Plan

F

ifteen years ago, if you remember, there was a certain
amount of concern going around about something called
“Avian Flu.” Municipalities were expected to draft disaster
preparedness plans for this potential crisis. OK, perhaps you
don’t remember. If your job — or heaven help you, your
hobbies — didn’t cause you to break bread with the emergency response nerds, you might have just heard some reference to “the bird flu” on the news and let a million dead
chickens be somebody else’s worry.
Preparing for danger and social upheaval was supposed
to be about mayhem and noise. After Hurricane Katrina and
9/11 we were taught that something called “agency interoperability” could make or break a big response effort. That
meant the fire department getting through to the police on
the radio, and everybody using the same acronyms, and keeping some massive egos in their own lanes. When discussion
around the planning table turned to disease, there was
inevitably a side comment about zombies.
I doubt any of the planners wrote a plan for rationing toilet paper.
“A year or two ago,” reported Douglas Rooks in the June,
2006, issue of The Maine Townsman, “avian flu was an item
on the world news report, a problem occurring in far-off
places in Asia. Now, it has become a looming health emergency, with many experts convinced that chances for a widespread outbreak of influenza — in a form that has not been
seen since 1918 — are increasingly likely.”
Rooks’ article, written for town officials, members of
select boards, municipal clerks and such, touched on the
involvement of public health nurses, county emergency management, and local health officers. Most everybody, it was
expected, would be dealing with this hypothetical outbreak
“on the side,” in addition to their regular duties. Nobody was
an expert.
Nobody imagined a Dr. Nirav Shah.
We did have Dora Ann Mills, though, then the head of
the Maine Center for Disease Control. Seeing pros and
cons to modern life when dealing with a pandemic, Mills
observed that “We have anti-viral drugs, and ventilators, and
effective germ barriers. We have technologies that
they couldn’t have even imagined (in 1918). On the other
hand, we’re a lot less self-sufficient than we were back
then. Now, we rarely have enough food in the house for a
week. …”
Patricia Hamilton, the Public Health Nursing director
for Bangor, described being asked “whether it’s a good
idea to stock up on food.” “You absolutely should,” she
told Rooks. “That’s helpful whether there is a hurricane
and power failures, flooding, or an ice storm” — but, Hamilton reiterated, “there are people who really can’t afford to
do that.”
There were things we couldn’t know yet. Mills told Rooks,
“If people are assured that they will get the food and medicine they need, they’ll be more comfortable about quarantines and other steps to arrest the outbreak.” State and local
plans, it was suggested in 2006, would “include hotlines for
delivery of such essentials.”
We now understand better what happens when everybody
tries to call the same hotline at the same time, and about
the psychology of quarantine even among those who have
all the food they need.
“There’s no doubt that we’ll have to get used to doing
things differently. Flexible thinking, and knowing when to
disregard regulations designed for institutional routines, will
be important.”
Disregard of regulations! Ah — now they’re singing my
song.
Another person asked to compose some speculative fiction on this topic back in 2006 was Yours Truly. As local
emergency management director for Matinicus (a job title
far too big for its britches around here) I was expected to
draft a “pandemic flu plan” for our, uh, city. With no ability to see the future — but being no less clairvoyant than
the folks in Portland or Bangor were, either — it only took
two pages to suggest that we’d either all get sick or we
wouldn’t, we’d either stay or leave, but in any case we’d
be unlikely to panic. Less reliant on Authorized Personnel
of any sort, islanders are used to substituting for one another, used to volunteering, and used to multitasking. I thought
we might have a narrower gap to jump than some segments
of society because, I wrote then, “This community is shorthanded under the best of circumstances.”
In 2006, when we had to itemize our concerns about a pandemic that did not exist, I was primarily thinking about utilities. I suggested that the continuity of our island’s independent municipal power company was most critical, and likewise
the delivery of diesel fuel for the electric company.
“The possibility exists,” I typed 15 years ago, “that in
the event of an outbreak in New England, the population
of Matinicus could increase … because it is perceived to
be safer than more congested or urban areas.”
Eva Murray lives, works and writes on Matinicus Island.

L E T T E R S / O P I N I O N S
Re: Missing Conservatives———————————————————————————————————

The conservative movement has fascinated me for a very
long time. Especially as its trajectory over the last 40 years
has changed little since Lee Atwater, Richard Nixon’s
rabble rousing College Republicans leader, made a name
for himself, espousing relentlessly dirty tactics meant to
discredit and destroy political opponents by just about
any means possible. Republicans were also injured in the
rampaging power politics Atwater, and later Gingrich and
Rove, engaged in targeting Democrats and Democratic
policy initiatives simply for suggesting compromise with
those initiatives. That trajectory is a direct line to Trump’s
demagoguery culminating in the January 6 violent assault
on the Capitol by Trump “conservatives” in service to
Trump’s attempt to overthrow [the government after] his
2020 election loss.
The collateral damage to Americans from this wild 40plus-year ride is evident in unprecedented wealth inequality, a desiccated middle class, and burgeoning poorer classes, leaving millions without adequate health coverage, living
wages or access to education. Aggrieved Trump conservatives storming Congress perhaps don’t realize the Atwaters,
Roves and Gingriches designed targeted rhetoric at them
because these bomb-throwers need their supporters’ grievances for the party to achieve its political ends. It helps [to
create] real hardship through bad economic, health care, and
most recently pandemic response policies, the pain of which
can be blamed on the political opposition [furthering] the
“us versus them” narrative.
While I appreciate Prof. Roskin’s search for the missing
conservatives (“The Missing Conservatives,” Michael G.
Roskin, March 16), until a reckoning happens, [we should
acknowledge] that the toxic anti-government rhetoric promoted by Republican leaders and their campaign consultants, echoed ad nauseam in right-wing media, has so degraded trust in institutions necessary to a functioning democracy,
to governance, that radicalization of ordinary Americans so
that actions like storming the Capitol in violent insurrection
to disrupt Congress’s constitutional mandate and overthrow

Got It. Thanks—

The truth is revealed. In 2019, when Nordic Aquafarms
discovered it lacked permission to push its effluent discharge
pipe through the Belfast intertidal zone, Maine Turnpike
Authority Executive Director Peter Mills and state leaders
reacted quickly. We know Governor Mills received the
emails. When Governor Mills read her brother Peter’s worry
that Nordic might lose millions, she replied: “Got it, thanks.”
Three simple words. The fix was in. They all knew this $500
million project was compromised.
We know Governor Mills and [former] Department of
Environmental Protection Commissioner Jerry Reid have
in the past worked together to steal rivers away from the
people of Maine. In 2017, while both were state of Maine
attorneys, they actively worked to dissolve the Penobscot
Indian Nation’s sovereignty of the Penobscot River. Two
years later they were doing it again by dissolving the right
of Belfast citizens to protect the Little River through a fair
and legal process. The DEP stepped aside and the Board of
Environmental Protection was granted jurisdiction over
the permits.
Ethan Andrews’ recent Free Press article “Opponents:
Mills Administration Pulled Strings for Nordic Aquafarms”
is very important and revealing. The article summarized
some of the email conversations and the timeline of action
when our state’s highest officials realized that something
needed to be done to help this expensive project continue to
swim on land and go against the laws of nature and our state’s
constitution. The effluent discharge pipe lacked clear land,
title and interest. Peter Mills’ 2019 email made the destiny
of Nordic Aquafarms very clear. “It is now likely that the
investors in Nordic Aquafarms will pull their Belfast project after investing millions in development cost.”
The truth is revealed. Got it, thanks.
Steve Byers, Waldo
The Free Press welcomes and encourages your letters about
whatever is on your mind. Include your name, town of residence,
and phone number (in case we need to contact you). Email
letters to copyedit@freepressonline.com or mail them to
The Free Press, P.O. Box 1076, Camden, ME 04843-1076.
Please note our deadline for letters is Thursday at noon for the
following Tuesday publication.

Corrections—

Last week’s cover story, “Riding Out the Pandemic,
on Snow” incorrectly attributed financial information
about the Camden Snow Bowl to the town secretary. No
such position exists. The information came from Camden’s finance director.
In the same issue, the story “Opponents: Mills Administration Pulled Strings for Nordic Aquafarms,” Lindsay
Crete was misidentified. She is Gov. Mills’ press secretary, not communications director.

an election, or failing to address systemic racism and White
supremacist violence will continue, and strangely seem
justified. The mob in Washington on January 6 was reacting to Trump’s incitement, but why they were there participating has its roots much deeper than Trump’s demagoguery.
Conservative media through Fox, Limbaugh, Tucker Carlson, Glenn Beck and a host of other bomb-throwers have
for years poisoned political debate and our politics. The
missing conservatives Prof. Roskin talks about are a dying
breed in the public sphere, floundering in the political waters
people like Lee Atwater started poisoning almost 50 years
ago. It will take a great deal of self reflection to clean up this
disaster of radicalized civilians — radicalized by their political leadership — for them to recognize and respect again
that all Americans’ rights and needs come before party
politics, special interests, and any and all misguided Machiavellian notions that exercising power for power’s sake is
its own justification.
Steve Demetriou, Waldoboro

A message from The Free Press
Do Your Part; Get Vaccinated

The Free Press rarely asks its readers for anything. On this
occasion we need to ask a favor of every reader we have:
Get your COVID-19 vaccine as soon as you are eligible. The
past year has been unlike any other in recent history. Many
of us are numb from the relentless fight to keep moving forward as lives are lost, economies ruined and hope diminished. It is time for this to stop. We have the power to bring
this all to an end.
The weather is brightening, we know there is a vaccine
and have been told that by the middle of summer the pandemic will be behind us. It might seem safe to exhale and
move back toward a semblance of our former lives. But we
can only do that if we all get vaccinated first. You do not
celebrate the end of a ball game until the last out is registered. We cannot return to our former lives until everyone
who is able has been vaccinated. This is too important not
to take seriously. The virus does not feel, or think. It merely replicates itself, infecting more people, and mutating as
it goes in its own blind effort to survive. If we don’t take this
moment to get ahead of it, it will overtake us, and the suffering will continue.
Please take a moment now and contact the state of Maine’s
COVID-19 response team online at maine.gov/covid19/
vaccines, or by phone at (888) 445-4111. Don’t give up if
you have trouble getting in touch. Be patient and try again.
Getting your vaccine could be one of the most important
things you do in your lifetime.
The Free Press editorial staff
PAGE 1 BANNER PHOTO: GLENN BILLINGTON
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Reviewing the Pine Tree Amendment

Democracies in Decline

I

T

by Sen. Dave Miramant

n my former career as an airline pilot, I had the great privilege to travel to all corners of the U.S. and the world. This
led me to have a deep appreciation of our environment and the
great diversity of our ecosystems. As a legislator, one of my
primary goals has been to protect our natural resources so that
they last for generations to come. We are already beginning to
see the devastating impacts of climate change, whether it’s the
warming of the Gulf of Maine waters, species endangerment
and extinction, or unpredictable growing seasons for our farmers. Despite the challenges that lie before us, I’m hopeful about
our ability to continue to address all of these issues as a state.
Over the past decade that I’ve been in public office, we’ve
worked hard to pass smart, science-based public policies
to protect our environment and way of life. However, you
know as well as I do that laws can be changed, amended or
repealed when the political tides turn. The fact that one group
of politicians can deeply change our ability to stay resilient
to climate change is unacceptable, and I believe that we need
a stronger system in place to protect our environment and
natural resources regardless of which political party is in
charge. That’s why I’m excited to support new legislation
known as the Pine Tree Amendment that would guarantee
Mainers’ right to a healthy environment.
The Pine Tree Amendment, sponsored by Sen. Chloe
Maxmin, my colleague in Lincoln County, would amend the
state Constitution to guarantee the people of Maine a right
to a clean and healthy environment and to the preservation
of the natural, cultural, recreational, scenic and healthful
qualities of the environment. This bill takes environmental
protection a step further by holding government accountable
so that no governor, Legislature or law can violate this right.
Our natural resources serve as a bedrock for our way of
life. We should never take our clean air and water for grant-

ed, and we must do our part to protect them for future generations. I believe that the Pine Tree Amendment is the best
next step to take in Maine so that no matter who is in government our rights to a clean environment are protected.
Not only do I believe that this is the right thing to do, but
I know it makes sense for our economy, too. This groundbreaking bill would protect the environment for Maine people, recreational enthusiasts and workers who rely on Maine’s
natural resources to make a living. We know that our environment and way of life are being threatened. The Gulf of
Maine is warming faster than 99% of the world’s oceans, and
our state’s annual temperature has warmed 3.2 degrees Fahrenheit since 1895. Warming has shortened our winters and
lengthened our summers by two weeks on average over the
past century. Our lobster fishers are already seeing the impacts
of warming waters on their catch, and our farmers struggle
with increased unpredictability of their growing season. I know
that we depend on our natural resources to provide for us. Not
only that, but now and in the generations to come we deserve
to breathe clean air and drink clean water.
Similar constitutional amendments have been passed in
Pennsylvania and Montana. As a constitutional amendment,
LD 489 would require a two-thirds vote in both the House and
Senate chambers as well as the governor’s signature. It would
then go to the voters for their approval at the ballot box. The
issues facing our state over the next years are great, but I know
that if we work together and come up with innovative solutions like the Pine Tree Amendment, we can overcome.
As always, if you have any questions, concerns or ideas,
please don’t hesitate to reach out to me at david.miramant@
legislature.maine.gov or call my office at 287-1515.
David Miramant represents Maine Senate
District 12, which includes most of Knox County.

L E T T E R S / O P I N I O N S
Pine Tree Amendment—————————————————————————————————————

Over the past few years in the midcoast and across Maine,
we have witnessed citizens and their communities rise up to
assert local control over proposed and old industrial developments that they deem are or will be harmful to their health and
environment. Industrial-size fish farms, fracked gas pipelines,
electricity powerlines and fossil-fuel tank farms have all been
the targets of recent citizen mobilization. Intuitively, people
know that protecting the air they breathe, the water they drink
and recreate in and the soils that produce their food and livelihoods is key to maintaining a healthy community and economy for today and long into the future. They assume they have
the right to these life-sustaining natural resources.
What I have learned recently is that here in Maine, and
in all but two states — Pennsylvania and Montana — we
don’t have the basic right to a healthy environment. These
rights are not laid out in our Maine Constitution where we
find other rights we hold dear, such as the right to free speech,
to free assembly and to bear arms.
But that could change if the Maine Legislature passes an

American Heroes—

The big lie of the 2020 election was invented and promoted by our now ex-president. This tall tale continues to resonate with his base, who have chosen to place their allegiance squarely in the grip of a falsehood rather than accept
the courts’ verdict. Such is the power of an article of faith
that requires no evidence.
Over 40 state legislatures are now attempting to leverage this
lie into law by putting forward hundreds of bills “intended” to
protect us against voter fraud. These are barely disguised voter
suppression initiatives, plain and simple. With pinpoint precision they make it more difficult for citizens of color to vote.
History has clearly shown that we are reluctant to share America’s bounty and promise with citizens of color. Even as we celebrate the dynamism of diversity as our nation’s greatest treasure and future, we hold ourselves back by harboring ugly racial
stereotypes that get passed down generation after generation.
For the Trump faithful, the big lie will remain an anthem
that helps to shape policy and reproduce racist outcomes.
Only our active intervention will disrupt this pattern. White
resentment will continue as long as we fail to interrogate our
deep ambivalence about mending this racial wound. The
problem is further exacerbated, by design, with our segregated communities that offer few spaces for mutual trust and
forbearance to be cultivated.
To say it will take courage to touch this wound is certainly true, but that minimizes how this was always our legitimate work to do as fellow citizens. The real courage (that
many are still hard pressed to acknowledge) is the resolve
shown by the oppressed who survived and stayed in the ring
even as the blows rained down, decade after decade. These
are American heroes whose regard for justice and dignity
will one day be celebrated. They have kept the dream of
equality alive during the long epoch of greed and cynicism
that required the invention of racism to justify it.
George Mason, Nobleboro

amendment to the state constitution’s Declaration of Rights
that would enshrine the right to a clean and healthy environment for all Maine people, including generations to come.
A bipartisan bill for such an amendment has been proposed
by our own state Senator Chloe Maxmin, with sponsoring
support from Rep. Bill Pluecker (I-Warren) and Sen. Rick
Bennett (R-Oxford). LD 489 is currently under consideration by the Environment and Natural Resources Committee.
I’m writing today to urge my neighbors to learn more about
the Pine Tree Amendment for a healthy environment and
spread the word to others. You can read the proposed environmental rights amendment at legislature.maine.gov/bills.
Guaranteeing our environmental rights in the Maine Constitution would help to secure a livable future for all Maine people.
Anne D. (Andy) Burt, Edgecomb

Another Park, for Whom?—

The citizens of Waldoboro have spent a great deal of time and
money saving the A.D. Gray school building. We finally have
a solid plan to make it a usable structure in our community. Why,
at the ninth hour, are we talking about demolishing it?
There are well-maintained ballparks off Old Route One
and on Route 32. The Midcoast Conservancy maintains the
Waldoboro River Park with beautiful benches behind the
American Legion Hall on Jefferson Street. Quarry Hill, the
Town Forest, the town landing and Dutch Neck Marine Park
are all available for recreational use by the local communities. Why suddenly is another park so essential?
We listened to yet another presentation by Surran Pyne
from the A.D. Gray anonymous coalition of undisclosed
donors and some non-residents. This time she had a plan. Her
plan was a map. There were no indications of the supervision
of the demolition, the removal of the rubble, the rebuilding
of the wetland area or the managing of the park. Who is going
to run the farmers’ market, manage the community garden,
build a gazebo or arrange for the future concerts?
Her discussion about the shadow from the building on the
park was ridiculous. In the summer, any shade from the
strong sun is welcomed. However, if you view a Google map
of the A.D. Gray building you will see that it is facing west,
and only in the winter is the sun so low in the sky that it
would cast any significant shadow. During the summer,
the sun is quite high in the sky and only shades the highest
part of the hill next to the building.
Her following comment, that there are other sites in Waldoboro more suitable for senior housing, was also unfounded.
What other sites? Sam Cohen’s suggestion that 32 senior residents will overburden our town services is equally ridiculous.
She now has pledges for over $180,000 for demolishing
a building. Where were she and her donors when the playground committee was trying to build a new play area for
our community?
Will any member of this coalition volunteer to improve the
grounds, build a gazebo, manage a farmers’ market or arrange
for concerts? Will any of them ever come to this park?
Caren Clark, Waldoboro

by Michael G. Roskin

he number of democracies peaked in 2005 and has since
declined. Once seen as an irreversible wave, democracy has proved shaky and vulnerable. Even in the United
States.
Thus finds Freedom House, a research institute founded
in 1941 as totalitarianism engulfed the globe. Since 1973,
they have published “Freedom in the World,” an index of
24 variables ranging from press freedom to fair elections
to civil rights. Countries rated 71 to 100 are called “free.”
For 2020 (published in early 2021), Norway, Sweden and
Finland were each rated 100, Canada 97, Germany 94,
Britain 93 and France 90.
Reflecting recent polarization and demagoguery, the U.S.
declined from 86 to 83, tying Romania. FH took into account
our racial difficulties and fraught elections of 2020 but not
the 2021 Capitol riot. How we handle Jan. 6 and voting suppression will doubtless figure in next year’s rating.
India, however, slid from 71 to 67, pulling it down from
the lowest rung of free to “partly free.” The pugnacious
Hindu nationalist government of Prime Minister Modi earned
India the downgrade by whipping up hatred of Muslims (14%
of India’s population) and curbing the media. And this does
not count Kashmir’s military occupation.
Why is this bothersome? Because we are building a
“quadrilateral alliance” of democracies — India, Australia,
Japan and the U.S. (the “Quad”) — to oppose China. While
India is vastly better than China (rated 9), Indian democracy is deteriorating as the government silences critics and protesters. (In 1975–77, Indira Gandhi’s “emergency” suspended civil rights and press freedom.)
Do we defend a problematic India under all circumstances?
India has always had border disputes with China — a legacy of the borders Britain decreed when India was its colony
— namely in Aksai Chin in the west and Arunachal Pradesh
in the east, both later scenes of fighting. India is in nearly permanent tension with Pakistan (FH rated 37), which has caused
four wars. India, Pakistan and China have nuclear weapons.
Neutralist India always rejected alliances and built the “nonaligned bloc” while proclaiming, “Chinese and Indians are
brothers.” Prime Minister Nehru, brainy but naive, got a shock
when China seized border areas in a short 1962 war. With the
Sino-Soviet split, India drew close to Moscow (and Pakistan
to Beijing). Delhi, still hopeful about improving relations with
Beijing, is cautious about joining an anti-China pact.
The U.S is not picky about nondemocratic partners when
the strategic situation calls for it. Salazar’s Portugal, Franco’s Spain and Tito’s Yugoslavia shored up our position in
southern Europe. South Africa, distasteful as its apartheid
was, quietly got U.S. support to block Soviet-sponsored
moves in Africa. We always tilted toward Pakistan, which
we still need to reach Afghanistan. Geostrategy sits uneasily with morality.
We may have to compromise with less-than-democratic
rule to prevent Chinese domination of the Indian Ocean,
where China already has a naval presence and bases in Sri
Lanka, Pakistan and Djibouti. We may console ourselves that
India’s authoritarian bout will pass and India will soon revert
to democracy, something we can’t anticipate in China.
We face an even bigger problem with Persian Gulf monarchies that are deep in Freedom House’s “not free” category: Qatar at 25, United Arab Emirates 17, Bahrain 12 and
Saudi Arabia 7. Iran rated 16, but the real pits are North
Korea at 3 and Syria at 1.
Notice the parallel with our discussion two weeks ago of
the dilemma of keeping Saudi Arabia as an ally while knowing it fostered anti-U.S. terrorism and had a critical journalist dismembered. After a while, we’re going to run out of
clothespins to hold our noses shut.
This comes at a time, observers note, when Democrats are
split over foreign policy. Centrists around President Biden
might be termed moderate interventionists. With Secretary
of State Blinken leading, they would like to avoid new wars
but want to renew U.S. leadership, now focused on China.
They could keep a few American forces in Afghanistan and
possibly in Syria.
A smaller group, largely absent in the administration,
wants to end our “forever wars” and steer clear of new ones.
They would withdraw from Afghanistan even though the
Taliban would inflict human-rights horrors, especially on
educated Afghan women. (BTW, have American feminists
taken a position on this?)
India is a tacit American ally in Afghanistan, where Delhi
wants to offset Pakistani influence. The Afghan Taliban combine Islamist extremism and Pashtun tribalism. Pashtuns
comprise some 40% of Afghanistan’s population (15% of
Pakistan’s). Keeping Pashtuns content is an important Pakistani concern. (Pakistan’s intel agency hid Osama bin Laden
for a decade.) Blocking a Taliban victory, on the other hand,
is an Indian national interest.
Does the U.S. have a stake in any of this? Pashtunistan
has never been a U.S. national interest — few know where
it is — but regional stability between two nuclear powers is.
Pass the clothespins.
Mike Roskin is a retired professor of political science.
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Coastal Resources —

Hampden Recycling
Facility Sale Delayed

T

by Ethan Andrews
he sale of the Coastal Resources municipal waste recycling facility in Hampden to a company that specializes
in sewer sludge is behind schedule, according to the Municipal Review Committee, which is negotiating on behalf of
115 towns and cities that once sent their trash there.
At a special meeting on March 9, Karen Fussell, president of MRC’s board of directors, said negotiations with
Pennsylvania-based Delta Thermo Energy are ongoing, but
added, “there are some sort of fundamental differences that
we're working through right now.”
“It is apparent however that financial close will not take
place by the end of March as we had laid out in the [memorandum of understanding],” she said.
The Coastal Resources facility was developed by Maryland-based Fiberight. The startup company touted a system
that would make biogas fuel from organic solid waste
and won over a critical number of MRC’s towns, who were
looking for a green alternative to the Penobscot Energy
Recovery Co. waste-to-energy incinerator in Orrington.
However construction delays, cost overruns and delays in
permitting doomed the project and after just over a year
in business, it closed in May 2020.
MRC owns the land on which the recycling facility was
built. The buildings and equipment are owned by CRM, a
company formed by Fiberight, but are pledged as collateral to a group of bondholders represented in negotiations
by a trustee who MRC expects will foreclose on CRM’s
holdings.
Delta Thermo Energy has primarily focused on a proprietary technology that composts organic waste and sewer
sludge in a process called hydrothermal decomposition. The
end product is a fuel that burns at high temperatures with
lower emissions than coal, according to DTE. The process,
which CEO Rob VanNaarden said could be added to the
Coastal Resources facility in the future would require additional permits according to MRC. VanNaarden has said his
first priority is to reopen the Coastal Resources plant to
accept municipal waste from MRC’s member towns.
In a recent FAQ, MRC wrote that any sewer sludge used
in the future would come from member towns. The note
was in response to a description from VanNaarden of sludge
barges from New York City looking for somewhere to dispose of the city’s waste, to which he commented, “We eliminate that need.” New York no longer ships sludge out of
the city by barge, but regardless, VanNaarden’s comment
suggested that Maine could become a hub for processing
sludge from out of state.
This is not what VanNaarden meant, according to the
MRC update: “He was using that as an example of how difficult and how universal the problem of sludge disposal has
become.”
MRC will hold a special board meeting Thursday, March 25,
at 2 p.m. via Zoom. Register to participate at: mrcmaine.org/
upcomingmeetings. The organization typically streams its
meetings live on its Facebook page.

Small Business Administration—
Shuttered Venue Grant
Applications Webinar

The U.S. Small Business Administration recently launching a signup page for the Shuttered Venue Operators Grant
application portal in anticipation of opening applications for
the economic relief program on Thursday, April 8.
Prior to the official SVOG application opening, the SBA
will host a national webinar to introduce the application
process on Tuesday, March 30, from 2:30 to 4 p.m. To register, visit tinyurl.com/474js42z.
As the SBA builds and prepares to open the program,
the dedicated website, sba.gov/svogrant, which includes frequently asked questions, video tutorials and other details, is
the best source for information for prospective applicants.
Those planning to apply should register at sam.gov before
April 8 and refer to the preliminary application checklist and
eligibility requirements.

COVID-19 Vaccines
Explained at Science Fest

The Maine Science Festival will host a free online presentation on Tuesday, March 30, at 4 p.m., called “COVID
Vaccines Explained.”
Elisabeth Marnik, an assistant professor in Husson University’s College of Science and Humanities, will provide
an overview of the new COVID-19 vaccines and explain
their role in helping to end the pandemic. She will explain
the difference between mRNA and conventional vaccines;
herd immunity; common myths and concerns; and why it
takes time to develop and test a vaccine before it is approved
for use.
To register, visit bit.ly/30MarchMSFBonus.
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Bebb for Northport—

I am writing with great enthusiasm in support of Breanna Pinkham Bebb’s run for selectperson for the Town of
Northport. I first met Bre about 10 years ago when she was
the executive director of Our Town Belfast. Her assistance
on a project of mine was invaluable and she came through
with resources, support and experience. I became a board
member of Our Town Belfast and worked closely with Bre
on many projects over the years. I have found out what a
dynamic, imaginative and determined person Bre is, and
I have such respect for her abilities.
We have also worked together in our capacity as board
members of the Waldo County Woodshed. At the last minute,
I contacted Bre to help me with a woodshed fundraiser over
Christmas and she went so above and beyond my expectations of what volunteerism can be that I believed in Santa
again! Bre is an inspiration who will work tirelessly for the
people of Northport. She has been on the Northport planning board for the past two years and that type of experience
proves invaluable. It would do Northport good to have Bre
on the job.
Please join me in voting for Breanna Pinkham Bebb for
selectperson for Northport at the special election on April 14.
Seth Thayer, Northport

Support ‘For the People’ Act—

As our lives seem to have become more complicated and
we feel overwhelmed and bewildered, beware of politicians
who claim they are God’s gift to a more simple life, claiming that they alone can make life great for us — an ideal life
they say we once enjoyed. American life has never been sitting on plantation porches sipping mint juleps. Most Americans have worked in the fields as slaves, indentured servants or sunrise to sunset as farmers eking out a living. Or
we were factory workers, fishermen, lumbermen, servers or
clerical workers. Life in America for most of us has always
been work.
Americans occasionally have fallen under the spell of
politicians promising what never was. They have led us to
believe that we are under assault from other working, poor
and immigrant people, even though we have all been one or
all of those groups.
Our cures will not be stockpiling guns, assaulting the
Capitol, incarcerating millions of children and adults for petty crimes, caging children at the border, reducing the number of days and ways that we register and vote, or eliminating taxes for the wealthiest, whose prosperity depends on all
of the government contracts, subsidies, services, infrastructure and safety nets that feed their employees when wages
are too low.
Have you ever gotten your Amazon package delivered on
a public interstate and local road system that Amazon built?
Did IBM, Microsoft, Apple, Google, Facebook and the
millions of internet businesses create the internet that they
prospered on? Or did they prosper because American taxpayers paid for the research and development of the internet? American workers and small businesses have been
investing our labor and taxes in building infrastructure that
great businesses are built on, and then paying our monthly
fees to use the private services that use our infrastructure.
This can only work and benefit us if we maintain some control over our local, state and national government by using
our democracy.
Our future depends on reclaiming our role in managing
our democracy and nation for citizens, for people, for all of
us. Our safety and prosperity increase from top to bottom
when all of us get the resources we need to support ourselves
and invest in our families’ futures.
Unfortunately, in 43 states across the U.S., Republicans are
proposing to manipulate and restrict voting by more gerrymandering, making it more difficult to register and vote, reducing early voting, restricting mail-in ballots and reducing the
number of polling places in areas where they don’t want people to vote. In Georgia, they want to outlaw giving out bottled water and snacks to voters who stand in line for long hours
or all day because the election commission will not provide
sufficient polling places, election equipment or staff where
they don’t want people to vote. This is not democracy.
The future of self governance and prosperity starts with
the U.S. Senate passing House Bill H.R. 1, the For the
People Act. This bill addresses what most Americans advocate, making it easier for all of us to get registered, to vote
and to have our vote count without manipulation or suppression. Ideally and practically, every American should vote.
Politicians and elected officials should accept our vote, not
lie and claim fraud when they lose, and then they should
work for us. When every vote is cast and counted, we will
have a better chance to maximize the inclusion, involvement,
responsibility and prosperity of all Americans for the benefit of all of us.
When democracy in the For the People Act of 2021 is up
for a vote, every Republican, Democrat and Independent,
every American who believes in our nation and democracy,
should vote yes.
David A. Souers, Friendship

A Pledge to Rewild—

A pledge to rewild. What does this mean? Imagine yards
with native grasses, road medians in town with flowers growing and bees and butterflies stopping to eat and rest, the elimination of pesticides and the associated warnings for children and pets not to play on lawns. Rewilding our landscapes
recognizes the inescapable reality that all things are connected and that when we have a functioning ecosystem, all forms
of life can thrive. Across Maine and beyond, Maine’s Wild
Seed Project has launched a campaign to restore native plants
in our landscape. Wild Seed Project, based in Portland, is
asking people to replace intensively managed non-native
landscapes across Maine with native plants that provide food
and habitat for native species. Their website includes free
guidance, tools and resources to inspire people for the coming growing season: visit wildseedproject.net.
The rewilding project dovetails with Rockland’s Healthy
Lawns and Gardens effort. Effective January 2021, Rockland City Council voted to eliminate the use of pesticides
for property owners, businesses and public spaces. The ordinance includes an allowance for property owners to transition away from pesticides for the long-term and sustainable health of our lands, waters and residents (humans,
insects, birds, pets and wildlife). This is a campaign we
can all participate in as it works on any scale, from a small
house lot to a city park, and the City of Rockland in partnership with all our residents will be working to turn toward
natural care of our community’s landscapes. To learn more
about the new ordinance and pledge to eliminate harmful
additives to lawns and gardens, visit tinyurl.com/zvr22yxk.
Annette Naegel, Rockland

Housing and Drainage, Too!—

I would like to join this Rockland debate and include Camden.
Why must we always build new, and cover more permeable and potentially photosynthetic ground with more buildings and pavement? We should consider alternatives first.
Here in Camden we are surrounded by empty or almost
empty houses, kept for occasional vacation occupancy, possible retirement home and worse, on spec. Couldn’t some of
those homes be encouraged to become two-family, with
clever, cautious zoning change, where, say, a certain percentage of housing in each neighborhood could become
duplexes, a pattern that used to be natural in most Camden
neighborhoods? A mildly mixed zoning would make our
neighborhoods more diverse, more inhabitable and perhaps less lonely.
In conjunction with such a change, I would like to see limits to paving and increased roofing — impervious surfaces
that increase runoff, flooding, erosion and capacity problems for our municipal storm sewers. This can be done partly within the same footprint when rehabbing homes by
requiring permeable surfaces for paving (and I am aware that
snow plowing is a problem, but we can work on it) and by
instituting a tax on impervious surfaces, as is increasingly
done in runoff-challenged municipalities (Portland, Maine,
for instance).
How about it?
Beedy Parker, Camden

Supporting Breanna Bebb—

I am delighted to endorse Breanna Pinkham Bebb in her
candidacy for a seat on the Northport Select Board. Breanna is a lifelong Mainer who has been deeply involved in her
local community since her time at University of Maine at
Machias. She has always worked for nonprofits or volunteered for them or both. We know Breanna in Northport from
her leadership of our distribution site for the Waldo County Woodshed and also her work on the Northport Planning
Board. As a parent of an Edna Drinkwater student she is
directly invested in the success of our school.
I first met Breanna in 2018 when she successfully led a
volunteer activity which was intense, complicated and stressful. She was unflappable and steady throughout. She is organized and energetic and a natural leader. As a person of the
older persuasion, it is a thrill to me to see a younger person
with all the challenges of a young family and a full-time job
who is still willing and eager to serve her community on the
select board. This is exactly the perspective we need for
Northport moving forward.
Lastly, I don’t know how this matters on the select board,
but it can’t hurt: Breanna is a lot of fun and we can all use
more smiles.
Please vote for Breanna Pinkham Bebb for the Northport
Select Board on April 14. Absentee ballots are available now
at the town office.
Trudy Miller, Northport
The Free Press welcomes and encourages your letters about
whatever is on your mind. Include your name, town of residence,
and phone number (in case we need to contact you). Email
letters to copyedit@freepressonline.com or mail them to
The Free Press, P.O. Box 1076, Camden, ME 04843-1076.
Please note our deadline for letters is Thursday at noon for the
following Tuesday publication.
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‘More Broadband, Less
Sprawl’ Webinar

Augusta-based nonprofit GrowSmart Maine will host a
free webinar, called “More Broadband, Less Sprawl,” on
Tuesday, March 30, from 4 to 5 p.m.
The panel discussion follows the recent “Press Herald
Policy Matters: Broadband” online forum.
Providing widespread access to high-speed internet is comparable to the electrification efforts of the early 20th century. Smart growth strategies focus on avoiding the risks associated with sprawl: environmental damage, quality of life,
and municipalities’ fiscal health.
Panelists Peggy Schaffer of Connect Maine, Kendra Jo
Grindle from Island Institute and Judy East of Washington
County Council of Governments will discuss the tools available to municipalities to ensure that, as universal access to
broadband is deployed, growth patterns reflect communities’ values and long-term plans and strategies.
To register, visit tinyurl.com/jy6ywjk3.
For more information about GrowSmart Maine, visit
growsmartmaine.org.

Maine Tourism Association
Offers Summer Outlook

Seasonal flooding in Camden

Coastal resilience planning —

Megunticook Watershed Community Conversations

Alison McKellar, a Camden Select Board member, and
Hallie Arno, a college student studying river restoration, are
holding a series of open community conversations about the
future of the Megunticook River watershed via Zoom. The
second and third meetings will be held on Friday, March 26,
from noon to 2 p.m. and on Wednesday, March 31, from
10 a.m. to noon.
The town of Camden, Midcoast Conservancy and other
partners seek public participation as they address concerns
such as sea-level rise, flood risk from unpredictable and
increased precipitation and a decrease in natural resources
such as fisheries. The Megunticook River watershed is sus-

ceptible to erosion, pollution and flooding. Significant funding is available to coastal communities to implement solutions that also benefit fish and other wildlife, such as restoring shorelines, riverbanks, and wetlands to make them more
natural and resilient to climate change.
Conversations will be recorded and archived and will be
available on the town of Camden website as well as the Midcoast Conservancy project page for the Megunticook River.
The Zoom link to attend is tinyurl.com/w5kw7433, or
email Alison at amckellar@camdenmaine.gov to have an
invitation sent with a call-in option.

The Maine Tourism Association recently polled its members about the upcoming summer tourism season, visitor
concerns and questions and how the pandemic is affecting
their business decisions.
Of those responding, 69% were optimistic that tourism in
Maine will do significantly better this year than last and will
start to recover from the pandemic, while 67% were optimistic
that their business is in the process of recovering this year.
For businesses that take reservations, most say reservations are still far from pre-pandemic numbers. Only 35%
said their reservations for the spring and summer were close
to 2019 levels.
Seventy-four percent of respondents said most potential
visitors were asking about vaccination, quarantine and testing
requirements to visit Maine. Some 18% asked about capacity
and service limitations at businesses and attractions; only 8%
asked about cleaning, safety and health protocols at businesses.
The Maine Legislature recently enacted LD 246 to keep
unexpended funds in the state’s Tourism Promotion Marketing Fund to be used this year. Survey respondents believe
that Maine’s marketing efforts are important to tourism’s
recovery — 87% said the efforts are important.

Maine Sustainability and Water
Conference Online
The conference will feature 11 concurrent

The annual Maine Sustainability and Water
Conference, organized by the Senator George
J. Mitchell Center for Sustainability Solutions
at the University of Maine, will be held online
on Wednesday, March 31, and Thursday,
April 1. The conference provides a forum for
researchers, citizens, students, policymakers
and municipal representatives to exchange
information and present new findings on sustainability and water resource issues in Maine.
Penobscot Nation Tribal Ambassador
Maulian Dana will deliver the keynote
address, titled “Connection, Not Ownership:
The Sacred Relationship Between the Penobscot Nation and Ancestral Territory.” She
will talk about her experiences growing up
on Indian Island and events and teachings
that have shaped her cultural values and influence her leadership.

sessions to be held on both days, with presentations and discussions focused on such
topics as PFAS, eliminating arsenic exposure, a blueprint for 100% renewable energy, migratory fish passage, the effects of climate change on Maine lakes, Maine’s climate
action plan and more.
A poster competition highlighting research
by Maine high school, undergraduate and
graduate students will also be held. Poster
topics include invasive species management,
microplastics in the Penobscot River, combating heavy metals in drinking water, coastal
water quality management, climate change
and lake ice-out dates, and SARS-CoV-2
wastewater surveillance.
The cost to attend is $25, $15 for students.
For more information and to register, visit
umaine.edu/mitchellcenter.

Vintage

ACCENTS
a u c t i o n s

Rejuvenation
Fine Art, Decorative Arts,
& Collectibles

March 31 | 10 am
Catalog Online! Register to bid today!

www.vintageaccentsauctions.com
345 Atlantic Hwy, Warren, Maine 04864 | Kaja Veilleux (ME AUC #902)

15 Payne Ave., Rockland, Maine

Modern, updated, one floor living with expansive
yard overlooking Owls Head Harbor. 4 BR, 2 ba,
living room, dining and great room for entertaining
with fireplace and patio. Waterfront deck,
exceptional landscaping, new roof, siding, culinary
center, granite counters, hardwood flooring & direct
entry from vehicle storage. FHW oil heat, multizoned, heated basement. Nearby public access to
beaches, lighthouse, kayaking, & boat mooring, all
within minutes of coastal shopping & restaurants
$883,300

Large, 15 acre, wooded parcel with ample
road frontage in a quiet location. Survey
and preliminary soils report available.
Warren $66,500

3 unit apt. building, with one 1BR unit
and two 2BR units. Located at scenic head
of the bay, just a short distance to all the
beaches and downtown Rockland and all
it has to offer. Fully rented and ready for a
new owner/investor! Owls Head $309,000

If you have a single family, multi-family,
or commercial parcel you’re interested in selling
please give us a call! Inventory is very limited and
we’re looking for additional properties to sell. We’re
looking forward to a busy spring and summer and
look forward to helping you realize your goals by
selling your home/business or land!
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NOTES FROM AWAY
C O N T I N U E D F R O M PA G E 1

down to study the prints of animals. These shy fellow
beings are always crossing this way at night or near dawn,
while we sleep. But normally they are invisible to us and
leave no obvious traces. The fresh snow had revealed their
course.
And somewhat dangerously for them, I suppose. For there
is good reason (as we Homo sapiens would say) that those
animals evade our sight most of the time.
I feel wonder and ignorance looking at their tracks.
Not being a hunter, I can only guess which animals made
the different marks. These hoofprints a yard apart: deer?
Here are two long and two short pawprints with the
snow dust sprayed out to the front. A morse code of dots
and dashes left by some leaping thing. Signalling rabbit?
I suppose.
So, I bent down in puzzlement, drawing a circle with my
finger around the print of one animal in the snow, unsure
what it meant — but sure of one thing: living beings unseen
to me had passed this way. They must have been alert to the
world around them, perhaps ravenous with hunger, perhaps
tracking prey or fleeing predator, transfixed perhaps by a
sound or a sudden scent. They were here, warm and breathing in the cold night air. And not so long ago.
I have not seen them in the flesh, but their tracks show at
least their apparent weight and speed and direction.
Because I have not seen the creatures, but only their traces
left in the snow, I think of physicists and their hunt for subatomic particles. Their cloud chambers filled with transparent liquid hydrogen that they watch in their laboratories
until white thin streaks of bubbles appear. The scientists
guess that speeding subatomic particles they cannot see and
can hardly imagine have heated the hydrogen to vapor, as
they pass through, on their primordial way, to someplace
altogether elsewhere, silently and very fast.
From the curve of their trails, their gentle arcs or tight
spirals, through fields not of snow but of magnetism, the
scientists can calculate how much electric charge the unseen
particles carry, and how much mass, and how fast they
move. All invisible until after they are gone, but revealed
by the trail of vapor they leave behind: muon, electron, lepton and quark.
Well, the other day I was walking on the roads near Beech
Hill. In a blue sky that promised an early spring were the
white condensation trails of jets passing high above. I couldn’t see the planes or even their glint in the sun, but the thin
lines of vapor showed me where they had been.
And beside the road I could look pretty far into the century-old woods. Through the woods ran long lines of stones
to mark the boundaries of ancient fields. Stones laid by
beings we find it hard now to see clearly in our minds. The
forces of human toil and lines of property that once formed
these walls are now overcome by the forces of frost and tree
root and gravity and lichen.
So even this granite evidence of distant winter is melting
away. Like the wisps of vapor trailing the jets overhead.
Just not quite as fast.
Stephen Harder is a resident of Rockport, teaching
American law for part of each year in China.

‘It’s been a year’

Archives Exhibition
Documents COVID Year

The Maine Contemporary Archives Collaborative, a network of archivists and librarians that connects digital archives
projects from across the state, has created an online exhibit
called “It’s Been a Year: Selections from Community CovidEra Collections” to mark the one-year anniversary of the
impact of COVID-19. The exhibit, available as part of the
new Maine Contemporary Archives website, can be viewed
by visiting ourmainearchives.omeka.net.
The show features artwork, photographs, writing and
recordings representing communities from Aroostook to
York counties. Participating organizations, including the
Belfast Free Library, will preserve and provide access to
contributed materials so they can serve as primary-source
records for researchers, students and community members
in the future.
In addition to the exhibit, visitors to the site can find
information about participating institutions, browse sample
items from the collections and learn more about contributing
as a community member or getting involved as an organization. Libraries of all types and sizes, as well as historical
societies, museums, schools and community organizations,
are invited to join the collaborative effort. The website
also offers educational resources, including lesson plans and
a Life During COVID Scavenger Hunt, to engage students in
learning about primary sources and documenting their own
experiences.
Visit ourmainearchives.omeka.net/share to submit materials associated with Belfast and Waldo County or to find a
local project.

COVID-19 —

How and Where to Get Vaccinated

by Ethan Andrews
ing online resources, require interpretation assistance, are
eginning Monday, April 19, all Maine residents age 16 homebound and need transportation, or have other questions
and older will be eligible for vaccination against COVID- about resources in their area.
19. As of this writing, anyone over 50 and workers in cer- How are we doing?
tain high-risk occupations (see exceptions below) can get the
As of March 19, more than 352,000 Maine people had
shot. It wasn’t supposed to happen this quickly, but the state
received a first dose of the COVID-19 vaccine — about 26%
bumped up the timeline in anticipation of an increase in vacof the population, according to data provided by the state.
cine supply from the federal government and in response to
Roughly 16% had been fully vaccinated.
reports from some Maine vaccine providers of openings in
Among Maine residents age 60 or older, roughly 64% had
their appointment schedules.
received at least one dose, and 35% had completed the vaccine
Anecdotal accounts suggest that getting vaccinated, for the
series. Maine currently ranks fifth best nationwide for the
eligible, is sometimes really easy and sometimes maddeningpercentage of its population fully vaccinated.
ly difficult. Providers we called typically had phone or online
For a running tally of Maine vaccination statistics, visitsystems that were similar to any phone tree or online orderthe state’s COVID-19 vaccination dashboard: maine.gov/
ing form. All of them required at least a little patience from
covid19/vaccines/dashboard.
the patient.
Exceptions
Where and how to get vaccinated
Workers in some fields are eligible for vaccination now
Pharmacists are exhausted from answering questions about
regardless of age:
the COVID-19 vaccine. Schedule an appointment online
Health care – Personnel in health care settings who have
or through an automated system if possible (see list below).
the potential for direct or indirect exposure to patients or
What you need at your appointment
infectious materials. Maine defines these settings as: hosA driver’s license or state ID and your insurance card is pitals, long-term care facilities, outpatient clinics, physician
all you need. If you don’t have insurance, the provider will practices or dental practices, pharmacies, home health care,
bill you for the administrative fee to give the vaccine. The emergency medical services, public health settings, school
nurses and school health clinics.
cost of the vaccine is covered by the federal government.
Teachers — pre-K-12 school staff and child care providers.
Workers who are eligible for early vaccination (see excepPublic Safety — Personnel at fire departments, in public
tions below) should bring a pay stub or statement from their
employer, according to a representative on the governor’s law enforcement (federal, state and local), officers at correctional facilities, the Transportation Security Agency and
COVID-19 vaccination hotline.
Customs and Border Patrol, who regularly have direct conGetting the second shot
tact with the public.
If you get one of the two available vaccines (Pfizer and
COVID-critical infrastructure — Certain personnel in the
Moderna) that require two shots, schedule your second shot
following agencies and companies that are working directly on
with the same clinic, pharmacy or health care provider that
COVID research and manufacturing: Maine DHHS and CDC,
gave you the first shot.
Maine Emergency Management Agency, Abbott and IDEXX
Other questions
Laboratories, Jackson Laboratories, Puritan Medical Products.
A more exhaustive FAQ on COVID-19 vaccinations can These vaccinations are being arranged by the employers.
Not eligible from the above groups are: personnel in health
be viewed online at maine.gov/covid19/vaccines.
The Maine COVID-19 Community Vaccination Line (888) care who don’t deal directly with the public, administrative
445-4111 is available Monday through Friday, 7 a.m. to workers in those agencies and industries who do not deal
directly with the public, funeral home workers, nannies, per7 p.m., and on Saturday and Sunday, 8 a.m. to 2 p.m.
The hotline was set up to help residents who do not have sonnel in social services, at homeless shelters, and in direct
internet access, need assistance connecting to or navigat- support positions, among others.

B

Vaccination sites in the midcoast —
Augusta
MaineGeneral Vaccine Clinic:
Call (866) 968-8219. For hearingimpaired individuals, dial 711.
Bangor
Penobscot Community Health Center:
visit: pchc.com/vaccines.
Northern Light Health Vaccine Clinic:
Visit covid.northernlighthealth.org/
publicvaccine or call 204-8551.
St. Joseph Hospital: Preparing to begin
scheduling appointments. For the
latest information call 907-3441.
Sam’s Club: visit: samsclub.com/
covid.
Walgreens *
Walmart **
Belfast
MaineHealth Vaccine Clinic: Call
(877) 780-7545 or visit
vaccine.mainehealth.org.
Walgreens *
Bethel
Walgreens *
Boothbay
MaineHealth Vaccine Clinic:
Call (877) 780-7545, or visit
vaccine.mainehealth.org.
Boothbay Harbor
Walgreens *
Brewer
Walgreens *
Walmart **

Brunswick
MaineHealth Vaccine Clinic:
Call (877) 780-7545, or visit
vaccine.mainehealth.org.
Hannaford ***
Walmart **
Bucksport
Walgreens *
Camden
Hannaford ***
Walgreens *
Damariscotta
Hannaford ***
Walgreens *
Gardiner
Walgreens *
Hampden
Walgreens *
Pittsfield
Northern Light Health Vaccine Clinic:
Visit covid.northernlighthealth.org/
publicvaccine or call 204-8551.
Walgreens *
Rockport
MaineHealth Vaccine Clinic:
Call (877) 780-7545, or visit
vaccine.mainehealth.org.
Rockland
Hannaford ***
Walgreens *

Thomaston
Walmart **
Vinalhaven
(patients only) Islands Community
Medical Services: Call Anna
Clapham at 863-4341, ext. 1126.
Waterville
Hannaford (Elm Plaza) ***
Walgreens *
Walmart **
___________________________
* Walgreens: Visit walgreens.com/
schedulevaccine or call (800)Walgreens. Walk-ins are not accepted.
** Walmart: Visit walmart.com/
COVIDvaccine. Check your
eligibility before scheduling an
appointment.
*** Hannaford: At this writing, local
Hannaford pharmacies were not
administering COVID-19 vaccines
yet, but the store appears on the
state’s list of providers and is
expected to have the vaccine soon.
For current information and to
schedule an appointment when the
option becomes available, visit
hannaford.com/pharmacy/covid19-vaccine. If the online scheduler
does not have an appointment available, do not call the pharmacy.
The scheduler updates in real time
and accurately reflects appointment
availability.

Real Maine —

Agricultural Producers Sought for Video Series

Real Maine, a program of the Maine Department of Agriculture, Conservation and Forestry, is seeking member agricultural producers to participate in “Harvesting Maine,” a
new video interview series launching this spring. The deadline to apply is Thursday, April 1.
The series of casual video interviews showcases farmers,
growers and producers who work to make a variety of Maine

agricultural products available and accessible year-round.
Nurseries and flower growers will be featured in May;
livestock producers in July; produce growers in September;
and tree farms and fiber farms in November. Suggestions
from other types of farmers are welcome.
For more information, and to apply, visit tinyurl.com/
7pf23w83.
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Governor Mills Extends State of Civil Emergency

Maine’s State of Civil Emergency has been extended
through April 15. The decision to extend the emergency is
in line with nearly every other state that has an ongoing emergency declaration, according to the National Governors Association.
In a news release, Gov. Janet Mills said, “We are in a race
between vaccinations and variants. And with more than a
quarter of all Maine people now having received their first
dose, we are making good progress. But we have got to keep
our foot on the gas to get more people vaccinated, to keep
people alive and healthy and to get us back to normal soon-

er. The summer is fast approaching and the finish line is on
the horizon. I urge all Maine people to keep doing the basic
things that keep us healthy, like wearing a mask, and to sign
up to get the vaccine when they are eligible. Together, we
will get through this and get our state and our economy back
on track.”
A State of Civil Emergency allows Maine to deploy all
available tools to respond to and contain COVID-19. This
is the 13th extension of the State of Civil Emergency. Under
Maine law, proclamations of civil emergencies may be issued
in 30-day increments.

Maine Maple Sunday Outdoors in Camden
HAVE A HARD TIME
FINDING A PLUMBER?

Making syrup in the Camden-Rockport Historical
Society’s 1820 sugar shack
PHOTO: JAN KELSEY

The Camden-Rockport
Historical Society will celebrate Maine Maple Sunday
on March 28 with a maple
sugaring demonstration in
the society’s historic 1820
sugar house from 1 to 3 p.m.
Admission is free.
Wendy Pendleton Harvey
will demonstrate the maple
sugaring process. Families
are invited to participate; a
designated board member
will serve ice cream topped
with maple syrup outdoors if
the weather allows.
Masking and distancing
requirements will be enforced;
the historical society hopes to
open some of its buildings,
with COVID safety in mind. Those interested in volunteering at the site this sumnmer are encouraged to attend.
The driveway to the museum and historic homestead cam-

The Pure Experts can help!
Residential Plumbing Repair & Maintenance
Please call
immediate
call to
to schedule
schedule your
you immediate
plumbing services.
207-871-8610

Browntail Moth
Treatments
Now accepting NEW clients
organic & synthetic treatments
for all tree & landscape pests

pus is located on the Camden-Rockport border, just past Hannaford supermarket on Route 1 south.
For more information, email crhsme@myfairpoint.net.

FAME Approves $85 Million Bond for GO Lab, Inc.

The board of directors of the Finance Authority of Maine
(FAME) approved up to $85 million in financing for Belfastbased GO Lab, Inc. at its March meeting. The tax-exempt
conduit bond financing will finance a portion of the construction costs to renovate the former Madison paper mill,
purchase equipment, and cover other eligible costs of the
business. The company plans to recycle wood fiber biomass
to produce more nontoxic, sustainable alternatives to traditional building insulation products.
“We are pleased to provide additional support for GO
Lab’s project in Madison,” said David Daigler, chair of the
FAME board, in a news release. “Finding new uses for wood
fiber, including innovative building materials, has the potential of revitalizing the forest products industry in Maine and
is a key recommendation of the state’s Ten-Year Economic Development Strategy.”
FAME’s Revenue Obligations Securities Program provides tax-exempt bond financing to eligible borrowers without any recourse or obligation on the part of the state. The
bonds carry no liability or credit enhancement on the part of
FAME or the state. FAME acts as a conduit for borrowers
to allow them to access favorable interest rates and to help
stimulate the economy and create and retain Maine jobs.
Because this project will involve both manufacturing and
solid waste activities, the bonds will be eligible for tax-

Jeff’s Vacuum

The AmericAn Legion

SALES AND SERVICE
New vacuums with
FREE annual service
Authorized Dealer of
Sebo and Miele Vacuums
Vacuum Repair and Estimates

exempt treatment under federal tax law.
Joshua Henry, Go Lab, Inc. president, in the news release
said the funding will help GO Lab revitalize the Madison
mill and “provide approximately 114 well-paying jobs, which
will help stimulate the local economy, the forest practices
industry, and the state of Maine as a whole.”
In addition to the bond financing, FAME has approved
approximately $860,000 in Seed Capital Tax Credit financing for the company, as well as a FAME Direct Loan totaling $1.2 million, with FAME as lead lender at $500,000.
Other partners in the loan include Coastal Enterprises Inc.
($250,000) and Maine Technology Institute ($200,000). Eastern Maine Development Corporation also has approved a
$250,000 loan to round out the early-stage financing.
Other key Maine financing entities have partnered to provide financing needed to complete the purchase and begin the
refurbishment of the now-vacant Madison mill, as well as to
purchase the necessary production equipment and transport it
from Germany. The Maine Rural Development Authority has
approved $500,000 for the project, while the town of Madison has authorized a $400,000 loan, which includes a Community Development Block Grant program contribution
through the state Department of Economic and Community
Development of $300,000, which will be used for engineering costs. Additionally, the Somerset Economic Development
Corp. has authorized a $300,000 loan for the project.

War Memorial Post 30

PHONE: 207-236-3310
Come in and visit Max & Tucker

WE beat Amazon’s prices every day, and WE find you the right machine - every time!
Mon. – Thurs. 8:00 – 4:00, Fri. 8 –12 • 207-230-1100 • Jeff Hall, owner
451 West St. (Rt. 90), Rockport

Shepard
Pre-owned SAABs – Authorized Service
(Part of Shepard Chrysler • Dodge • Ram • Jeep)

US Route 1 • Thomaston • 594-2154
www.shepardcars.com

207-691-2270

Veterans
Strengthening
America

Fully Licensed & Insured
Free Estimates - Break the Cycle
www.hawkestreeservice.com

Nat Hussey Law Office
Tax Planning & Return Preparation
Island Appointments Available
277 Main Street, Suite 2, Damariscotta
Ph (207)682-0111 • Fax (207)682-0102 • M (207)485-2706
www.nathussey.com
Serving the Midcoast and Islands of Penobscot Bay

Safe Sale
15% off
All in stock safes,
cash &
carry.
New
Shipment
Just In!

Veterans - be a part of
the largest vet organization.
Meetings are the 1st Thursday
of the month at 7pm
Stop by 91 Pearl Street
and join your fellow vets and
enjoy the comradery

738 MAIN STREET • ROCKLAND

MON.-FRI. • 9 AM - 3 PM • 594-4750
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CMCA Seeks Submissions

The Center for Maine Contemporary Art is accepting submissions for its fourth [ON]now exhibition through April 9.
The show will open on April 30.
[ON]now is an ongoing initiative showcasing the work of
artists with ties to Maine in a series of curated online exhibitions. The guest juror for the April exhibit is Valeria
Missalina Bembry, curatorial fellow at SPACE Gallery in
Portland.
To apply, visit tinyurl.com/yjhpo24p.

Farnsworth Offers
‘Exploring Drawing Value’
Drawing by
Whitney River
The Farnsworth Art
Museum will host a
class led by Whitney
River via Zoom, called
“Exploring Drawing
Value,” on Mondays
from 3 to 5 p.m., April
12, 19, 26 and May 3.
The cost is $144, $120
for members.
Participants will refine their shading skills using graphite.
Classes will include a warmup to help develop eye-hand
coordination and control, a quick sketch from life to hone
observational skills, and focused work on a longer project
to build a greater understanding of value differences and
shading techniques. Students will have the opportunity to
share their work.
River graduated from Yale University in 1995. She has
shown her work throughout New England, and her drawings
and paintings are represented in private and corporate collections.
To register, visit farnsworthmuseum.org.

Skidompha Secondhand
Book Shop Music CDs Sale

The Skidompha Secondhand Book Shop, located at 17 Backstreet Landing in Damariscotta, is holding a sale on music
compact discs through Saturday, April 3. Every CD will
be sold at half price, and there is also a “buy five, get two
free” offer.
The shop has hundreds of CDs in categories including
classical, rock, new age, show tunes, easy listening, world,
pop, folk, jazz, country, blues and others, as well as CDs for
children.
Strict safety protocols are in place: anyone over age 2 must
wear a mask, use the available hand sanitizer, and maintain
physical distance according to CDC guidelines.
The shop is open Monday through Saturday from 9 a.m.
to 4 p.m. Donations are accepted at the back door on those
days between 8 and 10 a.m., one bag or box per person.
For more information, visit skidomphabookshop.org or
phone 563-7807.
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CMCA Will Host ‘Who Do You Love?’ Conversation
Clockwise from top left:
“Bathtub Painting,”
2019, oil on panel by Mai
Snow; “Bamboozah,”
2019, clay and mixed
media by Nicholas J Sevigney; “A Death in the
Family,” 2020, spray
paint, acrylic and chalk
on canvas by Henry
Austin; and “Magaña,
driving south,” 2017, gelatin silver print by Hector
Nevarez Magaña
The Center for Maine Contemporary Art, located at
21 Winter Street in Rockland,
will host the fourth in a series
of free artist talks called “Who
Do You Love?” on Sunday,
March 28, at 3 p.m. on Zoom
and Facebook Live. The talk
will feature CMCA Biennial
artists presenting three works
by artists they love and
explaining their choices.
Presenting on March 28
will be Henry Austin, Hector
Nevarez Magaña, Nicholas J
Sevigney and Mai Snow. A
question-and-answer period
will follow the presentations.
The program is free of charge.
For more information and
to register, visit cmcanow.org.
The current CMCA Biennial features the work of 34
artists from 17 Maine communities and will remain on view
at the museum through May 2.

Applications sought —

Belvedere Traditional Handcrafts Fund

The Belvedere Traditional Handcrafts Fund of the Maine
Community Foundation is seeking applications. The deadline to apply is June 1. The maximum grant award is $10,000
for work that will begin September 1 or later.
The fund supports projects and organizations that promote
Maine traditional handcrafts. Only nonprofit and municipal
organizations are eligible; MaineCF cannot make grants to
individual artists. New this year, due to the pandemic, the
fund will offer general operating support grants only to
organizations whose sole mission centers on Maine traditional handcrafts.
The fund awarded $112,807 to 13 organizations in 2020,

including, locally, Cultural Resources Inc., Rockport, to
support the Wabanaki Arts Mentorship Program, an intergenerational teaching program of traditional crafts and
cultural knowledge; Watershed Center for the Ceramic Arts,
Newcastle, to equip new studio and studio annex buildings
with tools and materials that support year-round ceramics
arts programming; and Atlantic Challenge Foundation Inc.,
Rockland, to continue to strengthen boatbuilding instruction
and apprentice programs.
Funding announcements will be made in August. For more
information, email Leslie Goode at lgoode@mainecf.org or
phone 412-2002.
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From left to right: mailboat Nereid, 1942; July 8, 1940; Sherm and Alfred Stanley, June 1944

Monhegan Museum Hosts World War II Exhibit

Monhegan Museum of Art and History is hosting an online
exhibit that explores the wartime experience of Maine
islanders, called “World War II: On-Island and Abroad.”
The multimedia exhibition uses oral histories, artwork,
letters, memoirs, film footage and newspaper clippings to
tell the stories of islanders who went to war and those who
remained on-island.
With a year-round population of only 97, Monhegan sent

14 men to fight abroad, some enlisting directly from high
school. The Monhegan residents who remained behind united in support of the war and actively engaged in civil defense
through enforced blackouts, support of war bonds and loans,
engagement in the Red Cross and more. Light and fog keepers were under the control of the U.S. Navy, and Coast Guard
troops were stationed in the lighthouse and patrolled the
island. Fewer summer residents and visitors came during the

Lincoln County Women in Maine’s Musical History
Damariscotta Band in front of the
Chapman-Hall House c.1890
PHOTOGRAPHER UNKNOWN

The Lincoln County Historical Association shared a glimpse of local women in
Maine’s musical history in a recent news
release, in observation of National Reading
Month and Women’s History Month, which
are both in March.
A book by George Thornton Edwards
called “Music and Musicians of Maine”
details the role of music, musicians and music
organizations in the state, beginning with
Native Americans as observed by early European explorers and ending with the state of
the art of music in Maine in 1928. It covers
the breadth of Maine’s music from sacred and
classical to country, choral and orchestral.
A number of Lincoln County women were noted in the text,
including Helen S. Kelley of Wiscasset, Annie S. Kennedy
of Jefferson, Bristol-born Rena Hammond Ludden, Mrs. H.
W. Coombs, Mrs. J. S. Chandler of Damariscotta, Ethel Went-

worth Box, and Mrs. W. H. Parsons, who was pianist and
accompanist for the Newcastle-Damariscotta Festival Chorus.
The book is available through interlibrary loan and online
by visiting the Internet Archive at tinyurl.com/yk6y8d4w.

Vose Library Talk to Feature Herbal Revolution
Vose Library in Union will host a free
online talk with herbalist Kathi Langelier of
Herbal Revolution as part of the weekly “Zoom
with Vose Wednesdays” series at 6 p.m. on
March 24.
Langelier will discuss her book “Herbal Revolution: 65-Plus Recipes for Teas, Elixirs,
Tinctures, Syrups, Foods and Body Products
That Heal” and demonstrate the preparation of
three recipes from the book: Spring Vinegar,
Rhubarb and Lemon Digestive Bitters and

Love Your Liver Elixir. She has received
awards for her formulas from the American
Herbalists Guild, International Herb Symposium and New England Made Shows.
Visit voselibrary.org, send email to debra@
voselibrary.org or call 785-4733 before 3 p.m.
the day of the program to request an invitation
and Zoom password.
Vose Library is located at 392 Common
Road and is currently open for curbside pickup and in-person services by appointment.

war years, and some year-round residents left the island.
After the war, change came in many ways, with several war
veterans making their home on Monhegan after connecting
with islanders they met while abroad.
To view the exhibit, visit monheganmuseum.org/WWII.
The Monhegan Museum of Art and History is located in
the Monhegan Island Light Station, 12 nautical miles off the
coast. It is open daily June 24–September 30.

Business panel presentation —

Let’s Talk About Energy,
Part 2: In Your Business

Camden Public Library and the Camden Energy Committee will hold the second program in a free online series looking at energy options in Maine, lowering energy costs and
combating climate change on Thursday, April 1, at 6 p.m. The
creation of the series was prompted by the Maine Climate
Council’s goal of 100% renewable energy by 2050.
Representatives from several midcoast businesses will discuss new ways of doing business, including high-efficiency
heating, cooling and ventilation; electric-powered heavy
machinery; and retrofitting historic buildings; as well as how
local banks and financial institutions can support energy efficiency. Panelists will include Joshua Moore of Lyman-Morse
Boatbuilding Inc.; Sondra Hamilton of Zoot Coffee; David
Dickey, owner of Camden Riverhouse Hotel and Inn; and
Steve Matteo, commercial regional manager for Camden
National Bank.
Email jpierce@librarycamden.org to register and obtain
a Zoom link to attend.
Upcoming talks in the series, which will be offered through
early June, will explore energy use by municipalities and
state programs to promote a greener future.
For more information, visit librarycamden.org.

Rockland Library to Host
Marine Museum Archivist

Now online —

Maine Historical Society
Shows Clothing Collection
Mary Lewis’s wedding day cape, c. 1773, was the
first item photographed as part of the project.
PHOTO: JAMIE RICE

Maine Historical Society in Portland has launched a
new digital portal that gives public access to its collection of historical clothing, which contains clothing dating from the late 1700s through the 20th century.
The public can browse Maine Historical Society’s Historic Dress Collection by time period or themes. The portal’s narratives, authored by noted textile and dress historian Jacqueline Field, are illustrated with high-resolution
digital photography that allows viewers to see the garments from multiple angles.
Clothing and accessories in the collection are associated with people or families who lived in Maine, were
made by Maine people, or are somehow connected to the
state.
Visit historicclothing.mainememory.net to view the
MHS Historic Dress Collection.

Photo from the Ed Coffin Collection at Penobscot
Marine Museum features Cobb Butler Yard in
Rockland, 1911.
Rockland Public Library will host a free presentation by
Kevin Johnson, photo archivist for Penobscot Marine Museum
in Searsport, on Thursday, April 1, at 6:30 p.m. via Zoom.
Johnson will show photos highlighting Rockland that
are found in the museum’s photography archives and
discuss the museum’s collections of more than 300,000 photographic images from the 1880s to the recent past. Works
of Kosti Ruohomaa, Maynard Bray and Ed Coffin will be
featured.
Email elewis@rocklandmaine.gov by 4 p.m. on April 1
for a link to attend and identify the event in the subject line.
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The Sketchbook. A builder’s journal

Magnetic Attraction
by Jim Bahoosh

I

build my own kitchen cabinets. They’re relatively simple;
basically a sturdy box. No complicated joinery or hardware. I’ll use either jelly cupboard–type hardware on the
doors or a round knob and magnetic catch.
A magnetic catch consists of a magnet and a steel plate.
The magnet attaches to the cabinet, the steel plate to the back
of the door.
When installing a magnetic catch, set the magnet portion
first. This is held in place by screws in slots that allow for
horizontal adjustment. For the initial placement locate the
magnet flush with the plane the door will land on. Place
the screws centrally in the horizontal slots and set the magnet in place. The flat steel is affixed to the inside of the door
with one screw. The plate has two small dimples. Place the
plate on the magnet, dimples facing the door. If the door is
one of a pair, reach inside the cabinet from the other door
opening. Put the point of your pencil through the screw hole.
As you slowly close the door your pencil will mark the screw
location for affixing the plate to door. If the door is a single,
slide the magnetic portion forward and tighten in place.
Put the plate on the magnet, dimples forward. Close the door
firmly. This will leave a faint impression on the back of
the door. You should be able to make out the mark left by
the dimples or edges of the plate. Use these as a guide for
placing the plate.
Magnetic catches afford a good deal of fine tuning. Adjust
the magnet outward for more grip, inward for less. You’re
looking for the sweet spot where the magnet holds the door
closed yet still opens easily.
Jim Bahoosh has been a solo house builder and
designer since 1984. He lives in Unity.

A Princeton elm planted at the library in 2015 as part of the Camden Shade Tree Program

Due April 15 —

Apply Now for Camden Shade Tree Program

The town of Camden and the Camden Garden Club are
offering individual property owners an opportunity to have
a street tree professionally planted at their location. To obtain
an application, email Assistant Town Manager Janice Esancy at jesancy@camdenmaine.gov or call 236-3353. The
deadline to apply is April 15.
Selected applicants will be asked to contribute $75 toward
the cost of planting the tree and to water it throughout the
summer and fall. The trees will be guaranteed for one year,
provided they are properly watered. Trees will be planted,
staked and mulched in late May or early June and will be

planted street-side in accordance with town specifications.
The Town Tree Program was established to replace trees
lost to age, infestation, disease and weather. Its origins can
be traced to 1937, when the garden club voted to plant a tree
on the Knowlton Street school ground. Since then, the club’s
archives have documented more than 1,455 trees planted by
Camden Garden Club programs. The town’s “aggressive
effort to plant successive generations of shade trees along
its highways and byways” earned Camden the designation
of Tree City USA from the National Arbor Day Foundation
in 1997.

Good Tern Offers Basic Home Orchard Care Class
C.J. Walke
Good Tern Natural Foods Co-op in Rockland will offer
a free online class about caring for fruit trees on Wednesday, March 24, from 6:30 to 8 p.m.
Instructor C.J. Walke, Maine Organic Farmers and Gardeners Association’s Down East specialist, will discuss the basics
of growing fruit trees at home. He will discuss soil building
and fertility management, pruning basics and common insects
and diseases that can affect backyard orchards. There will be
time for questions and discussion following the presentation.
Registration is required. To sign up, phone Elissa Bower
at 594-8822 or email marketing@goodtern.coop.

Coastal Senior College’s Spring Session
Coastal Senior College is offering Zoom courses on a variety of topics in the coming weeks. Only members may register; visit coastalseniorcollege.org to join and sign up for classes. The membership fee is $25; course fees are $35 each. A
Brown Bag Lunch Series, called “Local Artists in Their Studios,” is also available to members online at no additional cost.
The following spring courses are still open:
• “History of Rug Hooking,” with instructor Janet
Williams, who has been hooking rugs for over 40 years.
• “Love and Change in Shakespeare’s ‘As You Like It’”
will be taught by Ann Nesslage.
• “Why Is It So Hard to Be Rational?” taught by Sara
Shute. Students will learn about the three general impediments to being rational.

• “Chasing Utopia: Ideal Cities and New Towns,” led by Brett
Donham. Students will explore the pursuit of creating ideal
forms of cities and towns using examples from ancient Greece
to the late 20th century.
• “The U.S. and Maine Economies: Post-Pandemic Outlooks.” Economist Stephen Fuller will discuss economic principles and trends and their effect on Maine’s economy.
• “Living Well for Better Health” will be taught by Jen
Paquet, healthy living program coordinator at Spectrum Generations. Students will learn how to better address and manage health issues and how to boost energy.
• “The Traditional Stories of Faust and Goethe’s Faust.”
Byron Stuhlman returns to teach this revised version of his
2019 course.

MOFGA Invites Submissions to
Newspaper
quences of industrialized agriculture. Each issue

ACE Hardware Store
Battery
Powered
Window & Door Showroom
Mowers are Here
Drive Through Lumber Yard
Warehouse
Check out our Building Materials
line
of
Battery & Electric Lawn &
Garden tools
Buy local.
Build better.
Choose from Trimmers,
Blowers,

Chain Saws and More…
FREE STORE PICKUP,
BUY ONLINE & PICK UP TODAY!

THE HELPFUL PLACE, EVERYWHERE YOU ARE
WITH OUR MOBILE APP

acehardware.com

10 Payne Ave. (U.S. Rte. 1) – Rockland | Tel. 594-4331 | Monday-Friday 7-5 • Saturday 8-2

10 Payne Ave
Rockland

OPEN
Monday - Friday 7-5PM
Saturday 8-2PM
594-4331

The Maine Organic Farmers and Gardeners
Association invites submissions to its quarterly newspaper The Maine Organic Farmer and
Gardener. The publication is considered a leading source of information about organic agriculture and sustainable living practices and features articles ranging from organic farming and
gardening advice to in-depth coverage of the
ecological, social and environmental conse-

also features recipes, organic products information, details on MOFGA’s activities and more.
Short, true stories of 300 words or less
on the theme of “neighbors” may be sent to
stories@mofga.org by April 10. Those whose
submissions are selected for print will receive
a one-year gift subscription to the newspaper.
Visit tinyurl.com/35ejfpyk to read stories
from the current issue.
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armer days and signs of spring such as the return of the addition of protective grow tunnels.
redwing blackbirds and evening grosbeaks to the feedWhile the IGA’s bottom line is improved with its rooftop
er inspired dreams of greening lawns and thawing soil, but garden, here in the U.S. a similar project is helping to feed
a return to plunging temperatures put a stop to them tem- the communities surrounding Boston’s historic Fenway Park.
porarily. I revert, during the plunges, to late-winter activi- In the spring of 2015, Fenway Farms began a rooftop garties such as viewing online posts from friends in warmer den on the third-base side of the ballpark, one that produces
climes, where spring is already under way. One of my gar- an estimated 6,000 pounds of produce annually. Crops are
dening correspondents also sent me an
sown in Vermont Compost Company soil,
inspiring photo of the rooftop garden of
and Fenway chefs are involved in selecta Montreal, Quebec, IGA supermarket,
ing which plants will be grown each
the largest certified organic garden on a
season. Weekly harvests go into salroof in Canada. Images showed abundant
ads and fresh side dishes available in
beds of over 30 crops, ranging from
the restaurants that serve the deluxe
strawberries, lettuces and herbs to eggbox seats, ranging from arugula, snap peas
plant, kale, bok choy and heirloom tomaand rosemary in the spring to eggplant and
by Georgeanne Davis
toes, growing in beds of soil just six inchpotatoes during the summer months. Some
es deep. Hives of honey bees busily
of the harvest is also donated to the compollinate the crops and produce honey,
munity food rescue organization Lovin’
which the market sells, along with its vegSpoonfuls.
etable harvest, under the name “Frais du
Not many of us garden on a rooftop, but
Toit,” or “Fresh from the Roof.” The enterprise is doing so wherever we garden, we can join in the efforts to ameliorate
well the owners plan to expand their efforts to fresh-cut flow- food insecurity in our communities. Right now, as you begin
ers and a flock of chickens to help with bug reduction.
garden planning, why not figure out where you can tuck in
The idea of the rooftop farm began when the borough in a few rows of produce to donate locally. In this area, Knox
which the store is located demanded that half of the store County Gleaners volunteers work with local farms to glean
roof be a green roof. The IGA is a certified LEED Gold build- vegetables that are taken to local food pantries and soup
ing, and the insulation layer of the growing beds adds to its kitchens. Last year 3,212 pounds of vegetables and fruit
lowered energy use, keeping it cooler in summer and warmer grown by gardeners like you were distributed to 18 locations
in winter. To further conserve resources, the crops are irri- in Knox County. If you’d like to join in the efforts, plan now
gated with water recovered from the store’s dehumidifica- to tuck in a row or two of some kind of produce that stores
tion system. Warmth from the building also makes a three- well and is easy to grow. Summer squashes and cucumbers,
season growing period feasible, as the growing beds’ soil winter squash, potatoes, carrots and cabbages all fall into
warms sooner and stays warm longer into the autumn with those categories, but anything fresh is appreciated.

Gardens Build
Community

Merryspring Talk: Benefits of Wild Blueberries

Merryspring Nature Center in Camden will host a free
webinar about the health benefits of Maine blueberries on
Tuesday, March 30, at noon, with University of Maine Professor Dorothy Klimis-Zacas.
Recently, there has been extensive research about the
health benefits of foods high in antioxidants. Wild blueberries, native to Maine, are among the foods highest in antioxidants; their role in preventing chronic diseases has been
documented during the last 15 years.
Klimis-Zacas will discuss wild blueberries’ benefits in
cases of cardiovascular disease, metabolic syndrome and
obesity-induced inflammation.
Klimis-Zacas is a professor of clinical nutrition at the University of Maine and a cooperating professor of the School

MOFGA Container
Gardening Webinar

The Maine Organic Farmers and Gardeners Association
will offer a free webinar about container gardening on Thursday, April 8, from noon to 1:15 p.m. in its Gardening Webinar Series.
Kate Garland of UMaine Cooperative Extension will introduce container types, substrates, plant selections and tips on
how to manage water and nutrients. While the workshop is
targeted toward beginner gardeners, seasoned gardeners are
welcome to join and may have an opportunity to share their
favorite tips and tricks.
To register, visit tinyurl.com/yz38u7d5.
For more information, email events@mofga.org.

ON THE MIDCOAST

of Biomedical Sciences at UMaine and at the University of
Milan, Italy, and Harokopio University of Nutrition and
Dietetics in Athens, Greece.
The talk is part of Merryspring’s Online Winter Talk series.
Email info@merryspring.org to receive the Zoom link to
attend. Links will be sent the morning of the webinar. Those
who have not received the link by 11 a.m. the morning of
the program should email info@merryspring.org. For more
information, call 236-2239.

Extension Vegetable and
Fruit School Online

University of Maine Cooperative Extension will hold its
annual Vegetable and Fruit School online from noon to
2 p.m. Wednesday and Thursday, March 31 and April 1.
Topics will include new and emerging pest problems, bird
management in corn, effective cultivation practices, irrigation
strategies for diversified farms, and fertigation for high tunnels. Presenters will include experts from UMaine Extension,
University of Maine, University of Rhode Island and a New
Hampshire grower. Each session will have time for questions.
The $15 fee includes both days. One pesticide recertification credit will be offered each day.
To register, visit extension.umaine.edu/register/shop. For
more information or to request a reasonable accommodation, email caitlin.ramsay@maine.edu or phone Caitlin Ramsay at 933-2100.

Wish
you
were
there ?
Morocco

Stop in and check out today’s
selection. In-store shopping or
curbside pickup.
See our website for full menu.

T R E E K E E P E R S

JOURNEY NINE / APRIL 4

Nova Scotia

To book your take-out journey, call 207-593-9110.
Tickets should be ordered in advance.
Take-Out Hours | Thurs –Sat | 4 pm - 8 pm

TM

Since 1994 — preserving & protecting
Maine’s beautiful trees & treescapes
T REE C ARE & C ONSULTING
Specializing in Preser vation
Aesthetic, health, & safety pruning
Planting Cabling/ bracing Removals
Privacy screens Fertilization/aeration
Woodland improvement Vistas Shoreland zones
Paths/trails Fruit trees
Tree protection during construction
Consultations Tree inventories & appraisals
Organic insect & disease controls
◆

◆

◆

◆

◆

◆

◆

MEMBER:
Maine Arborist Association
International Society of Arboriculture - ISA
Society of Commercial Arborists
Society of Municipal Arborists
Tree Care Industry Association
Maine Landscape & Nursery Association
Maine Organic Farmers & Gardeners - MOFGA

ESTABLISHED 1994
ISA Certified Arborists
Landscape & Utility Arborists
Maine-licensed ◆ Insured

Douglas N. Johnson, Sr. Arborist
Nancy Caudle-Johnson, Arborist

207-236-6855
877-TREEKPR

Caring for the earth – one tree at a time.

SM

ENHANCING YOUR PROPERTY FOR OVER 35 YEARS

WOOD FENCING

269 Atlantic Hwy • Warren, ME
207-273-1000 • 800-360-4866
www.tomfence.com

Every Friday, All Year
9am - 1pm
Inside at the Aubuchon Greenhouse
Route 1, Belfast
@BelfastFarmersMarket

WEAVER’S ROADSIDE VARIETY
BAKERY
CATERING
AGENCY LIQUOR STORE
1386 Waterville Road, Waldo, ME • 342-5697
Non-Ethanol Gas • Off Road Diesel • K1
weaversroadsidevariety@gmail.com

ALL IN STOCK
STOUT BEER

10% OFF
Through March 31st

50% OFF WINE SPECIAL!
For a complete list, visit InGoodCompanyMaine.com/
drink-menu.

415 Main St | Rockland, ME | InGoodCompanyMaine.com

LLC

Celebrating twenty-five years!

No Membership
Card
Required

Open Daily: Sun 8-6, Mon to Sat 7-7 • Tel. 207 .236.3537
follow us on facebook and instagram
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UMaine —

JOURNEY EIGHT / MARCH 25

PREPARED
DINNERS

Tuesday, March 23, 2021

See Us On

195 Park St., Rockland • 594-5443
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Camden Public Library —

Lyme Disease Risks and
Prevention Webinar
Inset, presenter Rika K. Keck and, at right, a
female deer tick TICK PHOTO BY ERIK KARITS
Camden Public Library will host Rika K. Keck
in a free online talk about Lyme disease risks and
prevention on Tuesday, March 30, at 6 p.m. Email
jpierce@librarycamden.org to request a link to
attend.
Keck, a certified Functional Diagnostic Nutrition Practitioner based in Connecticut, will discuss various co-infections and viral activation that
contribute to the misdiagnosis of some people who
become ill with Lyme disease. She will review the
publication “2020 Guidelines for Prevention,
Diagnosis, and Treatment of Lyme Disease” and
talk about how attendees can protect themselves,
their children and pets against a tick bite and what
to do if a tick is found. There will be an opportunity for questions.
Keck has been a member of the International
Lyme and Associated Diseases Society since 2016
and, since 2018, has been a founding member of
The Global Lyme Alliance Ambassador Program, which is
committed to community education and outreach.
For more information, visit librarycamden.org.

Physician to Answer Questions About Ticks
Kennebec Estuary Land Trust will host a free online presentation by Georgetown physician Nananda Col about ticks
in Maine on Thursday, April 1, at 6 p.m.
Col will address common questions, such as: Are ticks
different sizes at different times of year? What types of
bug spray provide the best protection against ticks? How

many different types of disease can ticks carry? How should
ticks be removed? How is Lyme disease treated? Participants may ask additional questions when registering or during the event’s question-and-answer period.
After contracting two tick-borne diseases due to not taking precautions while foraging, Col now educates local

groups about things people can do to protect themselves from
ticks and tick-borne diseases. She belongs to a group of
Georgetown residents working to identify ways to control
tick populations on the island.
Visit kennebecestuary.org/upcoming-events for more
information and to sign up, or call 442-8400.

Midcoast Conservancy —

Guided Bog Walk at
Hidden Valley Center
Pitcher plant
Midcoast Conservancy will host a guided bog walk, led
by Hildy Ellis, at Hidden Valley Nature Center, located at
131 Egypt Road in Jefferson, on Wednesday, May 5, from
10 a.m. to noon.
Ellis, recently retired coordinator at Knox-Lincoln Soil
and Water Conservation District, will lead participants on
a walk along the margins of the bog on a 220-foot boardwalk that extends into the heart of the wetland, making it
possible to interact with a delicate ecosystem and to witness
the emergence of spring plant life there.
The wetlands at HNVC have been forming over millions
of years and much of the flora and fauna found in the bog
are distinct to the area and places like it. The bog is home to
several varieties of orchids and uncommon bird species, like
the yellow-bellied flycatcher.
Participants should meet at the HVNC gate promptly at
10 a.m. for an easy, 10-minute walk to the bog. They are
encouraged to dress appropriately for possibly buggy conditions, bring binoculars if desired, and leave dogs at home.
A $5 donation is requested from nonmembers. Register at
midcoastconservancy.org/events.
Visit midcoastconservancy.org for more information or
call 389-5150.

Restoring Common Loons to Southern New England
PHOTO COURTESY DANIEL AND GINGER POLESCHOOK

Coastal Mountains Land Trust will host an
online presentation, “Restoring Common
Loons to Southern New England — A 100Year Absence,” with Camden Public Library
at 6 p.m. on Thursday, April 8. Lucas Savoy,
wildlife research biologist at the Biodiversity Research Institute in Portland, will discuss
progress being made on the restoration of
loon populations.
Biodiversity Research Institute is a Mainebased nonprofit focused on wildlife conservation. In response to a 2004 oil spill in
southern New England that killed hundreds
of loons, BRI and project partners have
embarked on a multi-year project to restore
common loons to areas in southern New England where they have been absent from the
landscape for more than 100 years. Wildlife
biologists have developed a technique to
safely transport and rear common loon chicks
for release.
Email Julia at jpierce@librarycamden.org
to request a link to attend. For more information, visit coastalmountains.org.
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Belfast Library Will Host Talk with Don Reimer
Don Reimer
Belfast Free Library will host a virtual book talk
with local author and birder Don Reimer on Tuesday,
April 6, at 6:30 p.m. To register, visit belfastlibrary.org/
virtual-programs.
Reimer will share photos and
discuss his book “Seen Anything
Good?” The book spans six
decades of bird observations in
midcoast Maine and is about
everyday people and the birds
that inhabit and share the natural
environment with them. There
will be an opportunity to ask
questions.
A lifelong birder and photographer residing in Warren,
Reimer is a board member of the
Midcoast Audubon Society and
has led field excursions for local
environmental organizations and
the American Birding Association National Convention. He is also on the board of
the Friends of Maine Coastal Islands National Wildlife
Refuge in Rockland and serves as a regional coordinator for the 2018–22 Maine Bird Atlas project. His
bimonthly column “Birding with Don Reimer” has
appeared in The Free Press since 2007.
For more information, call 338-3884, extension 10.

Vernal Pool Hike and
Virtual Exploration

Land Trust Seeks
Stewardship Intern

Coastal Mountains Land Trust is seeking an individual to
serve as its Pendleton Stewardship Intern for the 2021 summer season. The internship is designed to provide a handson experience in land stewardship, trails maintenance and
community engagement, ideally to an individual from
Waldo County interested in exploring a career in the conservation field. High school, college, vocational and alternative learning students are encouraged to apply.
Individuals interested in the eight-week, paid internship
are encouraged to visit coastalmountains.org/careers for more
information about how to apply. The position has flexible
starting dates.
The 2021 Pendleton intern will learn aspects of land conservation and help the land trust and its partner organizations in Waldo County with trail building and maintenance,
invasive and native plant management, user outreach, community events and public communications.

“Early Bird” Coffee & Pastries

starts at 8am — Curbside Only

ORDER ONLINE! www.MaineMeat.com
310 Commercial Street, Rockport
207-236-MEAT (6328)

Moorings Available
Specializing in Marine Electrical Systems

A Full-Service Boatyard

• Restorations • Carpentry • Painting • Awlgrip
• Engines • Mechanical • Refrigeration • Storage
75 Front Street • Rockland, Maine 04841 (207) 596-7357 • Fax 207-596-9944
www.oceanpursuits.com

FORECAST for
Knox County
Tuesday Night Partly cloudy, with a low around 35. Calm wind.
Wednesday Mostly cloudy, with a high near 51. Calm wind
becoming southeast around 5 mph in the afternoon.
Wednesday Night Mostly cloudy, with a low around 40.
Thursday Partly sunny, with a high near 55.
Thursday Night Mostly cloudy, with a low around 44.
Friday Rain likely after 8am. Mostly cloudy, with a high near
52. Chance of precipitation is 60%.
Friday Night A 50 percent chance of showers. Mostly cloudy,
with a low around 39.
Saturday A 30 percent chance of showers. Mostly sunny, with
a high near 48.
Saturday Night Partly cloudy, with a low around 33.
Sunday A 30 percent chance of rain. Mostly sunny, with a high
near 44.

Midcoast Conservancy will host an exploration
of vernal pools at Hidden Valley Nature Center,
located at 131 Egypt Road in Jefferson, on Friday,
April 30, from 10 a.m. to noon. Amphibian expert
Amanda Shearin of the Maine Department of Inland
Fisheries and Wildlife will lead a 1.5-mile hike.
A vernal pool is a temporary woodland pond or
small body of water, often overlooked, that plays
a central role in the life cycle of many amphibians
and turtles and the organisms that rely on them.
They have important implications and impacts on
local wildlife, outdoor recreation and forestry operations.
Participants will learn about the species that rely on vernal pools, the pools’ complex dynamics, and how to identify and count egg masses.
Attendees should come prepared for an outdoor class, rain
or shine, dress warmly and be prepared for muddy conditions and the possibility of bugs. They are encouraged to
bring a net, camera, sunglasses and a hand lens if desired.
There is a 20-person limit and participants must bring masks.
Shearin will also lead a virtual vernal pool exploration on
Tuesday, April 27, from 6:30 to 8 p.m.
Visit midcoastconservancy.org/events for more information and to register.

The fourth Keep Belfast Maine Beautiful Annual Cleanup
will be held May 6–8. Belfast businesses and residents will
form teams to clean up the approximately 59 miles of roadside in the city.
In each of the event’s first three years, more than 500 volunteers have picked up tons of roadside trash, gathering a
total of 12.79 tons. Participants will receive a free T-shirt.
To sign up, phone or text Dave Bond at 218-1183 or email
bondcoappr@gmail.com.

10AM-4PM DAILY

NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE

Vernal pool egg sacs

‘Keep Belfast Beautiful’
Annual Cleanup

OPEN FOR IN-STORE SHOPPING

SEA SMOKE v Proud Sponsor
of Tides & Weather Forecast

March 12
New England, a 600-foot Irving Oil tanker, arrived in Searsport from Providence, R.I., and delivered 50,000 barrels of
gasoline, 42,000 barrels of diesel and 45,000 barrels of
No. 2 heating oil. It sailed March 13 for Saint John, N.B.,
location of the Irving Oil Refinery.
March 15
Denali, a New York–based tug with fuel barge, arrived in
Searsport from Portland and delivered 37,000 barrels of
ethanol. It sailed later that day for Saint John, N.B.
March 21
Great Eastern, a 600-foot Irving Oil tanker, arrived in
Bucksport from Providence, R.I., and delivered 90,000 barrels of No. 2 heating oil.
March 22
Advantage Point, a 600-foot oil/chemical tanker, arrived
in Bucksport from Montreal and delivered 145,000 barrels
of No. 2 heating oil.
Expected Arrivals
March 24 – New England, to Searsport with 38,000 barrels of jet fuel, 95,000 barrels of gasoline and 42,000
barrels of diesel
April 4 – BBC Vesuvius, to Searsport from Houston, Texas,
with wind turbine components
April 6 – Taagborg, to Searsport from Sundsvall, Sweden,
with baled wood pulp.
Shipping news is compiled by Ethan Andrews
using automatic identification system (AIS) data
from marinetraffic.com, local sources and direct
observation at ports.

• American Glass • Papers • Portable Devices
• IV:XX Gear • Vintage Items
95 Main Street
Mon - Sat, 11 - 5:30pm
(Waterfront Side)
Closed Sunday
Damariscotta, ME
www.seasmokeshop.com

Rockland Area Tides
March 23 to March 30

High AM High PM

Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday
Monday
Tuesday

6:50
7:51
8:48
9:40
10:28
11:16
--12:26

Low AM

7:47 12:39
8:42 1:38
9:31 2:34
10:16 3:27
10:59 4:16
11:42 5:04
12:04 5:52
12:53 6:41

Low PM

1:28
2:24
3:15
4:02
4:47
5:32
6:16
7:02
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DaPonte Young
Strings Workshop
Applications

The DaPonte String Quartet will hold its
Young Strings Workshop September 17–19;
the deadline to apply is June 18. There is
no cost for lodging, food or tuition.
The weekend workshop for aspiring high
school strings players will be held at Camp
Kieve’s Wavus campus in Jefferson. Participants will practice and perform chamber music and present a concert featuring
the student ensembles.
Sixteen students, selected by audition,
will be organized into four string quartets
to be coached in a round-robin style by the
individual members of the DaPonte String
Quartet: violinists Lydia Forbes and Ferdinand Liva, violist Kirsten Monke and cellist Myles Jordan. Students selected will be
notified by August 1.
For audition requirements and more information, email Kirsten Monke at kirsten@
daponte.org.

Camden Opera House
Concert with Denny Breau

The Camden Opera House’s SoundCheck series of audience-free livestream perfomances continues on Friday,
March 26, with a 7:30 p.m. concert featuring singer, songwriter and guitarist Denny Breau. The show will be streamed
live from the opera house stage to its Facebook page at no
charge; no tickets or RSVP are necessary.
Breau plays folk, Delta blues, country and jazz. The son
of Maine country music legends Hal Lone Pine and Betty
Cody, Breau began playing guitar at age 9 and was performing professionally by his early teens. He has performed with
many well-known artists; is a member of the band Turkey
Hollow; and plays with his own trio, as well as being an
in-demand studio musician.
Hour-long livestreams are offered every Friday night at
7:30 p.m. and are archived on the Camden Opera House
YouTube channel and Facebook page. Maine songwriter and
folk artist Jud Caswell performs April 2.
Visit camdenoperahouse.com for the full lineup and to
donate to the Community Arts Fund that makes the concerts
possible.

PHOTO BY JOSE LEVA

Happy Hour with DaPonte String
Quartet, March 26 ing book, “The Art of Possibility,” written
The DaPonte String Quartet will hold a free
online happy hour on Friday, March 26, at
5 p.m., with guest Benjamin Zander, founder
of the Boston Philharmonic Orchestra.
Zander began his musical career as a composer and cellist. He founded the Boston Philharmonic Orchestra in 1978 and has appeared
as guest conductor with orchestras around
the world. He has an international career
as a speaker on leadership, and his best-sell-

with psychotherapist Rosamund Zander, has
been translated into 18 languages. In 2012,
Zander founded the tuition-free Boston Philharmonic Youth Orchestra, which has toured
the world. He and the Philharmonia Orchestra have completed 11 recordings together.
To receive the link to attend, join the
DaPonte email list by visiting daponte.org,
emailing lisa@daponte.org or by phoning
Lisa Westkaemper at 315-7105.
Benjamin Zander

Reasonably Priced
Reduce Your Electric Bill
Tax Credits Available
Unlimited Energy
Resource w/Solar
Heat & Cool w/Heat Pumps
Efficiency Maine Rebates of up to
$1,500 Residential – $4,800 Commercial
Let a MEPS professional design & install a solar system and/or
heat pump for your home or business and start saving $$ now!

(207) 845-6100

•

info@mepsenergy.com

893 West St.
893 West St.
Rockport
Rockport
593-7702

Biscay Rd.
4545
Biscay
Rd.
Damariscotta
Damariscotta
563-8841
563-8841

593-7702

floormagic.us
Buy Itfloormagic.us
Local, Install It Local

Buy
it local,
Install
It
floormagic.us
• Mon-Fri
9-5,
Satlocal
9-1
TILE
| CARPET
| VINYL
Buy
it
local,
Install
It
local
TILE
|
CARPET
|
VINYL
Mon-Fri 9-5 Sat. 9-1
Mon-Fri 9-5 Sat. 9-1

DAY
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Herring Gut Learning
Center —

Film Discussion:
‘My Octopus
Teacher’

Herring Gut Learning Center will host a film
discussion via Zoom on Tuesday, March 30,
at 7 p.m. Participants are asked to watch the
Netflix documentary “My Octopus Teacher”
prior to the discussion, which will be led by
Herring Gut Educators Georgie Burruss and
Patrick Burnham.
Filmmaker and free diver Craig Foster
spent the last decade diving off the rocky
coastline of Cape Town, South Africa, known
for its extremely cold water and rough conditions. The kelp forest where the story takes
place is a clear and still patch in the midst
of a chaotic coast, rich in biodiversity.
One day, Foster meets a young octopus as
he is exploring the kelp forest and gains her
trust, allowing him to witness most of her short
life. He also finds new meaning in his own.
Visit herringgutlearningcenter.org to register. A link will be shared the day of the discussion.

Kea Tesseyman Company —

New Date for Opera
House Dance Performance
PHOTO BY TAYLOR BENZIE

The Camden Opera House SoundCheck performance by
the Kea Tesseyman Dance Company, originally scheduled
for Friday, March 19, will be offered Thursday, April 1, at
7:30 p.m.
Written, choreographed and directed by Tesseyman, “The
Discussion, Chapter 1” follows five dancers — Leanna
Cotton, Isaiah Doble, Nate Levig, Adrian Pierce and Tesseyman — through an adventure of change and triumph over
darkness. The performance features an original script, narrated by Paul Hodgson.
Hour-long livestreams are offered every Friday night at
7:30 p.m. and are archived on the Camden Opera House
YouTube channel and Facebook page.
Visit camdenoperahouse.com for the full lineup and to
donate to the Community Arts Fund that makes the concerts
possible.

Bay Chamber Offers Virtual Ukulele Workshop

Bay Chamber Concerts and Music School in Rockport
will offer a virtual ukulele workshop led by faculty member
Jeff Weinberger the weekend of April 3.
“Focus on the Right Hand: Ukulele Strumming, Picking
and Understanding Rhythm” is for confident beginners and
early intermediate players. Participants will explore music

ranging from early rock to ballads. A link to handouts and
the Zoom meeting will be provided upon registration. The
workshop is free to all students currently enrolled in private
lessons at Bay Chamber, $10 for others.
For more information and to sign up, email Mackenzie Gassett at Mackenzie@baychamberconcerts.org or call 236-2823.

edc
THE PINNACLE

2012 Toyota Higlander Limited
T Heated Seats
T 7 Passenger
T Moonroof
T JBL Audio
T AWD

Loving Maine On a Local, Natural & Organic Level
Everything you need for
Your spring Celebrations!
Over 250 Local Farmers,
Producers & Vendors!
Local Beer & Wine varieties
Grab -n- Go Meals
e! Fresh Baked Goods
m
o
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l
e
Bulk food & Items
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E
Wellness Department
Gifts and Books
We are open 7 Days a week
Mon - Sat 8am - 8pm
Sunday 8am - 6pm
Curbside Pick-up Mon - Sat

323 Main Street

Damariscotta

207-563-5556

risingtide.coop

16,495

$

Mid-Knight Used Cars

304 Old County Road, Rockland • 596-6915

Meredith Lyon - Financial Advisor
of the Masterman Agency welcomes
you to 91 Camden Street, Suite 308,
Rockland. She can be reached at
207-542-5717 and
www.meredithlyonfinancialdesigns.com

Meredith Lyon is a Registered
Representative offering securities and
advisory services through United Planners’
Financial Services of America, a Limited
Partnership. Member FINRA, SIPC. The
Masterman Agency and
United Planners are not affiliated.
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Pen Bay, Waldo Hospitals —

Online Health and
Wellness Courses

Pen Bay Medical Center and Waldo County General Hospital will hold several online events in the coming weeks.
Visit journeytohealth.coursestorm.com or call 301-3950 to
sign up; preregistration is required.
Naloxone Training
Free training in the use of naloxone will be offered from
noon to 1 p.m. Monday, April 5. Naloxone is a life-saving
medication used to counter the effects of opioids like heroin and prescription narcotics. Providers from Pen Bay Medical Center will teach participants how to use naloxone to
save the life of a person experiencing an opioid overdose.
Breastfeeding Support Group
Led by a lactation consultant, will be offered Tuesdays,
April 6 to 27, from 12:30 to 2 p.m. The informal group
provides interaction as well as individual assistance when
needed; women who want more information about breastfeeding are also welcome. The group is free; preregistration
is required to obtain access. For more information, call 3018337.
Alzheimer’s Disease Support Group
A free Alzheimer’s disease support group for those who
have loved ones coping with the disease or related dementias will be held online on Tuesday, April 6, at 6 p.m. Those
interested in participating may phone Cheri R. Blouin, LSW,
at 301-6237 or email cblouin@pbmc.org.
Breastfeeding Basics
Offered on Tuesday, April 6, from 6 to 8 p.m., will provide
an opportunity for prospective parents to ask questions and
learn about breastfeeding and returning to work. Preregistration is required to obtain access. Phone 301-8337 to sign up.
Practicing Meditation
To be held on Wednesday, April 7, from 4 to 5 p.m., will
introduce simple approaches using the breath and body.
There will be time for both practice and discussion. The class
is free but preregistration is required to obtain virtual access.
Exploring Plant Proteins
Offered on Wednesday, April 7, from 4:30 to 5:30 p.m.
Nutrition Educator Kaitlyn Johnson will show participants
ways to experiment with a variety of plant proteins. The class
is free but preregistration is required in order to obtain virtual access.
Cooking Matters at the Store
A free webinar will be held on Thursday, April 8, from 11 to
11:30 a.m. The nutrition education program will provide
guidance on how to plan, budget and shop for meals, with
an emphasis on cooking. All participants will receive a recipe
booklet and a $10 Hannaford gift card for attending.
Postpartum Support Group
Held on Thursdays, April 8 and 22, from 11 a.m. to 12:30
p.m. The free group was created by women and mothers who
have had challenging postpartum experiences or have been
educated about them. It offers an opportunity for new and
pregnant mothers and families to talk, listen, and get support. Registration is required; call 505-4140.
Easy Going Yoga
Held on Thursdays, April 8 through 29, from noon to
1 p.m. Classes are designed with older students in mind. Antonia Small, owner of ORYX WORX Fitness, will teach participants to stretch, strengthen, breathe and relax while
improving posture and body alignment. No previous yoga
experience is required. The cost is $26; visit journeyto
health.coursestorm.com or call 301-3950 to register.

State Archives Launches
New Digital Search Portal

For the first time in the Maine State Archives’ 56-year history, researchers can now search the bureau’s listing of collections online to see if the archives is the right resource
for their purposes before contacting an archivist to access
the actual documents.
In a news release, Deputy Secretary for Archives Katherine McBrien said, “The new ArchivesSpace catalog makes
the archives more accessible … by listing the full scope of
our holdings.
“This is a first step for the public to have an awareness
of what we hold, and we will be building it into a public
resource that will eventually link up with the actual digital
copies of items such as documents and maps that we have
posted to DigitalMaine.”
Only about half of state archives across the country have
completed this type of public-facing indexing. Archives
Space is a nonprofit organization, created by archivists, that
hosts finding aids for subscribers.
The Maine State Archives maintains approximately 100
million pages of official records considered to be permanently valuable, as well as all state records that must be
retained for statutory periods of time.
For more information, visit archives.maine.gov.
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State Income Tax Deadline Extended to May 17

The state of Maine will move the deadline for receipt of
Maine individual income tax filing and payments from April
15 to May 17 in alignment with the federal government’s
recent extension of the federal tax filing and payment deadline. The Internal Revenue Service and Maine Revenue Services will provide formal guidance in the coming days.
Kirsten Figueroa, commissioner for the Department of
Administrative and Financial Services, said in a news release,
“Maine Revenue Services continues to process tax returns
and payments daily, and refunds are being issued promptly.”
Maine individual taxpayers, including individuals who
pay self-employment tax, do not need to file any forms or
call to qualify for the deadline extension. For individuals
who file via Form 1040ME (Maine Individual Income Tax
Return) for 2020, penalties and interest will not be applied
for the period from April 16 through May 17.
Recipients of unemployment benefits may claim exemption
from Maine income tax up to $10,200 for tax year 2020. This
applies to those with an annual income of less than $150,000,
regardless of filing status. Qualification criteria and tax forms
are available at maine.gov/revenue. Low-income Mainers may
call 2-1-1 or visit 211maine.org for assistance in identifying
free tax preparation resources available throughout the state.
Jerome Gerard, executive director of MRS, said, “We stand
ready to assist Maine people who may need to file an exten-

sion beyond May 17 or to discuss payment plans, and we
encourage filers to reach out to us sooner rather than later to
begin those conversations.”
The federal government’s extension through May 17 does
not apply to corporate returns and payments, nor to individual and corporate estimated payments, all of which remain
due on April 15. Maine’s deadlines for corporate and/or estimated filing and payments will also remain April 15.
Visit maine.gov/revenue for questions about Maine income
tax.

‘Mac and Tom History
Road Show’ on YouTube

Mac Deford and Tom DeMarco presented a history road
show prior to the Camden Conference for 15 years. This
year, the show was canceled due to the pandemic.
High-resolution videos of the past six shows are now available on a dedicated YouTube channel, which can be found
by visiting tinyurl.com/yk5lgc37.
Tom DeMarco is the author of 16 books and a principal
of The Atlantic Systems Guild, a technology think tank. Mac
Deford is a retired Foreign Service officer, with a subsequent
career with Merrill Lynch International, and was for many
years a regular columnist with The Free Press.

UMaine Hutchinson Center —

Career Transformation Lunch-and-Learn Series

Registration is open for an online professional development program, “Career Transformation Lunch-and-Learn,”
to be offered on Fridays, April 9, 16 and 23, from noon to
1 p.m. through the University of Maine Hutchinson Center
in Belfast.
The sessions are available individually or as a series; the
cost is $30 per session, $75 for the series.
Those who are currently in college or just starting their
careers, recent graduates, people who have been laid off due
to COVID-19, people thinking about career changes and
those who are unemployed or underemployed will all ben-

efit from the sessions.
Program leader Tom Dowd is a member of Toastmasters International, National Speakers Association, Maine Career Development Association and Maine Adult Education Association.
Visit hutchinsoncenter.umaine.edu and click on Professional Development Programs to register and for more information. To request a reasonable accommodation, email
Michelle Patten at um.fhc.pd@maine.edu or phone 3388002. Early registration is recommended as spaces are limited. A limited number of need-based scholarships are available for people who live or work in Knox or Waldo counties.

Nonviolent Communication and Neurobiology

The University of Maine Hutchinson Center will offer
an online professional development program, called “Past
Trauma, Current Relationships: Integrating Nonviolent Communication and Interpersonal Neurobiology,” to be held
Monday through Friday, May 10–14, from 9 to 11:30 a.m.
each day. Registration is now open.
Participants in the interactive program will explore how
early-life experiences, including traumas such as adverse
childhood experiences, affect current ways of relating and
learn how the brain responds to challenging situations.
Instructor Peggy Smith has taught for more than 40 years,
holds a master’s degree from the University of Pennsylva-

nia and is a certified trainer with the International Center for
Nonviolent Communication. Since 1991, she has studied
with Zen teacher and peace activist Thich Nhat Hanh and is
a dharma teacher within his tradition.
The cost is $195. Visit hutchinsoncenter.umaine.edu for
more details and to register.
For information or to request a reasonable accommodation, email Michelle Patten at um.fhc.pd@maine.edu or
phone 338-8002. Early registration is recommended as
enrollment is limited. A limited number of need-based scholarships are available for people who live or work in Knox
or Waldo counties.

‘Diversity in Children’s Literature’ Online Panel

The University of Maine Raymond H. Fogler Library in
Orono will host a free online panel discussion with authors,
illustrators and editors, titled “Mirrors, Windows & Sliding Doors: A Panel Discussion on Diversity in Children’s
Literature,” at 4 p.m. on Tuesday, April 6.
In recent years, 75% of published children’s books have
featured White or nonhuman characters. The panel will
address how this lack of diversity in books affects children
and what educators, parents and community members can
do to improve access to diverse books. The panelists also
will discuss the importance of children seeing themselves
reflected in books, the importance of children seeing people

different than themselves in books, and the way reading helps
children engage with different life experiences. There will
be time for questions.
Krista Aronson, professor of psychology at Bates College
and founder of diversebookfinder.org, will moderate the discussion. Panelists will include young-adult author Heidi
Heilig; middle-grades author Lisa Bunker; painter and illustrator Daniel Minter; middle-grades and picture book author
Rajani LaRocca; and children’s book editor Julie Bliven.
To register, visit tinyurl.com/yf3af63x. For more information or to request a reasonable accommodation, email
brad.beauregard@maine.edu.

St. Peter’s Church to Host Dementia Discussion

The Community Speakers Series organized by St. Peter’s
Episcopal Church in Rockland will hold a free program via
Zoom called “Helping You Cope with Care for One with
Dementia” on Sunday, April 11, at 2 p.m.
Cheri Blouin, director of social services for Knox Center
and Quarry Hill, will lead the conversation. She has worked

in specialized units for those afflicted with dementia and
multiple forms of memory loss and has conducted local support groups for those who are coping with someone with
dementia since 1997. There will be a time for questions and
open sharing.
A link to participate can be found at stpetersrockland.org.

Online program —

‘Public Speaking and Virtual Presentations’

Registration is now open for an online course called “Practical Public Speaking and Virtual Presentations,” to be offered
on Fridays, April 30 and May 7, from 1 to 4 p.m. through the
University of Maine Hutchinson Center in Belfast as part of
its professional development program. The cost is $125 per
person. Early registration is recommended as attendance is limited. A limited number of need-based scholarships are available for people who live or work in Knox or Waldo counties.
The program, for those interested in becoming more effective speakers, will prepare participants to speak with or without notes and teach them how to relieve the stress associated with speaking publicly. Presenter Tom Dowd will discuss
thinking quickly, speaking logically and engaging an audience; using the power of personalized storytelling to increase
audience attention; and recognizing public speaking opportunities. Held live via Zoom, the program will emphasize

speaking and presenting on online platforms.
Dowd is a member of Toastmasters International, National
Speakers Association, Maine
Career Development Association and Maine Adult Education Association.
For more information, to
register or request a reasonableaccommodationorneedbasedscholarshipapplication,
phone Michelle Patten at
338-8002,emailum.fhc.pd@
maine.eduorvisithutchinsoncenter.umaine.edu and click
onProfessionalDevelopment
WWW.DANKIRCHOFF.COM
Programs.
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Being Right or Staying Married
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Coastal Children’s Museum
April Read-a-Thon

The Coastal Children’s Museum, located at 75 Mechanic Street in Rockland, will hold its first Read-a-Thon in April
as part of that month’s Reading by the Sea theme.
Families are encouraged to download a reading log by visiting coastalchildrensmuseum.org or the museum’s Facebook page beginning on Friday, March 26.
Logs may be submitted online or at the museum until May 1.
Each participant will receive a prize, and the top readers in
each age group (2 to 9 years) will receive a gift certificate
to Sherman’s Maine Coast Book Shop.

z

HEAVENLY
THREADS

ANTIQUES THRIFT
S
HOP
ETCETERA
MUST WEAR
MASK
OPEN EVERY DAY
10:00-5:00

207-466-9284

AT 607 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

PURPLE TAGGED
CLOTHING

50% OFF

“listening deficit disorder.” Believing you already know what
your partner is going to say or is feeling, that you’re right or
have something better to do than be fully present, very soon
translates to “I’m not interested in you or what you have to
say” and even “I don’t care about you.” The damage this
inflicts should not be understated. Over time, relationship
erosion begs for repair that often never happens. Partners live
with contemptuous silence or chronic fighting. Yet a strong
commitment to genuinely listening to each other could invite
repair. If we’re anxious or distracted, dreading what we might
hear, we’re likely to be defensive, reducing our ability to be
fully present. The following relationship guidelines just might
be helpful:
• See and hear your partner
• Don’t interrupt
• Put your phone away
• Ask for details
• No advice unless requested, or, at least, first ask if
advice would be helpful
• Drop the defensiveness
• Forget about being right
• Validate
• Talk less
• Breathe
• Name your differences respectfully
• Listen for wounded feelings and unmet needs
• Create a bridge rather than barriers
• Hold a firm boundary against insults

Finally, to maximize the potential for relationship success,
commit to making even the smallest change today and stick
with it, building incrementally with daily or weekly changes.
Marriage ebbs and flows in satisfaction and unpredictability. The many chapters of each relationship (courtship, new
marriage, home, jobs; children/parenting; empty nest; etc.)
merit attention, as does each personal change. Important
notes: when your marriage is in a good place, don’t get lazy,
because there will inevitably be unexpected “speed bumps”
ahead; and when it’s disappointing and challenging, remain
hopeful. One small, intentional change in behavior and attitude can make all the difference in what lies ahead.
“... changing one’s own behavior is a much more promising strategy than insisting on change from the other.”
— Terrence Real
Judith Hatch-Orme, MSW, LCSW,
has an office at 69 Elm Street in
Camden. A parenting specialist,
counselor, consultant, and family
mediator, she provides workshops;
teacher trainings; parenting consulting; counseling for children, parents,
couples and families; and divorce
mediation. To schedule appointments
or customize a workshop/staff training, contact her at 603801-6382 or email kidsandfamiliesfirst@gmail.com.

The University of Maine at Augusta will offer a new graduate program in the interdisciplinary field of emergency management. The online program will admit its first cohort in
fall 2021; applications are now being accepted.
The 16-credit Trauma-Informed Emergency Management
Program is rooted in the Emergency Management Cycle,
recognizing the essential roles of preparedness, resilience,
mitigation, adaptation, response and recovery. The program
integrates a trauma-informed perspective, recognizing the
substantial impact of trauma on individuals and communities, as well as on emergency responders.
The graduate certificate is appropriate for current and
future emergency managers, crisis workers, town planners,
not-for-profit and community-based organizations, educators, school board members and administration, data managers, counselors and others seeking to increase their preparedness for emergency.
To apply, visit uma.edu/admission/gradapp.

Rockland Family Planning
Moves to Thomaston

Rockland Family Planning, which provides access to
affordable reproductive health care, is relocating to Thomaston; its name will be changed to Maine Family Planning
beginning on Monday, April 5, when it opens at 41 Buttermilk Drive. Hours will remain unchanged — Mondays, Tuesdays and Thursdays from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. — and staff will
remain the same. To make an appointment, call 922-3222
or visit mainefamilyplanning.org.
Pen Bay Medical Center, the owner of the Bok Building
where the pratice is currently located, will renovate the structure and is considering it as a location for a walk-in care clinic it hopes to open in Rockland this summer. The development of the walk-in clinic is still in the planning stage and
additional details are unavailable.

Online Children’s Theater
Classes in April

Penobscot Theatre Dramatic Academy will hold virtual
classes for children beginning April 13. Offered will be:
• Dramatic Academy Clubhouse, featuring movement
games designed especially for the Zoom format, will be held
on Tuesdays and Thursdays, April 13 through May 20. Those
ages 4 to 6 will meet from 3:30 to 4 p.m.; children ages 7
to 9, from 4:30 to 5:30. The cost is $150.
• Alice in Wonderland: A Radio Play, for youth ages 10
to 18, will be offered Wednesdays and Fridays, April 14
through May 21, from 4 to 6 p.m. Neil Graham and Ben Layman will lead workshops in voice acting and live sound
effects, culminating in a recorded performance of the classic tale. The cost is $250.
To register, visit penobscottheatre.org or call 942-3333.
For more information, phone Ben Layman at 947-6618,
extension 107, or email education@penobscottheatre.org.

Ask Allen about
insurance for your
home & auto.
We’re your trusted local insurance professionals.
Your insurance person:

Joella Rossignol

AllenIF.com/personal | (207) 236-4311

Wednesday - Saturday
3/24 - 3/27

57 Elm Street, Camden, ME
236-3203
OPEN Wed.-Sat. 12-3 pm
We are an Outreach Mission
of the First Congregational Church
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Graduate certificate from UMA —
Trauma-Informed
Emergency Management

Judith Hatch-Orme

e’ve experienced different life-changing outcomes
from the last year of imposed isolation — some negative, others positive. Having more time for self-reflection,
a slower pace and fewer demands has been a blessing for
some, while others experienced increasing restlessness and
loneliness with social interaction and normal activities coming to a halt. The lockdown has shaped transformational
changes in many relationships: relational recovery for some,
and the opposite for those trapped in abusive, oppressive and
contentious relationships. Do we expect our partner to
change, to finally do our bidding, or do we assume responsibility for what we might need to change?
Our compelling desire is to be in love, to have a deep, happy connection with a partner. Yet, we must be truly willing
to do the hard work, to accept the reality of our multi-generational inheritance. This isn’t just our story. Our ancestors
play an important role in our behavior, emotions and attitudes. Whether or not we experienced any serious trauma in
our own lifetime, we may carry the weight of an ancestor’s
burden. We may not realize that we continue patterns,
imprints of our parents or grandparents. Healing deep-rooted wounds, identifying the ghosts of past generations, can
be painful. Instead, we shine the light on our partner’s behavior, glowing with self-righteous indignation: “If they would
just do ___, we wouldn’t be having these problems.” Criticism, judgments and grandiosity erode relationships, creating barriers to connection. A willingness to accept responsibility for our part in the relational dance, commiting to
correct the missteps, is our only hope. Although it takes two
to tango, it requires only one to change the music. Assuming responsibility for our part in the dance, we then address
whether we actively participate in power struggles or enable
a partner’s bad behavior.
So how do we invite relational repair with compassion
while keeping a strong voice and maintaining healthy boundaries? First, we must grow ourselves up, regardless of our
partner’s acceptance or rejection of repair. We can hold the
pain of past trauma, which is frustrating when the source
or cause is invisible to us. We may harbor memories of our
generational history waiting to be uncovered. The challenge
is to be quietly present, without defending ourselves, even
when we believe we’re right. Simply listen to your partner’s
wounded feelings without justifying what you did or said.
Let all the feelings be heard, connecting to some unmet need
your partner is experiencing. Just be still, fully supporting
the other person with kindness, acceptance and compassion.
That will go a long way toward softening the sharp edges.
Something seemingly as simple as listening is a major contributor to relationship happiness. Couples stop listening to
each other, gradually moving from complacency to contempt,
developing what psychologist Harriet Lerner calls LDD or

Tuesday, March 23, 2021

Offices in Rockland, Camden, Belfast, Southwest Harbor and Waterville.
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MaineHealth —

Pen Bay, Waldo County
Hospitals Visiting Updates

MaineHealth, a system that includes Pen Bay Medical
Center and Waldo County General Hospital, has a new
policy for visitors to its care settings in light of the evolving
COVID-19 pandemic.
Restrictions still remain on the number of visitors,
depending on the care setting and patient’s condition, and
areas of a facility where visitors can go. Family and friends
should check with a patient’s medical caregiver if they have
questions regarding visitation. Visitors or escorts are only
permitted in MaineHealth facilities in certain circumstances;
visit mainehealth.org/Patients-Visitors for details.
All visitors and escorts are subject to screening for
COVID-19, and those with COVID-19 symptoms will
not be allowed to enter a facility. Visitors or escorts must
perform hand hygiene prior to entering and upon leaving a
patient’s room or care area; wear a mask at all times in the
facility; and not go to any locations in the facility other than
the room of the patient they are visiting. Hospital cafeterias
are closed to visitors.

Chamber Hosts Broadband
Expansion Webinar

The third webinar in the Maine State Chamber of
Commerce’s series of four free programs exploring
broadband expansion in Maine will be held on Tuesday,
April 6, at 10 a.m. via Zoom.
The first two webinars focused on national efforts and
legislation; this session will highlight broadband expansion
from a regional perspective, looking at how other states in
New England, in particular Vermont and Massachusetts,
are implementing it.
To register, visit mainechamber.org.

Mainebiz Hosts Free
Podcast Series

Business news source Mainebiz is hosting a podcast
series called “The Day That Changed Everything,” featuring
conversations with Maine business owners who found their
life, their business or their world suddenly upended in one
day. New episodes are released every other Monday via
Spotify, Apple Podcasts, Google Play Music, third-party
podcast apps, and at mainebiz.biz/podcasts.
The most recent podcast features an interview with Chris
Gardner, executive director of the Eastport Port Authority,
discussing the threat to Eastport’s working waterfront when
the breakwater collapsed in the middle of the night.

Maine State Block Grant —

Belfast Seeks Businesses
for Façade Grant Program

The city of Belfast is attempting to secure a $100,000
state Community Development Block Grant Community
Enterprise Grant for the second consecutive year. Funds
would be used to support a business façade grant program
that would provide subgrants to eligible entities. To support
the bid, the city asks those interested in the opportunity to
submit an application for their project by 5 p.m. on Monday,
April 5.
Belfast nonprofit and for-profit businesses that wish to
improve the exterior of their commercial space are eligible,
as are owners of buildings in Belfast who have vacant
commercial spaces whose exteriors could be improved to
attract new tenants. A property would also need to qualify
as a “spot blight determination” to be eligible for a business
façade grant.
Visit cityofbelfast.org/facade for more information,
including the application; call Thomas Kittredge, economic
development director, at 338-3370, extension 116; or email
economicdevelopment@cityofbelfast.org.

Holy Week Services at
Edgecomb Church

Edgecomb Community Church, United Church of Christ,
will hold online services during Holy Week, and an outdoor
service on Easter Sunday, April 4, with the following
services:
• Palm Sunday, March 28, the Rev. Larry Krewson will
lead Sunday worship, which can be viewed on the church’s
YouTube channel. The daily prayer practice of Lectio Divina
during Holy Week will be posted on Facebook beginning
on Sunday.
• A Maundy Thursday worship service on April 1 will
begin at 5:30 p.m. on Zoom. Email edgecomb.church
@gmail.com to obtain the link.
• The annual Easter Sunrise Service at Fort Edgecomb
State Historic Park, located at 66 Old Fort Road, will be
held at 6 a.m. The Easter morning service at 9:30 a.m. will
be livestreamed on the church’s YouTube channel.
All are welcome. Email edgecomb.church@gmail.com
for more information.
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NOTEWORTHY
TUESDAY, MARCH 23:
➤ “Plant-Based Packaging to
Protect the Ocean,” entrepreneur and
oceanographer Ariadne DiMoula describes
her new company in an online talk at
noon, hosted by Camden’s Merryspring
Nature Center. She teamed up with paper
industry engineer Claudia Lowd to found
Paramount Planet Product, whose mission
is to “create ocean compostable, fishfriendly packaging in safe, clean mills.”
The Online Winter Talk series is free.
Email info@merryspring.org to attend.
➤ Talk to Highlight the Schooner
American Eagle, in the Sail, Power, and
Steam Museum’s Captains’ Quarters
series at 6:30 p.m. via Zoom. Launched in
1930, American Eagle was the last of the
Gloucester fishing schooners. In 1984, it
sailed into Rockland, where current owner
and captain John Foss led the restoration
at North End Shipyard and relaunched
the schooner as a passenger ship traveling
Maine’s coast. Museum cofounder Jim
Sharp will be joined by Foss to share
photos and stories of American Eagle.
Details are at SailPowerSteamMuseum.org.
➤ “Broadband: Everyone Needs It,
Why Don’t We Have It?” 6:30 p.m. on
Zoom, first in Portland Press Herald’s new
Policy Matters series of panel talks on
topics affecting Maine’s future. Twenty
years ago, Maine was the first state in
the nation to wire schools and libraries
for broadband internet, and the first to
issue laptops to schoolchildren – but now,
Maine bumps along the bottom of nearly
every ranking of states with high-speed
internet. The talk will address why and
how to fix that. Get access to the free
discussion and links for topic background
at pressherald.com/signature-events.
➤ Authors Gregory Brown and
Richard Russo in Conversation, online
at 7 p.m. to discuss Brown’s just-released

novel, set in Maine, “The Lowering
Days.” The free event is cohosted by Left
Bank Books in Belfast. Details are at
leftbankbookshop.com.
THURSDAY, MARCH 25:
➤ Author Kay Tobler Liss in Chats
with Champions, offered by Skidompha
Library of Damariscotta at 10 a.m. on
Zoom. Liss’s first novel, “The Last
Resort,” follows Paul, a lawyer who
flees city life to windy off-season
Montauk, where he befriends a group of
Indigenous Montauk people and helps
them fight to protect their ancestral land
from developers. The idea for the novel
came from the author’s own work with
conservation groups during her time living
in Montauk. To be emailed a link prior to
the event, sign up at skidompha.org.
➤ Update on Invasive Brown Tail
Moths in Maine, at 6:30 p.m. on Zoom.
State entomologist Tom Schmeelk gives
a presentation on the status of the brown
tail moth in Waldo County and its acute
infestation in Belfast and surroundings.
Learn how the community can curb the
problem. To register for the talk, go to
belfastlibrary.org/virtual-programs and
follow the link.
SATURDAY, MARCH 27:
➤ Maine Maple Sunday Weekend, this
Saturday and Sunday, March 27 and 28.
Sugar houses across the state have taken
steps to follow CDC guidelines in order
to welcome guests safely, says the Maine
Maple Producers Association. The state
makes 575,000 gallons of syrup a year,
generating $27 million for the Maine
economy and supporting 560 full-time
and part-time jobs that pay more than
$17.3 million in wages, according to the
MMPA. See a map and get other info at
mainemapleproducers.com.
SUNDAY, MARCH 28:
➤ Palm Sunday and First Day of
Passover, Christians use Palm Sunday to
remember the story of Jesus’s entry into
Jerusalem. It’s the beginning of Holy Week
and the Sunday before Easter Sunday. Jews
celebrate the first day of Passover, which
lasts eight days (seven days for Reform
Jewish groups) and marks the deliverance
of Jewish people from slavery in Egypt.
It’s also called Pesach, or the Feast of
Unleavened Bread (matzo is a type of

New Movies
Week of March 24–March 30

Short descriptions of new movies

BLISS R/Sci-Fi/Dir: Mike Cahill (Owen Wilson, Salma
Hayek, Nesta Cooper) After recently being divorced and
then fired, Greg meets the mysterious Isabel, a woman
living on the streets and convinced that the polluted, broken
world around them is nothing but a computer simulation.
Doubtful at first, Greg eventually discovers there may be
some truth to Isabel’s take on reality.
BOOGIE R/Drama/Dir: Eddie Huang (Taylor Takahashi,
Pamelyn Chee, Jorge Lendeborg Jr.) The coming-of-age
story of Alfred Chin, a basketball whiz in Queens who
dreams of joining the NBA. While his parents pressure him
to focus on winning a scholarship to an elite college, he
struggles to navigate high school, a new girlfriend, on-court
rivals and the burden of expectations.

unleavened flatbread and one of the stars at
a ritual meal, called the Seder, served the
first night, and sometimes the second).
TUESDAY, MARCH 30:
➤ “COVID Vaccines Explained,” an
hour-long online talk hosted by the Maine
Science Festival at 4 p.m. Dr. Elisabeth
Marnik of Husson University provides
an overview of the new vaccines and
explains their role in helping to end the
worldwide pandemic. Topics will include
the difference between mRNA and
conventional vaccines; herd immunity;
common myths and concerns; and why it
takes time to develop and test a vaccine
before it is approved for use. To sign up,
visit bit.ly/30MarchMSFBonus.
➤ Lyme Disease 101: Risks and
Prevention, 6 to 7 p.m. on Zoom. An
expert from the Global Lyme Alliance
Ambassador Program gives a talk on
Lyme disease risks and prevention. Learn
why many Lyme-sick individuals are
misdiagnosed with other illnesses and
hear about the newest advancements in
testing and treatment. Email jpierce@
librarycamden.org for a link to attend.
COMING UP:
➤ Historical Rockland Photos with
Kevin Johnson, Thursday, April 1, at
6:30 p.m. on Zoom. Rockland Public
Library hosts Johnson, photo archivist
for the Penobscot Marine Museum in
Searsport. He’ll dip into the museum’s
massive archives, with a longer look toward
Rockland, including the works of Kosti
Ruohomaa, Maynard Bray, and Ed Coffin.
Free. Email elewis@rocklandmaine.gov by
4 p.m. to request the link.

MUSIC
TUESDAY, MARCH 23:
➤ Music CD Sale at Skidompha
Secondhand Book Shop, in downtown
Damariscotta, now through Saturday,
April 3. Every CD will be half price;
there’s a “buy five, get two free” offer.
The shop has hundreds of CDs in
categories including classical, opera,
rock, new age, show tunes, easy listening,
world, pop, folk, alternative, jazz, country,
blues, and others. Hours are Monday
through Saturday, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.

THE LAST DRAGON PG/Animation/Dir: Don Hall, Carlos
López Estrada (Kelly Marie Tran, Awkwafina, Gemma Chan)
Another girl-power saga from Disney. Long ago, in the fantasy
world of Kumandra, humans and dragons lived together in
harmony. But when sinister monsters threatened the land, the
dragons sacrificed themselves to save humanity. Now, 500
years later, the same monsters have returned, and it’s up to a
lone warrior, Raya, to track down the last dragon.
MINARI PG-13/Drama/Dir: Lee Isaac Chung (Steven Yeun,
Yeri Han, Alan S. Kim) A Korean-American family moves
to an Arkansas farm in search of the American dream. The
family home changes completely with the arrival of their sly,
foul-mouthed, but incredibly loving grandmother. The family
proves resilient as they learn what really makes a home.
MANK R/Drama/Dir: David Fincher (Gary Oldman,
Amanda Seyfried, Lily Collins) The Hollywood of the
1930s is reevaluated through the eyes of scathing wit and
alcoholic screenwriter Herman J. Mankiewicz as he races
to finish “Citizen Kane.” Oscar nominee for best picture,
among other awards.

COMING 2 AMERICA PG-13/Comedy/Dir: Craig
Brewer (Eddie Murphy, Arsenio Hall, Jermaine Fowler) Set
in the lush royal country of Zamunda, newly crowned King
Akeem and his confidante Semmi embark on all-new comic
adventures in this sequel that has them traversing the globe,
from their great African nation to the borough of Queens,
New York — where it all began.

NOMADLAND R/Drama/Dir: Chloé Zhao (Frances
McDormand, David Strathairn, Linda May) Following the
economic collapse of a company town in rural Nevada, Fern
packs her van and sets off on the road exploring a life outside
of conventional society as a modern-day nomad. The film
features real nomads as Fern’s mentors and comrades in her
exploration through the vast landscape of the American West.

A GLITCH IN THE MATRIX NR/Documentary/Dir:
Rodney Ascher (Nick Bostrom, Joshua Cooke, Erik Davis)
What if we are living in a simulation, and the world as we know
it is not real? Filmmaker Rodney Ascher takes a noted speech
given by sci-fi author Philip K. Dick as a springboard into a
rabbit hole of science, philosophy and conspiracy theory.

QUO VADIS, AIDA? Not Rated/Drama/Dir: Jasmila Zbanic
(Jasna Djuricic, Izudin Bajrovic, Boris Ler) Aida is a translator
for the U.N. in Srebrenica. When the Serbian army takes
over the town, her family is among the thousands of citizens
looking for shelter in a U.N. camp. As an insider to the
negotiations, Aida has access to crucial information. What is
on the horizon for her family and people — rescue or death?
Academy Award nominee for Best International Feature.

THE FATHER PG-13/Drama/Dir: Florian Zeller
(Anthony Hopkins, Olivia Colman, Mark Gatiss) Anthony
is 80, mischievous, living defiantly alone and rejecting
the caregivers that his daughter, Anne, encouragingly
introduces. Yet help is also becoming a necessity for
Anne; she hopes to move to Paris, can’t make daily visits
anymore and Anthony’s grip on reality is unraveling.

ONE NIGHT IN MIAMI R/Drama/Dir: Regina King
(Kingsley Ben-Adir, Eli Goree, Aldis Hodge) A fictional
account of a night when Muhammad Ali, Malcolm X, Sam
Cooke and Jim Brown gathered to discuss their roles in the
civil rights movement and cultural upheaval of the ’60s.
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 24:
➤ “Charles Dimmick Plays Mozart,” available
to stream March 24–April 23. Portland Symphony
Orchestra’s music director, Eckart Preu, conducts
a classical concert featuring PSO Concertmaster
Charles Dimmick’s “radiant interpretation of
Mozart’s final violin concerto and a dazzling
performance of the majestic Haffner symphony.”
It’s the last of five digital concerts filmed in 2021
and available to watch on demand, with PayWhat-You-Can digital access starting at $10. You
can still stream the PSO’s two POPS! concerts:
“Satchmo: The Louis Armstrong Tribute” and
“Schooner Fare.” Details and tickets are at
portlandsymphony.org.
THURSDAY, MARCH 25:
➤ Songwriter Sessions on Zoom, from
6 to 8 p.m. A supportive group meeting
for songwriting, performance practice, and
collaboration. For more information and a link
to participate, email Ken Gross at kgross@
librarycamden.org.
FRIDAY, MARCH 26:
➤ Happy Hour with the DaPonte String Quartet
and Guest Benjamin Zander,” at 5 p.m. Meet
Zander, founder of Boston Philharmonic Orchestra
and speaker (his TED talk has been viewed over 14
million times). To get the Zoom info, sign up for the
email list at daponte.org.
➤ Guitarist Denny Breau in Camden Opera
House’s SoundCheck Series, at 7:30 p.m. The
audience-free show will stream live from the
opera house stage to its Facebook page, where
it will be free to watch – no link or RSVP
needed. SoundCheck shows run Fridays into
May. Next up, on April 2, Kerrville-winning
songwriter and folk artist Jud Caswell. For the
full lineup, and to donate to the Community
Arts Fund that makes SoundCheck possible,
visit camdenoperahouse.com.
MONDAY, MARCH 29:
➤ National Vietnam War Veterans Day in the
United States, first observed in 2012, it honors
U.S. military members who served during that
war, which lasted from 1955 to 1975.
COMING UP:
➤ Ukulele Workshop, led by Bay Chamber
Music School faculty member Jeff Weinberger
the weekend of April 3 on Zoom. The workshop,
“Focus on the Right Hand – Ukulele Strumming,
Picking and Understanding Rhythm,” is for
confident beginners and early intermediates. The
workshop is free to all students currently enrolled
in private lessons and $10 for all others. For more
information or to sign up, contact Mackenzie
Gassett at Mackenzie@baychamberconcerts.org
or call 236-2823.

FILM
➤ Streaming from Rockland’s Strand
Theatre, RocklandStrand.com, “Food Club,”
“Museum Town,” “M. C. Escher: Journey to
Infinity,” “Amundsen: The Greatest Expedition,”
“The People vs. Agent Orange,” “Stray.”

➤ Streaming from the Colonial in Belfast,
ColonialTheater.com, “Five: Short Films on
Women Entrepreneurs,” “Women’s Adventure
Film Tour,” “My Darling Supermarket,”
“Stray,” “A Shape of Things to Come,” “Days
of the Bagnold Summer,” “Sweded Film
Fest,” “Two of Us,” “A Glitch in the Matrix,”
“Atlantis,” “Preparations to Be Together for
an Unknown Period of Time,” “The Salt of
Tears,” “Some Kind of Heaven,” “Idenitifying
Features,” “Museum Town.”
COMING UP:
➤ “War Horse” streams from the website of
Rockland’s Strand Theatre, March 31–April 6.
“Now seen by more than 8 million people around
the world, ‘War Horse’ is a powerfully moving
and imaginative stage drama filled with stirring
music and songs. At its heart are astonishing
life-size puppets by South Africa’s Handspring
Puppet Company, who bring breathing,
galloping, charging horses thrillingly to life
on stage.” $15 tickets: rocklandstrand.com.

ARTS
➤ Rockland Public Library Seeks Local
Artists and Crafters, to put together take-home
craft kids. Email children’s librarian Katie
Drago at kdrago@rocklandmaine.gov with a
description of your kit concept, as well as any
questions, by Monday, April 12.
➤ “Our Town and Times in the Editorial
Cartoons of Douglas Coffin,” in the Kramer
Gallery of Belfast Free Library through March.
Coffin’s cartoons ran in The Waldo Independent.
➤ Alumni and Fellows Exhibition at Messler
Gallery, at Center for Furniture Craftsmanship in
Rockport and open to the public through April 7.
With 22 pieces of contemporary woodwork.
➤ “By the Waters of the Winds” Art Show
of Camden Public Library, on the website
through March. Midcoast artist and author
Maureen Egan’s paintings were inspired by two
hikes in the Wind River Range of Wyoming.
➤ “Anything Goes!” 2021 Annual Poetry
Contest of Rockland Public Library, entries due
by March 31. During the pandemic, with its gamut
of revolving rules and regulations, the library
inivites people to “write your poem the way you
want to write it.” The website has details.
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 24:
➤ Art & Journaling, 4 p.m. Get project ideas
through email and then meet on Zoom. Join
Camden Public Library’s creative group for a
different project every Wednesday. For ideas
ahead of time and the Zoom meeting link, email
alhand@librarycamden.org.
THURSDAY, MARCH 25:
➤ Lecture by Art Historian Laurie Wilson,
2 to 3 p.m. on Zoom, presented by Farnsworth
Art Museum in Rockland. After two decades
of creating celebrated wood sculptures, in 1965
Louise Nevelson turned to new materials, first
plastic and then metal. She also shifted from
making work to be seen indoors to creating

sculpture to be seen outdoors and began to title
her works Atmospheres and Environments. Laurie
Wilson is a psychoanalyst, art historian, and art
therapist. She will discuss how Nevelson’s new
work qualified her as a minimalist artist. $10; free
for members. Register at farnsworthmuseum.org.
➤ “Toolbox Topics,” offered at 7 p.m.
on Facebook Live by Center for Maine
Contemporary Art in Rockland. Join instructor
Kim Bernard for a 30-minute deep dive into
artist professional development practices,
followed by a Q&A. Details: cmcanow.org.
➤ Portland Museum of Art Reopens to the
public today. You must buy tickets in advance,
at portlandmuseum.org. New hours: Thursday,
Saturday, and Sunday: 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Free
Friday: 10 to 8.

and Waldo County Masonic Lodges. Help does
not apply to jobs that require a tradesperson or
code enforcement. It’s free; donations fund the
program. Call 218-0207 and leave a message.
➤ Mid-Coast Audubon Offering Free Bird
Feeding Stations to Schools and Libraries,
applications are due by March 30. Details:
midcoast.maineaudubon.org.

SUNDAY, MARCH 28:
➤ Who Do You Love? with Center for Maine
Contemporary Art of Rockland, at 3 p.m. via
Zoom. In Part IV of the online series, Biennial
artists share three works of art by other artists
that they love and tell why, followed by a Q&A.
The participants are Henry Austin, Hector
Nevarez Magaña, Nicholas J Sevigney and Mai
Snow. Head to cmcanow.org to register.

➤ Virtual Talk with Gardener Lisa Millette
on Diversity and Seed Saving, at 6:30 p.m.
on Zoom, hosted by Rockland Public Library.
Millette covers a brief history of how seed
varieties came from around the world to the
United States and why diversity is critical – yet
shrinking – especially in the face of climate
change. She’ll offer some techniques to help
you begin saving seeds. Millette has led seed
saving operations at the biodynamic seed
initiative Turtle Tree Seed. She lives in South
Thomaston and works at the Island Institute.
Email elewis@rocklandmaine.gov by 4 p.m. for
a link to attend.

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 24:
➤ Belfast Garden Club’s Readers and
Weeders Book Club Meeting, at 10 a.m. via
Zoom. The group will explore the theme of
biodiversity in books donated to the Belfast
Free Library by the club in 2020. The public is
encouraged to attend. For more info, including
how to register, visit BelfastGardenClub.org.
➤ Virtual Presentation on Need for Housing in
FRIDAY, MARCH 26:
Midcoast Maine, with two meeting times – 11 a.m.
➤ Explorations Read-Aloud for Adults,
to noon and 5 to 6 p.m. Hosted by the MidCoast
Fridays at 11 a.m. on Camden Public Library’s
Economic Development District, it is the first of a
Facebook page and YouTube channel. Local
three-part series focusing on what a municipality
thespian Joseph Coté reads selections from
can do to help bring housing to the area, different
fiction and nonfiction. New readings are
affordable housing strategies, and opportunities for
available every Friday at 11 a.m. on the library’s municipalities to work with housing developers.
YouTube channel and Facebook page.
Get the Zoom link at mceddme.org.
➤ Peek Into Paintings with Penobscot Marine ➤ “Protecting Fruit Trees from Insects and
Museum of Searsport, at noon on Facebook. In Diseases,” online from 6 to 7 p.m. Two experts give
this edition of the online series, examine Waldo home gardeners easy tips for protecting fruit trees
Pierce’s 1960 painting “Carver Yard with the
from pests and diseases. The program is offered
JOHN CARVER on the Ways” and explore
by University of Maine Cooperative Extension
how 20th-century artists, authors and families
and University of New Hampshire Cooperative
remembered Searsport’s shipbuilding heyday.
Extension. Registration is required; a $5 donation
is optional. Register on the event webpage to attend
➤ Pysanka Demonstration with Lesia
live or receive a link to the recording.
Sochor, from 4 to 5 p.m. on Zoom. She brings
to life the art of pysanka, drawing or writing on
➤ Good Tern Co-op Sponsors Online
an egg with a tool called a kystka that is dipped
Class on Basic Home Orchard Care, from
in melted beeswax and onto the egg, then dyed.
6:30 to 8 p.m. Cosponsor for the class is
$12; $8 members: farnsworthmuseum.org.
the Maine Organic Farmers and Gardeners
Association. Instructor C.J. Walke, MOFGA’s
➤ Midcoast Theater Company Announces
Down East specialist, will discuss the basics
Summer Musical Auditions, the company,
of growing fruit trees in your backyard or
formerly Midcoast Actors Studio, will hold
garden. Walke will cover soil building and
auditions for The 25th Annual Putnam County
fertility management, pruning basics and when
Spelling Bee this Friday from 5 to 7 p.m. and
to start, and common insects and diseases that
Saturday, March 27, from 10 a.m. to noon.
can affect backyard orchards. The class is free.
This is an all-adult cast; those 18 years old and
Registration: 594-8822 or marketing@
older are invited to audition. Performances will
goodtern.coop.
be held outdoors in Belfast August 6–15. Visit
midcoasttheater.org for specifics.
THURSDAY, MARCH 25:

HOME & GARDEN
➤ Senior Citizens Who Need Help with Small
Home Maintenance Tasks, like screwing in a
lightbulb, removing a downed tree limb from
the driveway, putting the air conditioner in the
window, and so on can take advantage of a
program forged by Aging Well in Waldo County

SUNDAY, MARCH 28:
➤ Online Seed Swap, at 7 p.m. Hosted by
Heron Breen of Fedco Seeds, this will be a
chance to connect with Maine gardeners, share
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your favorite varieties and, perhaps, find seed
you’re looking for. You can use Maine Organic
Farmers and Gardeners Association’s garden
swap spreadsheet to post what you have extra of
or what you’re looking for. Find the link to the
spreadsheet and register for the online swap at
mofga.org.
MONDAY, MARCH 29:
➤ “So You Want to Farm in Maine?”
University of Maine Cooperative Extension
offers the seven-session online course for
aspiring farmers starting March 29. The class
meets from 5:30 to 7:30 p.m. twice a week
through April 22. Individual consultations will
be scheduled April 26 and April 29. The slidingscale fee is $50 to $150 per person; registration
is limited to 40 participants. Register on the
program webpage at extension.umaine.edu.

Langelier, Herbal Revolution,” in the Zoom
with Vose Wednesdays at 6pm series. Meet the
award-winning herbalist and author of “Herbal
Revolution: 65+ Recipes for Teas, Elixirs,
➤ Take-Out Dinners to Raise Funds for
Penobscot Bay Language School, in Rockland, Tinctures, Syrups, Foods + Body Products
That Heal.” She’ll tell you how to whip up:
are available through May. The school has
paired with Me Lon Togo Restaurant of Camden Spring Vinegar (supports digestive health & is
restorative); Rhubarb + Lemon Digestive Bitters
for the fundraiser. Details are at penobscot.us.
(supports digestion and liver function); and
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 24:
Love Your Liver Elixir (supports healthy liver
➤ “Cooking Matters in the Store” Class
detoxification). Email debra@voselibrary.org
Offered Online, from 11 to 11:30 a.m. Join Beth
prior to 3 p.m. to request the Zoom link.
Chamberlain for a program that will help you plan,
TUESDAY, MARCH 30:
budget and shop for meals that are healthy, tasty
and help stretch your SNAP dollars. Participants
➤ Presentation on Health Benefits of Wild
will receive a recipe booklet and a $10 Hannaford Blueberries, via Zoom at noon. University of
gift card. To register, head to journeytohealth.
Maine Professor Dorothy Klimis-Zacas looks at
coursestorm.com or phone 301-3950.
the health benefits of wild blueberries in regard
to cardiovascular disease, metabolic syndrome,
➤ “Not An Ordinary Book Talk with Kathi

FOOD & DRINK

★
★ASTROlogically
★
★ ★
WITH ANANUR
MARCH 24 TO MARCH 30
Wednesday, March 24 — The Sun and Venus are conjunct. Those you connect with today will be sympathetic to
your “cause,” making this a fine day for fundraising. The Sun
remains conjunct Venus until Friday. You’re feeling upbeat.
The Moon in Leo will be aspecting Uranus from 7:45 to
9:45 a.m. Prepare for an odd situation to turn your attention
away from what you’re involved with. The Moon will be
opposite Saturn in Aquarius between 11:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m.
Conversations tend to be more serious. The Moon in Leo will
be aspecting both Mars and Mercury from 2 to 5:30 p.m. Your
adrenals are stressed if you’re not getting some exercise.
Thursday, March 25 — The Moon is opposite Jupiter
from 7:30 to 9:30 a.m., ushering in optimism about your
future. The Moon will be in an awkward aspect with Pluto
in Capricorn from 3:30 to 5:30 p.m. Energies are not flowing correctly. This is not the time to come to conclusions
about anything! The Moon enters Virgo at 11:25 p.m. Try
to ignore overly critical thoughts about yourself, unless
there’s something you know you ought to correct.
Friday, March 26 — The Sun and Venus remain conjunct
until noon. The Moon in Virgo will be awkwardly aspecting
the Sun and Venus from 8 to 10 a.m. The Moon will be in
a super-fine aspect with Uranus in Taurus from 12:20 to
2:20 p.m. You find yourself acting on an intuitive flash. You
feel happy knowing that you’re “in the flow.” The Moon will
be in a challenging aspect with Mars from 8:15 to 10:15 p.m.
Suddenly, tempers fly. You need patience but you don’t have it.
Saturday, March 27 — Mercury is conjunct Neptune in
Pisces until Monday. You’re either spaced out, or having a
mystical experience that could change your entire life. Today
brings the potential to amp up your spiritual awareness.
Sunday, March 28 — The Full Moon will take place at
2:48 p.m. with the Moon at eight degrees of Libra directly
opposite the Sun and Chiron at eight degrees of Aries. Uranus
is at eight degrees of Taurus. Uranus will ignite the Full Moon
with its known eccentricity; weird things will happen. Things

are missing from where you put them. The electricity could
go out. A sudden situation arises and you’re not prepared.
Call on a Scorpio. They always know what to do in an emergency. Venus is in a positive aspect with Saturn until Tuesday.
You’re thankful for supportive, reliable friends and family
members you can always rely on. They feel the same about
you! You feel calm and emotionally stable with the Moon in
Libra in a fine aspect with Saturn. Mercury remains conjunct
Neptune from 5:30 to 7:30 p.m. Chiron is conjunct the Sun
in Aries. Dare to do something out of character — it’s time
to question your identity and your purpose in life.
Monday, March 29 — Venus remains in a positive
aspect with Saturn until tomorrow. Being reliable means
a lot to you. Your friends like this quality in you. Mercury
remains conjunct mystical Neptune in Pisces until midnight. The Moon in Libra will be in a super-fine aspect
with Jupiter in Aquarius from noon to 2 p.m. Your positive
energy is contagious. The Moon will be in a challenging
aspect with Pluto from 6 to 8 p.m., which is usually an
upsetting time emotionally. There’s something from your
past that still needs healing.
Tuesday, March 30 — Venus ends its pleasant aspect with
Saturn at 4 p.m. Did you find a way to express your gratitude
to those you cherish? The Sun is in a positive aspect with Saturn until Wednesday night. You can accomplish your goals
if you are super organized. You have much more patience
during this transit. Cherish it, use it. Mercury is in a positive
aspect with Pluto until Friday, indicating a fine time for deep
intellectual probing. You understand yourself on a psychological level if that is where you’re placing your attention.
You have no patience for superficial chatter.
NOTE: Due to space constraints, this column has been
edited. Read the full version at freepressonline.com.
Ananur Forma lives in Rockland and can be reached
for a personal astrological reading in person or by phone
at 207-594-2565. Visit www.AstrologyWithAnanur.com.
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Chestnut Street ● 236-3680 ● www.stthomascamdenme.org
3333Chestnut
Street • 236-3680 • www.stthomascamdenme.org

Join us for worship and
fellowship Saturday,
Sabbath – 10:45 to Noon
followed by a
vegetarian meal.

All are welcome.
132 Camden Street, Rockport.

John Street
United Methodist Church
98 John Street, Camden, ME 04843
(207)236-3829 jsumc@midcoast.com
Sunday Worship 11:00 – Childcare Available

We Welcome All Persons

WELCOME

First Congregational
Church of Camden
An open and affirming
congregation of the
United Church of Christ
Join Us for Zoom Worship Sundays at 9:30 am. Sunday School meets by Zoom at 8:45.
To be added to the Zoom lists, call the church office.

55 Elm St., Camden 236-4821 camdenucc.org

to the

ROCKLAND
CONGREGATIONAL
CHURCH
Worship 10 a.m., Sundays.
In person and online.

Contact us for current Bible & book studies.

find us at: rocklandcongregationalchurch.org

Sunday Worship: See our
website for online worship.

and obesity-induced inflammation. This talk is
part of Merryspring Nature Center’s free Online
Winter Talk series. Get the link by emailing
info@merryspring.org.
COMING UP:
➤ Easter Day Community Dinner, Adas
Yoshuron Synagogue offers its annual Easter Day
Community Dinner – a take-out version this year
– on Easter Sunday, April 4, at 1 p.m. at St. Peter’s
Episcopal Church, 11 White Street, Rockland. The
menu centers around home-cooked ham. 594-4523
or info@adasyoshuron.org.

KIDS & PARENTS
➤ Paid Ag Internship for Teens at Erickson
Fields Preserve, in Rockport, with applications
taken through Friday, March 26. The produce they
raise will supply food pantries, public schools and
restaurants. The internship will be part-time and
offered during spring, summer and fall sessions.
Teens can apply online at aldermere.org or call
236-2739 for a paper application.
➤ Darling Marine Center Is Recruiting
Summer Student Researchers, in Walpole.
Local students are encouraged to apply.
TUESDAY, MARCH 23:
➤ Facebook Live Story Time with Skidompha
Library, Damariscotta, from 10 to 10:30 a.m.
Tuesdays. Librarian Jessie will read books and
sing songs on the library’s Facebook page.
➤ Chat with Miss Amy of Camden Public
Library on Zoom, 10 to 11 a.m. Tuesdays. For
a link, email alhand@librarycamden.org.
➤ Rockin’ Storytime with Miss Katie of
Rockland Public Library, on its YouTube
channel, Tuesdays at 10:30 a.m. Toddlers and
early elementary school kids are invited to the
themed storytimes with songs, rhymes, books.
➤ Outdoor Story Time at Jackson Memorial
Library, Tenants Harbor, 10:30 a.m.
➤ UMaine Extension 4-H Virtual Science
Cafés, for teens in grades 7 to 12, from 4 to
4:45 p.m. Tuesdays. Maine 4-H Virtual Science
Cafés feature informal sessions with University
of Maine scientists discussing their research and
what led them to their work. Topics will include
studies of wildlife, archaeology and sharks. The
webinars are free; registration is required for
each session. Register on the program webpage.
➤ LGBTQ+ Online Youth Group, for ages 9
to 13, Tuesdays from 4 to 5 p.m. Hang out, try a
workshop, play games and connect with peers.
Go to OutMaine.org for details.
➤ Ants on a Log Music Duo in Strand
Virtual Family Series, Julie Be and Anya Rose
star in the series with a performance available
to stream now through April 4. “Curious: Think
Outside the Pipeline!” is a puppet-powered ecomusical that tells the story of two siblings who
organize their neighbors to fight for clean air.
Tickets are “pay-what-you-can.” There will be a
GREEN ROOM: Artist Chat with Julie Be this
Tuesday at 6 p.m., streamed from the Strand’s
YouTube and Facebook pages. The Strand
Virtual Family Series continues in April and
May with new performers and activities. Learn
more at rocklandstrand.com.

Open Hearts, Open Minds, Open Doors
Sunday Worship 10:30 a.m.

ALDERSGATE

United Methodist Church
Rte. 17 Across from Chickawaukie Lake

aldersgaterockland@gmail.com

Shalom

We welcome all to
Adas Yoshuron Synagogue
50 Willow St., Rockland
Unaffiliated ~All-inclusive

For schedule: Call 594-4523 or
visit www.AdasYoshuron.org
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WEDNESDAY, MARCH 24:
➤ Outdoor Story Time, Camden Public
Library holds it from 10 to 11 a.m.
Children’s librarian Miss Amy leads the
in-person story times and crafts with
masks and social distancing. Bring a
blanket to sit on to help your children
remain in their space. For all ages.
Weather permitting. Email Amy Hand to
register at: alhand@librarycamden.org.
➤ Read-Alouds with Miss Katie of
Rockland Public Library, 10:30 a.m. on
the library’s YouTube channel.
➤ Story Time with Chloe Keller of
Vose Library in Union, 10:30 a.m. Email
librarian@voselibrary.org or call the
library, 785-4733, for the password.
➤ LGBTQ+ Teen Group, for ages 13 to 17,
on Zoom every Wednesday, 4 to 5 p.m. Hang
out, try a workshop, play games and connect
with peers. Go to OutMaine.org for details.
➤ Virtual Info Session for Nursery
Program at Ashwood Waldorf School in
Rockport, from 6 to 7 p.m. Learn about
the new nursery program for children aged
2 to 3. All are welcome. Registration:
info@ashwoodwaldorf.org, 236-8021.
THURSDAY, MARCH 25:
➤ Baby Time with Miss Katie of
Rockland Public Library, 10:30 a.m. on
the library’s YouTube channel.
➤ Virtual Postpartum Support Group,
11 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. The support group
was created by a group of women and
mothers who have gone through challenging
postpartum experiences themselves and/
or have been educated on them. It offers a
safe place for new and pregnant mothers and
families to talk, listen, get support and gain
education on postpartum experiences. The
free group meets second and fourth Thursdays
of the month. For more information, call
505-4140. To register, call 301-3950 or go to
journeytohealth.coursestorm.com.
MONDAY, MARCH 29:
➤ Waldoboro Public Library Art Club, for
children in grades four through six, is offered
with a curbside-service twist this year. Every
Monday through April 12, art instructor
Joyce Steel will provide a kit containing a
description and instructions for the week’s
project, plus all supplies needed. Kits will
be available starting Mondays and may be
picked up at the library’s takeout window
anytime during the week. Call 832-4484 or
email info@waldoboro.lib.me.us to sign up.
➤ Emerging LGBTQ+ Leaders Online
Meetings, for ages 16 to 22, Mondays
from 3 to 4 p.m. Out Maine hosts the
virtual meet-ups where LGBTQ+ young
adults can share knowledge and increase
their leadership and facilitation skills.
This winter the group is creating podcasts
to share online and on FM radio. Email
leah@outmaine.org for details.
TUESDAY, MARCH 30:
➤ Facebook Live Story Time with
Skidompha Library, Damariscotta, from
10 to 10:30 a.m. Tuesdays. Librarian
Jessie will read books and sing songs on
the library’s Facebook page.
➤ Chat with Miss Amy of Camden
Public Library on Zoom, 10 to 11 a.m.
Tuesdays. For a link, email alhand@
librarycamden.org.
➤ Rockin’ Storytime with Miss Katie
of Rockland Public Library, on its
YouTube channel, Tuesdays at 10:30 a.m.
Toddlers and early elementary school kids
are invited to the themed storytimes with
songs, rhymes, books.

➤ Outdoor Story Time at Jackson
Memorial Library, Tenants Harbor,
10:30 a.m.
➤ UMaine Extension 4-H Virtual Science
Cafés, for teens in grades 7 to 12, from 4
to 4:45 p.m. Tuesdays. Maine 4-H Virtual
Science Cafés feature informal sessions with
University of Maine scientists discussing
their research and what led them to their
work. Topics will include studies of wildlife,
archaeology and sharks. The webinars are
free; registration is required for each session.
Register on the program webpage.
➤ LGBTQ+ Online Youth Group, for
ages 9 to 13, Tuesdays from 4 to 5 p.m.
Hang out, try a workshop, play games and
connect with peers.

MISCELLANEOUS
➤ Community Warming Center in
Belfast, at the Unitarian Universalist
Church, 37 Miller Street, is open every
Saturday to Monday from noon to 3 p.m.
through April. All are welcome. On offer
are snacks, beverages, showers, charging
stations, word games and more. Call
Susan Coe at 323-2091 for details.
➤ Used Eyeglasses Being Collected,
by high school junior Lily Cassidy at
Watershed School, 1 Free Street, Camden.
They’ll be donated to Asaprosar, an
organization that supports rural health
initiatives in El Salvador. A basket is set
out in the school’s front entryway.
TUESDAY, MARCH 23:
➤ Leer y Charlar on Zoom, 1 to
3 p.m. The Spanish language reading
and conversation group, facilitated by
Camden Public Library, meets on Zoom.
For a link to attend, email Lynne Taylor at
leerycharlar@gmail.com.
➤ Alzheimer’s Disease Online Support
Group, 3 p.m. via Zoom. Free. Those
interested in participating should contact
Cheri R. Blouin, LSW, at 301-6237 or at
cblouin@pbmc.org.
➤ St. George Municipal School Unit
Meetings, on Zoom. The Finance Committee
meets at 5:45 p.m.; email c.kilbride@
stgeorgemsu.org or call 542-6394 for Zoom
info. The full St. George School Board meets
at 6:30 p.m.; email m.felton@stgeorgemsu.
org or call 542-6394 for Zoom info.
➤ Job Corps Informational Session, on
Zoom at 6 p.m. Camden Public Library hosts
the informational session with Ross Chicoine,
an outreach and admissions counselor for
Job Corps in Maine. Chicoine will outline the
federally funded free career technical training
program for 16- to 24-year-olds and answer
questions. Email jpierce@librarycamden.org
to request a link to attend.
➤ Six-Week Meditation Course on
Zoom, Tuesdays, March 23 to April 27,
from 6 to 8 p.m. Hosted by The Dancing
Elephant of Rockland. Donation
requested. Register at rocklandyoga.
com. Email rachel@rocklandyoga.com or
telephone 594-1694 for details.
➤ Maritime Trivia Tuesdays on Zoom,
hosted by Penobscot Marine Museum of
Searsport, at 7 p.m.
Compete against
friends, family,
and strangers for
the glory of who
knows the most
about maritime
pop culture. Free
and open to all.
Learn more at

penobscotmarinemuseum.org.
➤ Central Lincoln County YMCA
Stronger Together Virtual Event,
continues through March 28 with an
array of activities and challenges posted
on the Y’s social media pages and
website atclcymca.org. The Y encourages
everyone to take part, even if they do not
live in the Damariscotta area.
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 24:
➤ Free Sap-to-Syrup Program at
Aldermere Farm, at 70 Russell Avenue in
Rockport, offered Wednesdays in March,
from 3 to 4:30 p.m., by Maine Coast
Heritage Trust. Sessions are filled, but you
can opt to be wait-listed.
➤ Black Lives Matter Vigils in
Rockland, every Wednesday at Chapman
Park (corner of Park and Main, by
Walgreens) from noon to 1 p.m. Everyone
is invited to the peaceful vigils to bring
attention to the ongoing problem of racism.
Wear a mask. For more information, 3857452 or smanning5757@gmail.com.
THURSDAY, MARCH 25:
➤ Camden Public Library’s Tech Help
Hour on Zoom, from 1 to 2 p.m. For
those who need help with a new device
or operations like transferring photos
from camera to computer. Sign up at
librarycamden.org.
FRIDAY, MARCH 26:
➤ “Coastal Resilience Planning and
the Megunticook River Watershed:
Community Conversations and
Brainstorming,” online from noon to
2 p.m. It’s the second of three meetings held
by the Town of Camden, with Midcoast
Conservancy and other partners, to discuss
issues the watershed faces – an increase
in total annual rainfall and the intensity
of storm events, increased pavement and
other impermeable surfaces (meaning
less water seepage into the ground and
increased river levels after rain), pollution
from uncontrolled erosion, fertilizers,
pesticides, road salt, and other runoff, and
lack of connectivity for wildlife habitat. The
meetings are open to anyone. Send an email
to amckellar@camdenmaine.gov to have
an invitation sent with a call-in option. The
third meeting will be Wednesday, March
31, from 10 a.m. to noon.
➤ Online Chess Club, with matches
every Friday from 4 to 6 p.m. Members
may also challenge other members at any
time. Join at lichess.org/team/camdenchess-club. For more info, email Evan
Annis at camdenchessclub@gmail.com.
SATURDAY, MARCH 27:
➤ Lenten Vigil for Disarmament at Bath
Iron Works on this last Saturday in Lent
and on Holy Saturday, April 3. Meet at the
Administration Building on Washington
Street in Bath from 11:30 a.m. to 12:30
p.m., and walk to leaflet workers at the
shift change. General Dynamics builds
Aegis guided missile destroyers in the BIW
shipyard. Wear masks, maintain social
distance, and bring a sign. FMI: 763-4062.
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O B I T U A R I E S
Evalyn L. Economy —

Evalyn L. (Peggs) Economy passed away peacefully at the Sussman
House in Rockport on March 2, 2021, after a short illness. Born April
29, 1933, in Cohasset, Massachusetts, she was the middle of three
daughters born to Dr. MacDonald and Alice (Douglas) Peggs. After
spending her childhood in Massachusetts,
she moved to Maine during high school, and
graduated from Lawrence High School in
Fairfield, Class of ’52. She remained good
friends with several high school friends
throughout her life, and was especially close
with her sisters Betsy and Penny.
As a young woman, she loved her job doing
local broadcasting at WTVL Radio Station in
Waterville and drove a sporty Austin Healey
Sprite convertible. She met her husband
Terrence Economy, who worked at WRKD in
Rockland, on a blind date. They married in 1960 and bought an antique
Cape in East Union Village on the mill pond where they raised their
son Mac and lived for over 30 years. Evalyn was a fantastic cook
and gardener, and their home was the hub for holiday and family
celebrations. She took pride in learning how to make special dishes
from her Albanian mother-in-law and has passed on recipes for family
favorites such as lakror to the next generations.
With a lovely speaking voice, Evalyn continued to do voice-over
work and local radio commercials, but primarily worked at the law
office of Strout & Payson for many years. Over the years she also
developed a passion for knitting, which she shared with others at a
later job at Stitchery Square in Camden — she had a huge collection
of beautiful colorful knitwear creations and dressed with style in her
gorgeous hats and sweaters. Full of energy and caring warmth, she
cared for her husband Terry until his passing in 2017, and worked as
a personal care assistant for seniors well into her 80s.
She moved from her home in Tenants Harbor to Camden to be
closer to her son at the start of the global pandemic. She remained
vibrant and engaged with the world until just weeks before she passed
away, keeping up with news, sharing her opinions on politics, reading
books on history (Jon Meacham was a favorite), listening to classical
music, cooking delicious meals, and knitting, always knitting!
Evalyn was predeceased by husband, Terry Economy, and sister
Elisabeth “Betsy” Bates. She is survived by sister Penelope “Penny”
Packard of Victoria, British Columbia; son Mac Economy and partner
Jill Delano of Camden; grandsons TJ Economy, and Ryan Economy
and wife Dara, all of Union. She will be laid to rest with her parents and
sister in the Marshfield Hills cemetery in Marshfield, Massachusetts.
The family will plan a remembrance ceremony in the spring
or summer when it is safe to gather together. Condolences and
memories may be shared at www.longfuneralhomecamden.com.
Arrangements are with the Long Funeral Home & Cremation
Service, 9 Mountain Street, Camden.

Edna Billington —

Edna Billington passed away in her sleep Saturday, March 13, at the
Knox Center in Rockland. She was 94 years old.
She was the second youngest of six children, born to Charles and
Alice Tweedie of Thorndike, Maine. She is predeceased by Clyde
Robert (who died as an infant), brothers
Lester, James and sisters, Helen and Charlene.
Edna attended Crosby High School
in Belfast and after graduation became a
hairdresser in Camden in a second-floor space
above Haskell and Corthell. She continued to
cut hair on a limited basis into her late 80s for
women at the Methodist Conference Home.
Other places Edna worked were the CourierGazette, and Littlefield Memorial Baptist Church
in Rockland. She also raised money for the March
of Dimes and the American Cancer Society.
Edna was a member of Littlefield Memorial Baptist Church where she
was married to John Billington, who passed away in 1985. The church
has been her family her entire adult life. She taught Sunday school there
for many years as well as being a member of the Fidelis Club.
Her surviving family members are; son Glenn Billington and wife
Joanne, grandchildren Joe Pedatella and wife Iwona, Bob Pedatella
and wife Jessica; great-grandchildren Anthony, Max and Easton
Pedatella; son Gary Billington and wife Sandy, grandchildren Evan
and twins Zoe and Abby.
Edna will be buried in Thorndike this summer. To share a memory
or story with Edna’s family, visit their online Book of Memories at
www.bchfh.com. Arrangements are in the care of Burpee, Carpenter
& Hutchins Funeral Home, Rockland. Donations in lieu of flowers
may be shared with Littlefield Memorial Baptist Church, 1 Waldo
Avenue, Rockland, ME 04841.

Paid print obituaries may be submitted to the
advertising department of The Free Press.
Contact admanager@freepressonline.com
for more information.

N O T I C E S
Grant P. Loavenbruck

Eileen A. Dubinett

Ralph Vance Hooper

Fred Roland Moody

James P. Anthony

Kenneth E. Ilvonen

Died Tues., March 16, 2021
Age 79; Condolences and
memories may be shared at
longfuneralhomecamden.com.

Quality Maine Made Products
From 60
Maine Businesses

MADEINMAINESHOP.COM

Died Fri., March 12, 2021
Age 83; To share a memory
or story with the family, visit
bchfh.com.
Died Sun., March 7, 2021
Age 73; Condolences and
memories may be shared at
longfuneralhomecamden.com.

Died Sun., March 7, 2021
Age 81; Condolences and
memories may be shared at
longfuneralhomecamden.com.
Died Sat., March 6, 2021
Age 68; Condolences and
memories may be shared at
longfuneralhomecamden.com.
Died Tues., July 14, 2020
Age 84; To share a memory or
story with the family,
visit bchfh.com.
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS
MONDAY, MARCH 29:
➤ Camden Public Library’s Walsh History
Center Hour on Zoom, 1 to 2 p.m. The Walsh
History Center will try to help find you an answer
to Camden history questions. For a Zoom link to
participate, email kgross@librarycamden.org.
TUESDAY, MARCH 30:
➤ NRCM Virtual Citizen Action Day, from
9 to 10:30 a.m. via Zoom. The nonprofit Natural
Resources Council of Maine outlines its top
legislative priorities and how you can take action,
including how to participate in online public

hearings, as the Maine Legislature considers bills
that will impact Maine’s environment. Register to
be emailed a link at nrcm.org.
➤ Leer y Charlar on Zoom, 1 to 3 p.m. The
Spanish language reading and conversation
group, facilitated by Camden Public Library,
meets on Zoom. For a link to attend, email
Lynne Taylor at leerycharlar@gmail.com.
➤ Alzheimer’s Disease Online Support
Group, 3 p.m. via Zoom. Free. Those interested
in participating should contact Cheri R. Blouin,
LSW, at 301-6237 or at cblouin@pbmc.org.

MARKET BASKET
Deadline is WEDNESDAY at NOON for the following
TUESDAY issue.
Boonton Restaurant Ware,
similar to Melmac, 165 pieces,
yellow and blue, $95. 975-3619.
Handicapped Walker, $10. Reel
mower, self-sharpening, in excellent condition, $20. 594-1885.
’57 Chevy Full Wheelcovers,
14 inch, $100. 230-1195.
Snow Joe Cordless Snow Shovel, new in box, 24 volt, clears 11
inch width, lithium battery, paid
$195, asking $100. 236-3635. ■
Coffee Table, 36", round, beveled edge, pedestal 4 feet, solid
wood, mahogany finish top,
some damage, $50. 542-4292.
Four Michelin Defender
All-Season Tires, 205-65-15,
date code August 2017, good
FOR SALE
tread, $100. 342-3676.
Chain Link Fencing (from ten- Stainless Steel Chimney,
nis court), green, you pick it up, 5-foot, with cap, roof flange and
interior trim, $50. 592-8051.
$50. 542-4878.

Please read: As long as the
total price of all your items is
$100 or less, it’s FREE (ads
must include prices for all items
or we cannot run the ad).
Market Basket ads run for two
weeks. Only one per household
per week will be printed. We can
only accept ads that are 20 words
or less. We cannot accept ads over
the phone — we do accept faxes
(596-6698). Market Basket ads
must be received by noon Wednesday for inclusion in the next
week’s issue. NO BUSINESS,
SERVICE or YARD SALE ADS
qualify for the Market Basket. Ads
that do not follow these guidelines cannot be printed.

Mantis Mini Tiller/Cultivator,
2-cycle engine, recently reconditioned, new carburator, model
11-83VSC, $100. 594-5261.

➤ Knox County Airport Info Session, presented
by Owls Head Village Library via Zoom from
6:30 to 8 p.m. Invited to speak are all stakeholders.
To register: owlsheadlibrary.org. Email questions
or comments you would like to see covered to
owlsheadvillagelibrary@gmail.com.
COMING UP:
➤ “Let’s Talk About Energy, Part 2: Energy
in Your Business,” Camden Public Library
and Camden Energy Committee announce the
second event in an online series aimed at helping
Mainers explore their energy options, lower their

energy costs, and combat climate change. Featured
on Thursday, April 1, at 6 p.m. is a panel with
representatives from several midcoast businesses
who will discuss what is happening within their own
companies and what the future holds for energy
use in Maine’s commercial establishments: Joshua
Moore of Lyman-Morse Boatbuilding; Sondra
Hamilton of Zoot Coffee and new owner of 3 Elm
Street (the old J.C. Curtis Hardware building);
David Dickey, owner of Camden Riverhouse Hotel
and Inn; and Steve Matteo, commercial regional
manager for Camden National Bank. Email
jpierce@librarycamden.org to to attend.

MARKET BASKET RULES
Maximum number of Words per Ad = 20 2 Total of all items added together must be $100 or less!
Ads must be priced or they cannot be run. 4 Wanted ads seeking items costing over $100 cannot be run.
5 Only one ad per week per person/phone number. 6 No business, service or yard sale ads accepted.
Use the regular classified ad form for these and all other ads which don’t fit the above guidelines —
Ads that don’t follow these guidelines cannot be printed!
1
3

Purina Cat Chow Complete,
20 lb. bag, my cat won’t eat,
unopened, $12. Opened bag
also, $8. 593-8770.

FREE
Free: Box of Clothing Belonging to Doug, box was on the
side of street in Damariscotta
by Hilltop. 682-0170.
Free: Double Bed, headboard,
footboard, clean mattress and
base. 594-1885.

Market Basket Ads Automatically Run For Two Weeks. 8 Mail To: The Free Press MB, P.O. Box 1076,
Camden, ME 04843-1076. 9 Sorry, we cannot take Market Basket ads by phone or e-mail, but you can fax
your ad to 596-6698. 10 Do NOT copy this form and then fax it — copies from newsprint don’t fax well, and we
can’t read them — write your ad on a white sheet of paper and fax that — remember to include your phone number. 11 And about the handwriting: If we can’t read it, we can’t run it.
7

Free: Maytag Washer, older but works, you move,
unhooked, ready to go. 5938770, before 6:30 p.m. ■

Market Basket Ad deadline WEDNESDAY at NOON
for the following TUESDAY issue.
FREE PRESS ADS WORK!

BUSINESS SERVICE DIRECTORY
Business Insurance

Elderly Housing

Allen_Chrissy_FP_2.375x2.75_070118.qxp_Layout 11 77
Allen_Chrissy_FP_2.375x2.75_070118.qxp_Layout

Tree Service

Chair Caning

A-1 WATERMAN’S TREE SERVICE

Anne’s Old Chairs to Mend

Free Estimates
Reasonable Prices

Licensed Arborist
Fully Insured
Friendly, Reliable Service

Insurance for
Insurance
for
your
business.
your business.

(207) 354-7077 or (800) 876-8418
www.homeshareinc.com

Elderly Services

Landscaping
Tree Removal
Aerial Lift Service

Sterling Waterman
Home
Cell
763-2988
592-5504

Miscellaneous

Preserve your memories,
movies, and music!

AllenIF.com
AllenIF.com

WE TRANSFER
TO DVD OR CD:

Cleaning Services
Full Service Residential and
Commercial Cleaning,
Rug & Carpet Cleaning,
Floor Care Services, Fire/Smoke,
Water Damage &
Mold Remediation Services.
Free Estimates: CALL US TODAY!

596-5555

Retirement Community

Don’t just live.Thrive.
55-plus active
adult community
58 one & two
bedroom
apartments
Private balconies

Maintenance-free
living
Walk to downtown
Rockland’s art galleries, restaurants, museums & unique shops

Call Lori today and find the
key to your new home!

Since 1998

25 Warrenton St. Rockport • 594-2015

Furniture Restoration

Call Krissy
Krissy Campbell
Campbell today
Call
today

236-4311
236-4311

Chair
Caning
& Cane
Supplies

Videotapes, Home Movie Reels,
Slides & Photos, LP Records,
Blu-ray & Cassettes

AFFORDABLE COMMERCIAL
PRODUCTION &
EVENT VIDEOGRAPHY

RESTORE THE HIDDEN BEAUTY
• Stripping
• Finishing
• Repair
• Total Restoration
Please call or come visit
our wood shop today.

bartlettwoods.com • Rockland • 207.594.1159

Mon.-Fri. 9am- 5pm • Sat. 9am-noon

Medical Dispensaries

New World
Organics

MATHIESON DIGITAL

147 Waldo Ave.
Belfast, ME
207-272-8336

Call Craig at 226-7419

Check Us Out on Weedmaps

THE FREE PRESS

www.freepressonline.com

233 PARK ST., ROCKLAND, ME 04841

Route 90, Rockport

207-236-4673
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Carpentry & Painting

Home Imp & Renovations

J.H. KILTON

What’s Your Reason to Call All Season?

CARPENTRY
& PAINTING

POWER WASH
YOUR
UNDERCOATING
!

INC.

RUST
F
REE
UNDERCOATING
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JAMIE KILTON
jhkilton@hotmail.com

Vinyl Siding & Windows
Standing Seam Metal Roofing
Garages & Additions – And Much More!

INSURED /
FREE ESTIMATES

ROCKPORT, ME
701-8824

Call For A Quote.

1-207-626-3039
www.all-season.com

21 Merrill Drive, Rockland • 594-2442
www.bestratestowing.com

Our 30th Year In Business!

Auto Body Repair

Lawn & Garden

HARLEY
COMPANY INC.

HONEYDEW
HANDYMAN SERVICE

THE

PROPERTY MAINTENANCE

207-596-0423

X SPRING CLEANUP

Rockland, ME

51 Glen St.

For all your “Honey-Do” Projects

All Aspects of Home Repair & Light Construction
Care Taking Services
Guaranteed Services or Job is FREE • Call 596-3563

X BRUSH/TREE WORK X LANDSCAPING X RAKING X MOWING
WHAT CAN WE DO FOR YOU? 594-2471

Auto Repair Service

S&S BUILDERS

Roofing

Beckett’s Auto
Service, Inc.
Serving the Mid Coast
Over 36 Years
SHAWN BECKETT - OWNER

1181 River Rd.
Saint George, ME 04860
(207) 372-0560

•New Homes •Remodels
•Garages •Roofing
•Kitchens & Baths

Flooring

Clock Repair

Antique & Modern
Clock Repair

207-380-5401

CARPET • CERAMIC
WOOD • VINYL
Sales & Installation

Thomas R. John, Sr.

Owner Larry Stanley

By Appointment Only
“House Calls”

- WE DO IT ALL -

207-594-2413

P.O. Box 35, South Thomaston, ME 04858

LOCAL
FAMILY
& OPERATED358 Turnpike Drive • Camden, Maine • 04843
LOCAL
FAMILY OWNED
OWNED & OPERATED

Fine Furniture

Love Your Home!

Troubleshoot Issues & Training
Computers, Cellphones & Tablets
Backup/Manage Pictures & Music
Consult on Purchase - Setup

Heating
Fuels
including
Heating
Oil, Bioheat,
Heating
Fuels
including #2#2Heating
Oil, Bioheat,
Propane,
Diesel.
Propane, K-1,
K-1, andand
Diesel.

Amish
Dining Sets

Offering Pickup & Delivery

BERT’S MACHINE SHOP
594-7013

11 Bay View Square, Rockland
Hours: M-F 8-4 / Sat 8-12

Cleaning Services

CALL US WHEN YOU NEED
DISASTER RESTORATION SPECIALISTS
• Duct Work Cleaning • Pressure Washing
• Emergency Services: water extraction, structure
drying, and securing of property
• Floor Scrubbing, Waxing & Buffing
• Upholstery & Fine Fabrics • Carpet Shampooing
• Mold Treatment Disinfection

24 HOUR EMERGENCY SERVICE
1-800-870-4181 • 207-236-8888

Storage

Fuel and Service Plans & Gasoline Discounts
Fuel and Service Plans & Gasoline Discounts

594-4487
ParkSt.St.
Rockland
594-4487• 234
• 234 Park
Rockland

Security Cameras
Key Pad Easy Access

ADVERTISE
IN THE

Equipment
including
systems,
hot water
Equipment
including heating
heating systems,
hot water
systems,
LP
stoves,
Rinnais
and
more.
systems, LP stoves, Rinnais and more.
www. Ma ritimeEnergy.com
www.MaritimeEnergy.com

Snowblowers, Push Mowers, Garden Tractors,
Tillers, Chainsaws, Grass Trimmers.
Sharpens Chains, Blades and Knives.

SITE WORK • SEPTIC
LANDSCAPING • EXCAVATION
DRAINAGE PROBLEMS

Heating

S ER V I C E
D IR E C T O R Y

Repairs on all brands.

Basement
Waterproofing

“A New Era in Customer Satisfaction”

COMPUTER SERVICES

Snowblower Sales & Service

236-0541 • 542-7327

207-594-9341 or Cell 207-882-4144

BUSINESS

INTERIORS • EXTERIORS
Skim Coating • Crack & Plaster Repair

SIMONE CAUTELA

210 Park Street, Rockland, ME

A Family Trade for Over 100 Years
Established in the Midcoast 1970

542-9120

Power Wash Siding

Dave Landry, Owner - info@superiorrestoration.net
– 4 Colorado Ave., Camden

Cayouette
Flooring Inc.

Specializing in the repair of
weight & spring driven clocks

tomford21@gmail.com

SUTHERLAND
PAINTING

Power Equip. Sales/Service

HOME IMPROVEMENTS

TOM FORD

Painting

Fully Insured • Call 338-2682 / Cell 907-9296

Year Round
Service.

Computers
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2485 Camden Rd
(Rt. 90) Warren
273-1270
frantzfurniture.com

BSD
Call Steve 596-0055

www.freepressonline.com
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FREE PRESS CLASSIFIEDS
FREE PRESS HELP WANTED ADS WORK

SEE ALL OUR LISTINGS AT WWW.FREEPRESSONLINE.COM (CLICK ON THE CLASSIFIEDS LINK)
FREE ONLINE ADS AVAILABLE. MORE THAN JUST HELP WANTED TOO!
CALL STEVE DAVIS AT 207-596-0055 FOR MORE INFO.

EQUIPMENT
RENTAL

FARM & HOME

Run your ad one week for only $6.65/week for 20 words – 20¢ each additional word.
NOW OPEN, 7-Tree Farm
&
Home,
the
former
Union
Run
your ad for two weeks for only $6.13/week for 20 words – 15¢ each additional word.
U N I O N FA R M E Q U I P MENT RENTALS: Tractor/ Agway, Heald Highway, Route
Run
your
ad for three or more weeks for only $5.55/week for 20 words – 10¢ each additional word.
loader/back-hoe, excavator, 17, in Union. 785-4385. (kr)
(Please print clearly & include your phone number!)
wood splitter, wood chipper.
Delivery available, reasonable HELP WANTED
DEADLINE IS NOON ON WEDNESDAY FOR THE FOLLOWING TUESDAY ISSUE
rates. 1-800-935-7999. (kr)
HIRING CARING PEOPLE
— Do you have a loving heart?
I would like my ad to read
WANTED
Cared for elderly? Raised children? Volunteer? Train to be a
LUCKY LADY — I want to home care worker and make
buy your junk cars and trucks, a valuable contribution to the
pay up to $500. Roll my dice senior population. Call 354because I pay the best price. 7077. Full and part time, flexiPlease run my classified ad ___ times and list it under:
Cost for 1st 20/words/week = $
993-2629 or 441-7929. (kr)
ble hours. Stop by for free coffee
___ Vehicles ___ Boating ___ For Rent ___ For Sale
Additional words
=$
LUCKY LADY — wants your at 641 St. George Road, South
woodlot. Turn those trees into Thomaston, Monday through
___
Help
Wanted
___
Real
Estate
___
Services
___
Wanted
Subtotal
=$
cash. Roll those dice and give me Thursday from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Or
…
email
reception@askfora call, 441-7929 or 993-2629. (kr)
___ Yard Sale ___ Other
Times # of weeks ad to run
x
homecare for consideration. A
(kr)
rewarding
opportunity.
ALLIS CHALMERS GARName
TOTAL Due = $
DEN TRACTOR, HD 112 or
INNKEEPERS
AND
HOUSEIf
Paying
by
Credit
Card Just Call in Your Ad
Adress
HD 212 desired. Rockport, 596KEEPERS — $16 per hour and
6303. (kr)
Copy
at
596-6696
Or,
enclose payment and:
up. Immediate openings! Please
Town
email or phone for an interview,
Mail to: P.O. Box 1076, Camden, ME 04843-1076
info@berrymanorinn.com, 207FIREWOOD
Phone
or Bring to: 6 Virginia Avenue, 2nd floor, Camden
596-7696. (4/13)
FIREWOOD — Cut and split
and delivered. 691-6758. (kr) HELP WANTED — Swans
Island Company seeks weavSERVICES
RENTAL
SELF HELP AND SUPPORT
FIREWOOD — cut, split, ers, finishers and sales people. HELP WANTED
delivered. CFMI, 975-1147. (kr) Please contact Bill@swansis- EXPERIENCED HOUSE
NATIONAL
SUICIDE
ONGOING SOCIAL AND
PROFESSIONAL
OFFICE
JR’S PAINTING
landcompany.com. (4/13)
SPACE — available now, 2-3 PREVENTION HOTLINE SUPPORT GROUP — LesbiFine Interiors/Exteriors
CLEANER WANTED —
ans 40+, coupled or single, livdays/week, month-to-month.
Painting & Staining,
Seasonal, pay is commensurate
1-800-273-8255.
ing in Camden/Rockland area.
with experience and the going Sheetrocking, Pressure Washing, Must be COVID-conscious/
24 hours/day;
HELP WANTED DISPLAY ADS
FMI: 631-0249 or e-mail mwpsafe. Clean, spacious, south-facPlaster Repair.
rate. Call 975-7466 to discuss
7 days/week.
books@midcoast.com.
ing windows, furnished. ScentFree estimates. References.
details. (4/6)
free, chemical-free space. Heat
Fully Insured.
and electric included. Ample
273-6116.
TREE SERVICES
parking. For more information
(kr)
and pictures, please call or text
GREEN’S TREE SERVICE
701-1702. (kr)
BUSINESS
• Tree, brush removal
Available Now!
• Pruning
OPPORTUNITY
STORAGE
• Aerial truck or climber
Methodist
Conference Home
• Chipping, stump-grinding
PROJECT FREEDOM
WATERMAN BEACH
• Lots Cleared
We need serious and motivated
STORAGE
Accessible One Bedroom Apartment
Free Estimates
people for expanding health and
10
x 15 unit, $100
With “Enhanced Living” services
Licensed & Insured Arborist
wellness industry. High speed
10 x 20 unit, $120
Matt Green, 322-0320.
internet/phone essential. Perfect
10 x 25 unit, $140.
Services include – meals, housekeeping,
— Reasonable Rates —
for savvy social media fans.
South Thomaston, 975-1326.
(kr)
207-613-5517.
Lifeline,
preventative care, case management
(kr)
(kr)
Rent includes all utilities, elevator and parking

Immediate Openings
for Carpenters
• Full time
• Year ’round

Send resumé/work history to:
chetjbb@yahoo.com

Jam Brook Builders

Receptionist/Administrative Assistant Wanted.
Busy wood flooring and mill work shop hiring for
immediate full time work. Responsibilities include
answering phone calls, assisting customers, creating
invoices, maintaining showroom and receiving
payments. Paid holidays and insurance benefits are
available.

Please send resume to
sales@aesampsonandson.com
or call us at 207-273-4000

Gardeners wanted to work in a small
landscaping crew maintaining gorgeous
gardens around the Camden/Rockport area
April through December. Team player is
most essential. Pay is between $16-$18
per hour, depending on experience.

Call 542-3122
For more info about the business go to:
lynnemanningfinegardening.blogspot.com

SERVICES

SOULE’S CARPENTRY
Siding, roofing, garages,
window replacement,
decks and more.
Free estimates.
Fully insured.
Call 691-6758.
Ask for David.
(kr)

IN-HOME CARE
SERVICES OFFERED
Compassionate in-home care,
personal assistant,
companionship, shopping,
cooking, light housecleaning,
bookkeeping,
computer literate.
Over 30 years’ experience.
207-904-2045.
carewyse@gmail.com.

SALON SUITES AVAIL.
Own your own business,
established hairstylist,
nail techs, aestheticians,
massage & more.
Move in ready, low entry
costs. Beautiful!
Be in business for yourself,
not by yourself...
Salonsuitesbythesea.com
call or text: Stephanie
310-991-7728

SELF HELP
AND SUPPORT
NA HOTLINE
For meeting information
1-800-974-0062
www.namaine.org

AL-ANON HOTLINE
For meeting information
24 hours a day, 7 days a week
1-800-498-1844

All Season Home Improvements is seeking experienced standing seam
metal roofing fabricators, foreman or helper. Great pay ranging from
$15-$20 per hour, depending on experience.
Overtime with a $1,000 sign-on bonus paid after 60 days.
Drivers license a plus and should be able to work some Saturdays.
Available dental insurance, 401k, paid vacation & sick days plus more.

CALL BOBBY OR CARL 626-3039 7-3 WEEKDAYS.
END HELP WANTED DISPLAY ADS

207- 594-2743

EQUAL HOUSING

OPPORTUNITY

TOWN OF UNION PUBLIC NOTICE

RENTAL

The Union Planning Board will hold a public hearing for a draft of a Solar
Array Ordinance. This is an eight (8) page document to be voted on
at Town Meeting. Copies are available by contacting the Code Officer
at 785-3658 or e-mail (codeenforcement@union.maine.gov). This
hearing will be done in person by the board but via Zoom for the public
because of limited space due to covid restrictions on April 8, 2021
at 6:30 p.m. in the William L. Pullen Municipal Building Meeting Room.
Comments are encouraged in writing before the meeting. A copy of the
Ordinance will be on the town’s website (union.maine.gov).
Information for attending the meeting via Zoom will be on the town’s
website several days before the meeting.

(3/30)

FULL TIME, YEAR-ROUND WORK

For Information call Sherry Reimer

(3/30)

SENIOR HOUSING — The
Homesteads in Cushing and
Owls Head have vacancies
for seniors who wish to live
in a home-like environment
but need homemaking and/
or personal/nursing services.
(3/30)
The Homesteads provide a
BCB PROPERTY
small, intimate setting where
SERVICES
frail elderly can age in place
and pay for services as needed
- Small Lot Clearing,
at significantly lower rates
Chipping - Tree Removal & Pruning - than traditional medical facilities. We have enjoyed a rep- Bush Hogging,
utation for high-quality meals
Field Mowing and services for more than 25
- Tractor Services years. Information and pictures
• MAINTAINING ALL YOUR of available rooms/suites can be
OUTDOOR SPACES •
accessed by calling 354-7077 or
at www.homeshareinc.com. (kr)
BETTER CALL BEN
207-542-3299

Standing Seam Metal Roofing Fabricator, Foreman or Helper

Rent is 30% of adjusted income
Services are 20% of adjusted income
Income limits for rental subsidy are
$38,200 annually for one person

ROCKLAND

Fully applianced first floor two room
apartment two blocks from downtown.
Rent is $800 and includes all utilities and
parking. Washer/dryer available next door.
Small pet okay with $200 pet deposit
For information and application call

594-2743

Applications are now being taken for the

KNOX HOTEL APARTMENTS
192 Main St. Thomaston

One bedroom apartments that are conveniently
located right downtown, rent is 30% of income and
includes: wall to wall carpeting, laundry facilities,
community living room, parking and professional
Service Coordination on site.
Maximum Income Limits are
$28,680 for 1 Person
$32,760 for 2 Persons

TDD/TTY 1-800-545-1833 Ext.702
Professionally Managed by MCH Housing Inc.
EQUAL HOUSING

OPPORTUNITY

EQUAL HOUSING

OPPORTUNITY

If interested, please call
Sherry at 594-2743
TDD/TTY 1-800-545-1833 Ext. 702

THE FREE PRESS

Tuesday, March 23, 2021

Not all channels available in all parts of The Free Press circulation area.

For the latest on
TV – either live or
streaming – go to:
https://ontvtoday.com/

CHANNEL LINE-UP
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Knox County

CKSH – French
UPN – WPME
FOX – WFPO
CBS – WABI
NBC – WCSH
PEG – Public
ABC – WMTW
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TWCTV
MPBS – WCBB
PEG – Education
WB – WPXT
CBS – WGME
QVC
HSN
CHLT
Shop NBC

11:00

11:30

12:00

12:30

Blue Bloods (In
Blue Bloods “Identity” Blue Bloods “Some- Blue Bloods “The
Blue Bloods “Naughty Blue Bloods “Behind
Stereo) Å (DVS)
Å (DVS)
thing Blue”
Real Deal”
or Nice”
the Smile”
Big Bang Big Bang The Masked Singer Game of Talents (N) FOX23 News at Ten DailySchitt’s
Seinfeld Two and
Theory
Theory
(N) Å (DVS)
(In Stereo) Å
(N) (Live) Å
MailTV
Creek
Å
Half Men
Big Bang Big Bang Tough as Nails (N) (In SEAL Team “A Ques- S.W.A.T. “U-Turn” (N) News
Late Show-Colbert
James
Theory
Theory
Stereo) Å
tion of Honor”
(In Stereo) Å
Corden
207
Inside
Chicago Med (In
Chicago Fire “My
Chicago P.D. “In Your NEWS- Tonight Show-J.
Seth
Edition
Stereo) Å (DVS)
Lucky Day”
Care”
CENTER Fallon
Meyers
Wheel of Jeopardy! Goldbergs Housewife The Con- Call Your The Con “The Wine WMTW Jimmy Kimmel
Nightline
Fortune (N)
ners (N) Mother
Con” (N) (In Stereo) News 8 Live! Å
(N) Å
PBS NewsHour (In Nature “Hippos: Af- NOVA A plan to save Fast-Forward: Look PBS NewsHour (In Amanpour and
Stereo) Å
rica’s River Giants” the Dead Sea.
Into Your Future (N) Stereo) Å
Company (N) Å
Modern Modern Riverdale (N) (In
Nancy Drew (N) (In WMTW TMZ (N) 2 Broke 2 Broke Mike &
Mike &
Family
Family
Stereo) Å
Stereo) Å
News 8 Å
Girls
Girls
Molly
Molly
CBS 13 Ent.
Tough as Nails (N) (In SEAL Team “A Ques- S.W.A.T. “U-Turn” (N) CBS 13 Late Show-Colbert
James
News
Tonight Stereo) Å
tion of Honor”
(In Stereo) Å
News
Corden
Blue Bloods
Blue Bloods
Blue Bloods
Blue Bloods
Blue Bloods
Blue Bloods
Celtics
NBA Basketball: Celtics at Bucks
Celtics
Celtics
Boston Tonight
Ninja Warrior
Sports.
NBA Basketball: Celtics at Bucks
NBA Basketball: Brooklyn Nets at Utah Jazz. (N)
SportsC.
NCAA Women’s Basketball
NCAA Women’s Basketball
SportsCenter (N)
SportCtr NFL Live
MLB Preseason Baseball
C. Moore C. Moore NESN After Hours
NESN After Hours
Baseball
Married- Married- Married at First Sight Couples celebrate their Marrying Millions
Married at First
Married at First
Sight
Sight
first milestone. (N) Å
“Island Time” (N)
Sight Å
Sight Å
FOX Primetime
Tucker Carlson
Hannity (N) Å
Ingraham
Fox News at Night
Tucker Carlson
E. B. OutFront
Anderson Cooper
Anderson Cooper
CNN Tonight
CNN Tonight
Anderson Cooper
Shepard Smith
Shark Tank
Shark Tank
Shark Tank
Shark Tank Å
Shepard Smith
The ReidOut (N)
All In With
Rachel Maddow
The Last Word
The 11th Hour
Rachel Maddow
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokers
Jokers
Foodies Foodies Jokers
Jokers
(6:00) Movie: ››
Movie: ››› “The Mask of
Movie: ››‡ “The Verdict” (1946) Sydney Movie: ››› “Three Strang“Call of the Flesh” Dimitrios” (1944) Å
Greenstreet, Peter Lorre. Å
ers” (1946, Mystery) Å
(5:30) “Hellboy II:
All Elite Wrestling: Dynamite (N) (Live) Å Movie: ›› “The Legend of Tarzan” (2016) Alexander “HellboyThe Golden Army”
Skarsgard, Christoph Waltz. Å (DVS)
Army”
South Pk South Park “The Black Friday Trilogy”
South Pk South Pk South Pk Daily
South Pk South Pk South Pk
(5:00)
Movie: ››‡ “Thor: The Dark World” (2013, Action) Snowfall “Say a Little Snowfall “Say a Little Snowfall Franklin is
“Thor”
Chris Hemsworth, Natalie Portman. (In Stereo) Å
Prayer” (N) Å
Prayer” Å
torn. Å
NCIS “Pyramid”
WWE NXT (N) (In Stereo Live) Å
Movie: ››‡ “Cold Pursuit” (2019) Liam Neeson.
Miz &
Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Full
Conan Å Full
Seinfeld Conan Å
Theory
Theory
Theory
Theory
Theory
Theory
Theory
Frontal
Frontal
Cold Justice Å
Cold Justice (N)
Dateline
Dateline: Secrets Uncovered Å
Dateline: Secrets
Court
Court
Court
Court
Court
Court
I Sur
I Sur
Court
Court
Court
Court
(5:30) “Back to the Movie: ››› “Back to the Future Part III” (1990,
Movie: ››‡ “Jurassic Park III” (2001)
Walking
Future Part II” Å
Comedy) Michael J. Fox, Christopher Lloyd. Å
Sam Neill, William H. Macy. Å
Dead
Below Deck Å
Housewives of NJ
Housewives of NJ
Housewives of NJ
Chrisley Chrisley Chrisley
Guy’s Games
Guy’s Games
Guy’s Games
Guy’s Games
Guy’s Games
Guy’s Games
Movie: “Appetite for Love” (2016) Taylor Movie: “A Valentine’s Match” (2020)
Golden
Golden
Golden
Golden
Cole, Andrew W. Walker, Alley Mills. Å
Bethany Joy Lenz, Luke Macfarlane. Å
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
Church
Potters
David
Gaither
Stage
Worship Gospel
Elevation S. Fur
Watch
Prince
Access
Forged in Fire
Forged in Fire
Forged in Fire (N)
Assembly Required Forged in Fire
Forged in Fire
My 600-Lb. Life
My 600-Lb. Life (N) (In Stereo)
Feet-Killing Me
Feet-Killing Me
My 600-Lb. Life
Naked and Afraid
Naked and Afraid “The Devil’s Woods”
Naked and Afraid
Naked and Afraid
Naked and Afraid
Andy G. Andy G. Raymond Love-Raymond
Raymond Raymond Raymond King
King
King of Queens
Movie: ››› “The Parent Trap” (1998) Lindsay Lohan. Å
Good Trouble (N)
The 700 Club Å
Simpson Simpson
Casa
Loud
Drama
Loud
Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends
Jessie Å Jessie Å Jessie Å Sydney- Sydney- Big City Big City Bunk’d Å Bunk’d Å Sydney- Raven’s Raven’s
Max
Max
Greens
Greens
Max
Home
Home
North Woods Law
North Woods Law: Uncuffed (N)
North Woods Law
North Woods Law
North Woods Law
(5:30) ››‡ “Olym- Movie: ›› “London Has Fallen” (2016) Resident Alien “Wel- Devil-Care The Pole Movie: “Come and
pus Has Fallen”
Gerard Butler, Aaron Eckhart. Å (DVS)
come Aliens”
(N) Å
Find Me” (2016)

THURSDAY EVENING MARCH 25, 2021
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10:30

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

10:30

11:00

11:30

12:00

12:30

Chicago P.D. “AnChicago P.D. “Sister- Chicago P.D. “Pro- Chicago P.D. An
Chicago P.D.
Chicago P.D. “Paythem” Å (DVS)
hood” (In Stereo)
files” Å (DVS)
alderman is killed.
“Ghosts”
back” Å (DVS)
Big Bang Big Bang Hell’s Kitchen (N) Å Call Me Last Man FOX23 News at Ten DailySchitt’s
Seinfeld Two and
Theory
Theory
(DVS)
Kat (N)
Standing (N) (Live) Å
MailTV
Creek
Å
Half Men
Big Bang Big Bang Young
B Positive Mom Å BobClarice “Are You
News
Late Show-Colbert
James
Theory
Theory
Sheldon Å
Abishola Alright?” Å
Corden
207
Inside
SuperSuperLaw & Order: Special Dateline NBC (N) (In NEWS- Tonight Show-J.
Seth
Edition
store (N) store (N) Victims Unit
Stereo) Å
CENTER Fallon
Meyers
Wheel of Jeopardy! Station 19 (N) (In
Grey’s Anatomy “In A Million Little Things WMTW Jimmy Kimmel
Nightline
Fortune (N)
Stereo) Å
My Life” (N) Å
“Timing” (N)
News 8 Live! Å
(N) Å
PBS NewsHour (In Greenlight HS Quiz Escape to the Cha- Maine Women: Living PBS NewsHour (N) Amanpour and
Stereo) Å
Show
teau Å
on the Land
(In Stereo) Å
Company (N) Å
Modern Modern Harry & Meghan’s
Legacies “Long Time, WMTW TMZ (N) 2 Broke 2 Broke Mike &
Mike &
Family
Family
American Dream
No See” (N)
News 8 Å
Girls
Girls
Molly
Molly
CBS 13 Ent.
Young
B Positive Mom Å BobClarice “Are You
CBS 13 Late Show-Colbert
James
News
Tonight Sheldon Å
Abishola Alright?” Å
News
Corden
Chicago P.D.
Chicago P.D.
Chicago P.D.
Chicago P.D.
Chicago P.D.
Chicago P.D.
Deadline Celtics
Deadline Celtics
Sneaker Sneaker Boston Tonight
Deadline Celtics
Boston Tonight
2021 NIT Basketball Tournament
2021 NIT Basketball Tournament
SportsCenter (N)
SportsCenter (N)
NIT Tourn.
NFL Live Å
The Draft The Draft 2021 NIT Basketball Tournament
NFL Live Å
NHL Hockey: New York Islanders at Boston Bruins.
Bruins
Bruins
Marc
Behind B Dining
NHL Hockey
Rizzoli & Isles “Love Married at First Sight Married at First Sight The couples have a
Movie: ››› “The 40-Year-Old Virgin”
Taps” Å
(N) Å
night on the town. (N) Å
(2005) Steve Carell, Paul Rudd. Å
FOX Primetime
Tucker Carlson
Hannity (N) Å
Ingraham
Fox News at Night
Tucker Carlson
E. B. OutFront
Anderson Cooper
Anderson Cooper
CNN Tonight
CNN Tonight
Anderson Cooper
Shepard Smith
Shark Tank
Shark Tank
Shark Tank
Shark Tank
Shepard Smith
The ReidOut (N)
All In With
Rachel Maddow
The Last Word
The 11th Hour
Rachel Maddow
Jokes
Jokes
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Foodies Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Foodies
“Lawrence of Ara- Movie: ›››› “My Fair Lady” (1964) Audrey Hepburn. Profes- Movie: ››› “The Children’s Hour”
bia: Director’s Cut” sor Henry Higgins bets he can refine cockney Eliza Doolittle.
(1961, Drama) Audrey Hepburn. Å
The Mis- NBA Basketball: Portland Trail Blazers at Miami Heat. NBA Basketball: Philadelphia 76ers at Los Angeles
NBA on
ery Index AmericanAirlines Arena. (N) (Live) Å
Lakers. Staples Center. (N) (Live) Å
TNT
Office
The Office “Finale”
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
South Pk South Pk
(5:30) Movie: “Thor: Movie: ›››‡ “Spider-Man: Into the Spider-Verse” Movie: ›››‡ “Spider-Man: Into the Spider-Verse”
The Dark World”
(2018) Voices of Shameik Moore. (In Stereo) Å
(2018) Voices of Shameik Moore. (In Stereo) Å
Law & Order: SVU
Chrisley Chrisley Chrisley Chrisley Chrisley Boss
Chrisley Chrisley Chrisley Chrisley
Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Big Bang Conan Å Full
Brooklyn Conan Å
Theory
Theory
Theory
Theory
Theory
Theory
Theory
Theory
Frontal
Nine
Dateline: Secrets
Dateline: Secrets
Dateline: Secrets
Killer Motive Å
Dateline: Secrets
Dateline: Secrets
The First 48 Å
The First 48 Å
The First 48 (N)
Nightwatch (N)
The First 48 Å
The First 48 Å
(6:00) Movie: ››‡ Movie: ›››‡ “Jurassic Park” (1993) Sam Neill. Cloned dinoMovie: ››‡ “The Lost World: Jurassic
“Jurassic Park III” saurs run amok at an island-jungle theme park. Å
Park” (1997) Jeff Goldblum. Å
(6:57) Below Deck
Summer House
Summer House (N) Å
Summer House
Watch
“Walk-Remembr”
Beat
Beat
Beat
Beat
Restaurant: Im.
Dinner: Impossible
Beat
Beat
Beat
Beat
Movie: “Love on the Sidelines” (2016)
Movie: “Playing Cupid” (2021) Laura
Golden
Golden
Golden
Golden
Emily Kinney, John Reardon. Å
Vandervoort, Nicholas Gonzalez. Å
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
Church
Potters
Inexplicable Å
History
State of Faith (N)
History
Inexplicable Å
Prince
Osteen
Swamp People
Swamp People
Swamp People
Swamp People
Swamp People
Swamp People
OutDaughtered
OutDaughtered
OutDaughtered
OutDaughtered
OutDaughtered
OutDaughtered
BattleBots: Bounty
BattleBots: Bounty Hunters (N) Å
BattleBots Witch Doctor vs. Hydra. Å
BattleBots: Bounty
Andy G. Andy G. Raymond Raymond Raymond Raymond Raymond Raymond King
King
King
King
Movie: ›››› “WALL-E” (2008) Å
Movie: ›››‡ “Shrek” (2001) (In Stereo) The 700 Club Å
Simpson Simpson
Casa
Loud
“Madagascar 2”
“Madagascar 2”
Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends
Big City Big City Jessie Å Jessie Å Jessie Å Big City Big City Bunk’d Å Bunk’d Å Sydney- Raven’s Raven’s
Greens
Greens
Greens
Greens
Max
Home
Home
Lone Star Law
Lone Star Law: Uncuffed (N) (In Stereo)
Lone Star Law
Lone Star Law
Lone Star Law
(5:27) Movie: ›‡
Movie: ››› “The Fifth Element” (1997) Bruce Willis. Movie: ›› “Colombiana” (2011, Action) “Vampire
“Gods of Egypt”
A New York cabby tries to save Earth in 2259.
Zoe Saldana, Jordi Mollà. Å (DVS)
Acad”

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

TV Guide
C-SPAN
C-SPAN2
ION
PEG – Government
GAC
Comcast Sports Net
ESPN
ESPN2
NESN
MTV
VH-1
Lifetime
Spike TV
CMT
Weather Channel
NECN
FOX News
CNN

37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
53
54
55
56

25

TVListings
Headline News
TOON
CNBC
MSNBC
truTV
TCM
INSP
TNT
Comedy
FX
USA
TBS
Oxygen
A&E
AMC
Bravo
E!
HGTV
Food Network

57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
85

Travel Channel
EWTN
Hallmark Channel
TBN
History Channel
TLC
Discovery
TV Land
BET
ABC Family
Nickelodeon
Disney Channel
Animal Planet
SCI-FI
TV5
ONTV4
Local Access

Rent a Truck
Tundra or Tacoma
SHEPARD

207-594-8424

Route 1, at the Rockland Thomaston Town Line
FRIDAY EVENING MARCH 26, 2021
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10:00

10:30

11:00

11:30

12:00

12:30

Hawaii Five-0 (In
Hawaii Five-0 (In
Hawaii Five-0 “Ikiiki i Hawaii Five-0 (In
Hawaii Five-0 (In
Hawaii Five-0 “E’ao
Stereo) Å
Stereo) Å
ka la o Keawalua”
Stereo) Å
Stereo) Å
lu’au a kualima”
Big Bang Big Bang WWE Friday Night SmackDown (N) (In
FOX23 News at Ten DailySchitt’s
Seinfeld Two and
Theory
Theory
Stereo Live)
(N) (Live) Å
MailTV
Creek
Å
Half Men
Big Bang Big Bang MacGyver (N) (In
Magnum P.I. Rick
Blue Bloods (N) (In News
Late Show-Colbert
James
Theory
Theory
Stereo) Å
visits Icepick. (N)
Stereo) Å (DVS)
Corden
207
Inside
The Blacklist “Captain Dateline NBC (N) (In Stereo) Å
NEWS- Tonight Show-J.
Seth
Edition
Kidd” (N) Å
CENTER Fallon
Meyers
Wheel of Jeopardy! Shark Tank (N) (In
20/20 (In Stereo) Å
WMTW Jimmy Kimmel
Nightline
Fortune (N)
Stereo) Å (DVS)
News 8 Live! Å
(N) Å
PBS NewsHour (In Washing- FiringAmerican Masters Career of
Beyond PBS NewsHour (In Amanpour and
Stereo) Å
ton Wk
Hoover
choreographer Twyla Tharp.
Stereo) Å
Company (N) Å
Modern Modern Whose
Whose
Penn & Teller: Fool WMTW TMZ (N) 2 Broke 2 Broke Mike &
Mike &
Family
Family
Line
Line
Us “Penn & Tarot”
News 8 Å
Girls
Girls
Molly
Molly
CBS 13 Ent.
MacGyver (N) (In
Magnum P.I. Rick
Blue Bloods (N) (In CBS 13 Late Show-Colbert
James
News
Tonight Stereo) Å
visits Icepick. (N)
Stereo) Å (DVS)
News
Corden
Hawaii Five-0 Å
Hawaii Five-0 Å
Hawaii Five-0 Å
Hawaii Five-0 Å
Hawaii Five-0 Å
Hawaii Five-0 Å
Celtics
NBA Basketball: Celtics at Bucks
Celtics
Celtics
Boston Tonight
Curran’s Curran’s
NBA
NBA Basketball: Celtics at Bucks
NBA Basketball: Hawks at Warriors
SportsC.
NFL Live Å
G.O.A.T.s
G.O.A.T.s
G.O.A.T.s
SportsCenter (N)
SportCtr UFC Live
Bergeron at 1000
My Story Behind B Marc
Marc
NESN After Hours
NESN After Hours
Bruins
Rizzoli & Isles “5:26” Movie: ››› “Bridesmaids” (2011, Comedy) Kristen Wiig. A
Movie: ›› “Bad Teacher” (2011) CamÅ
maid of honor’s life unravels as the big day approaches. Å
eron Diaz, Justin Timberlake. Å
FOX Primetime
Tucker Carlson
Hannity (N) Å
Ingraham
Fox News at Night
Tucker Carlson
E. B. OutFront
Anderson Cooper
Cuomo Prime Time CNN Tonight
CNN Tonight
Anderson Cooper
Shepard Smith
American Greed
American Greed
American Greed
American Greed
Shepard Smith
The ReidOut (N)
All In With
Rachel Maddow
The Last Word
The 11th Hour
Rachel Maddow
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Movie: “Ace Ventura: Pet Detective”
“Ace Ventura”
(6:15) Movie: ›››› Movie: ›››‡ “Places in the Heart”
Movie: ››› “To Sleep With Anger”
Movie: “Angels in
“King Kong” (1933) (1984) Sally Field, Lindsay Crouse. Å
(1990) Danny Glover, Paul Butler. Å
the Outfield” (1994)
Bones Death metal Movie: ››‡ “Godzilla” (2014, Science Fiction) Aaron Movie: ››› “Kong: Skull Island” (2017, Adventure)
band. Å
Taylor-Johnson, Ken Watanabe. Å (DVS)
Tom Hiddleston, Samuel L. Jackson. Å (DVS)
Office
Office
Creek
Creek
Creek
Creek
Creek
Creek
The Comedy Central Roast Å
Movie: ›››‡ “Bohemian Rhapsody” (2018) Rami Malek.
Movie: ›››‡ “Bohemian Rhapsody” (2018) Rami Malek.
Singer Freddie Mercury and Queen find success in the 1970s.
Singer Freddie Mercury and Queen find success in the 1970s.
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Movie: ››‡ “Roll Bounce” (2005) Bow Wow. PreMovie: ››‡ “ATL” (2006) Tip Harris. Four Movie: ››‡ “The Replacemiere. A roller-skater prepares for a big showdown.
Atlanta teens face challenges. Å
ments” (2000) Keanu Reeves.
Snapped Å
-Unexpected Killer
Snapped Jodi Arias’ murder trial.
Dateline: Secrets Uncovered Å
The First 48 Å
The First 48 Å
The First 48 Å
The First 48 Å
The First 48 Å
The First 48 Å
Movie: ›››› “Forrest Gump” (1994) Tom Hanks, Gary Sinise. Movie: ›››‡ “The Green Mile” (1999) Tom Hanks. A conA slow-witted Southerner experiences 30 years of history. Å
demned prisoner possesses a miraculous healing power. Å
“Wed
Movie: ›‡ “The Waterboy” (1998) Adam Sandler.
Movie: ››› “The Wedding Singer” Å “The Waterboy”
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Movie: “All of My Heart” (2015) Lacey
Movie: “Christmas at the Plaza” (2019)
Golden
Golden
Golden
Golden
Chabert, Brennan Elliott. Å
Elizabeth Henstridge, Ryan Paevey. Å
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
Church
Potters
Resurrection (N)
Resurrection Å
Resurrection Å
Resurrection Å
Prince
Healing
Ancient Aliens Å
Ancient Aliens Å
Ancient Aliens
Ancient Aliens Å
Ancient Aliens
Ancient Aliens Å
Dr. Pimple Popper
90 Day Fiancé (N) (In Stereo)
90 Day
Return to Amish
90 Day
90 Day Fiancé
Gold Rush: D. Turin Gold Rush: D. Turin Gold Rush: Parker’s Trail “Family Trust”
Gold Rush Å
Gold Rush: D. Turin
Andy G. Andy G. Raymond Raymond Raymond Raymond Raymond Raymond King
King
King
King
Fam Guy Fam Guy Fam Guy Fam Guy Fam Guy Fam Guy Fam Guy Fam Guy The 700 Club Å
Simpson Simpson
Loud
Casa
Drama
Loud
Friends Å
Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends
Raven’s Raven’s Raven’s Sydney- Just Roll Jessie Å Jessie Å Raven’s Raven’s Sydney- Just Roll Just Roll
Home
Home
Home (N) Max
With It
Home
Home
Max
With It
With It
Tanked Å
Tanked: Sea-Lebrity Edition (N)
Tanked (In Stereo)
Tanked (In Stereo)
Tanked: Sea
(5:27) Movie: “The Movie: ›› “Colombiana” (2011, Action) Wynonna Earp
Resident Alien “Wel- Futurama Futurama
Fifth Element” Å Zoe Saldana, Jordi Mollà. Å
(N) Å
come Aliens”
Å
Å
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THE FREE PRESS

Tuesday, March 23, 2021

10:30

11:00

11:30

12:00

12:30

Law & Order: Special Law & Order: Special Law & Order: Special Law & Order: Special Law & Order: Special Law & Order: Special
Victims Unit
Victims Unit
Victims Unit
Victims Unit
Victims Unit
Victims Unit
Big Bang Big Bang The Masked Singer Game of Talents (In FOX23
The Nite I Can See Your Voice Two and Two and
Theory
Theory
Å (DVS)
Stereo) Å
News
Show
Å (DVS)
Half Men Half Men
Time
Time
52nd Annual NAACP Image Awards Non48 Hours (In Stereo) WABI TV5 Nite Show Opry (N)
Capsule Capsule televised award categories. (N)
Å
We
Maine Life Places
Figure Skating: ISU World Championships: Saturday Night Live NEWS- Saturday Night Live “Maya
and S
Ladies’ Free Skate. (In Stereo)
(N) (In Stereo) Å
CENTER Rudolph; Jack Harlow” (N)
Wheel of Jeopardy! Shark Tank (In
American Idol “407 (Hollywood Duets Chal- WMTW Castle “A Murder Is NightFortune
Stereo) Å (DVS)
lenge)” Hollywood duets challenge.
News 8 Forever” Å
watch
As Time Still Opn Hold the Mum
Father Brown (In
Shakespeare and
Austin City Limits “St. UnderA Chef’s
Goes By Hrs
Sunset
“Friday” Stereo) Å
Hathaway -- Private Vincent” Å
ground
Life Å
Modern Modern Mike &
Mike &
2 Broke 2 Broke WMTW TOTAL
Simpsons Simpsons Bob’s
Bob’s
Family
Family
Molly
Molly
Girls
Girls
News 8 MAINE
Burgers Burgers
Judge
Judge
52nd Annual NAACP Image Awards Non48 Hours (In Stereo) CBS 13 Ring of Honor Wres- Outdoors
Judy
Judy
televised award categories. (N)
Å
News
tling Å
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Boxing
Outdoor Celtics
NBA Basketball: Celtics at Thunder
Celtics
Celtics
United
UFC 260 Prelims
UFC 260: Miocic - Prelims
SportsCenter (N)
SportsCenter (N)
SportsCenter (N)
Basketball
NCAA Women’s Basketball
G.O.A.T.s
G.O.A.T.s
G.O.A.T.s
NHL Hockey
Major League Rugby
NESN
NESN
NESN
Dirty
NHL Hockey
“V.C. Andrews’
Movie: “V.C. Andrews’ All That Glitters” Movie: “To Have and to Hold” (2019) Erika “V.C. Andrews’ All
Pearl in the Mist”
(2021) Kristian Alfonso. Premiere. Å
Christensen, Antonio Cupo. Å
That Glitters” Å
Life, Liberty
Watters’ World (N)
Justice Judge
To Be Announced
Watters’ World
Justice Judge
CNN Newsroom
CNN Newsroom
Special Report
Stanley Tucci
Stanley Tucci
Newsroom
Undercover Boss
Undercover Boss
Undercover Boss
Undercover Boss
Undercover Boss
Undercover Boss
American Voices
Week-Johnson
Week-Johnson
American Voices
Week-Johnson
Week-Johnson
Jokes
Jokes
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Foodies Foodies
(5:00) “The Bridge Movie: ›››› “A Man for All Seasons” Movie: ››› “Luther” (1973, Biography) Movie: ››› “Pépé
on the River Kwai” (1966) Paul Scofield, Robert Shaw. Å
Stacy Keach, Patrick Magee. Premiere.
le moko” (1937)
(5:30) Movie: ››‡ Movie: ›› “The Meg” (2018) Jason Statham. A diver Movie: ›› “The Meg” (2018) Jason Statham. A diver
“Godzilla” (2014)
must confront a 75-foot-long prehistoric shark.
must confront a 75-foot-long prehistoric shark.
“Dodgeball-True”
52nd Annual NAACP Image Awards (N)
“Dodgeball: A True Underdog Story”
South Pk South Pk
Movie: ››‡ “Bad Moms” (2016) Mila
Movie: ›› “The Hangover Part III” (2013) Snowfall “Say a Little Mayans M.C. (In
Kunis, Kristen Bell. (In Stereo) Å
Bradley Cooper. (In Stereo) Å
Prayer” Å
Stereo) Å
Chicago P.D.
Chicago P.D.
Chicago P.D.
Chicago P.D.
Chicago P.D.
Chicago P.D.
2021 NCAA Basketball Tournament: Regional Semifinal: 2021 NCAA Basketball Tournament: Regional Semifinal: Post
Chad (N)
Teams TBA. (N) (Live) Å
Teams TBA. (N) (Live) Å
Game
Accident, Suicide
Snapped Å
Snapped Å
Dateline: Secrets
Dateline: Secrets
Dateline: Secrets
“Jack Reacher”
Movie: ››‡ “Jack Reacher” (2012) Tom Cruise. (In Stereo)
Nightwatch Å
“Jack Reacher”
(6:00) Movie: ››‡ “The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey”
Movie: ››› “The Hobbit: The Desolation of Smaug” (2013,
(2012, Fantasy) Ian McKellen, Martin Freeman. Å
Fantasy) Ian McKellen, Martin Freeman. Å
Below
Movie: ›››› “The Shawshank Redemption” (1994) Tim Robbins. Å
Movie: “The Shawshank Redemption”
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Diners
Movie: “You’re Bacon Me Crazy” (2020)
Movie: “Don’t Go Breaking My Heart”
Movie: “Nature of Love” (2020) Emilie
Natalie Hall, Michael Rady. Å
(2021) Italia Ricci. Premiere. Å
Ullerup, Christopher Russell. Å
In Touch
Huckabee (N) Å
Some
Hour of Power
Youseff Huckabee Å
Some
Fontaine
Barrett-Jackson
American Pickers
American Pickers
American Pickers
American Pickers
American Pickers
1000-Lb. Sisters
1000-Lb. Sisters
1000-Lb. Sisters
Pig Royalty Å
1000-Lb. Sisters
1000-Lb. Sisters
Airplane Repo Å
Airplane Repo “Close Calls” Å
Airplane Repo Å
Airplane Repo Å
Airplane Repo Å
Two Men Two Men 52nd Annual NAACP Image Awards (N)
Two Men Two Men Two Men Two Men Two Men Two Men
(6:10) Movie: ››› “Tangled” Movie: ››› “Mary Poppins Returns” (2018) Emily Blunt. Å
“Willy Wonka & Chocolate”
“Cloudy” Hustle
Hustle
Drama
Danger
Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends Mom
Just Roll Just Roll Big City Big City Big City Big City Big City Big City Bunk’d Å Bunk’d Å Jessie Å Jessie Å
With It
With It
Greens
Greens
Greens
Greens
Greens
Greens
The Zoo (In Stereo) The Zoo (In Stereo) The Zoo (In Stereo) The Zoo (In Stereo) The Zoo (In Stereo) The Zoo (In Stereo)
(5:30) Movie: “Harry Potter and Movie: ››› “Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire” (2005, Fantasy) Daniel Futurama Futurama
the Prisoner of Azkaban”
Radcliffe. Voldemort lays a trap for Harry at the Triwizard Tournament.
Å
Å
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10:30

11:00

Single Wide

Double Wide
11:30

12:00

12:30

NCIS: Los Angeles NCIS: Los Angeles NCIS: Los Angeles NCIS: Los Angeles NCIS: Los Angeles NCIS: Los Angeles
Å (DVS)
“Into the Breach”
Å (DVS)
“Born to Run”
“Searching”
“Choke Point”
Big Bang Big Bang 9-1-1 “Bobby Begins America’s Most
FOX23 News at Ten DailySchitt’s
Seinfeld Two and
Theory
Theory
Again”
Wanted (N) Å
(N) (Live) Å
MailTV
Creek
Å
Half Men
2021 NCAA Basketball Tournament: Regional Final:
2021 NCAA Basketball Tournament: Regional Final:
News
LateTeams TBA. (N) (In Stereo Live) Å
Teams TBA. (N) (In Stereo Live) Å
Colbert
207
Inside
The Voice “The Battles Premiere” The artists Debris “Earthshine” NEWS- Tonight Show-J.
Seth
Edition
perform dueling duets. (N) Å
(N) Å (DVS)
CENTER Fallon
Meyers
Wheel of Jeopardy! American Idol The remaining contestants
The Good Doctor
WMTW Jimmy Kimmel
Nightline
Fortune (N)
perform. (N) (In Stereo) Å
“Spilled Milk” (N)
News 8 Live! Å
(N) Å
PBS NewsHour (In Antiques Roadshow Antiques Roadshow Independent Lens Kentucky pas- PBS NewsHour (In AmanStereo) Å
(N) Å
Å
tors support Israel. (N)
Stereo) Å
pour-Co
Modern Modern Bulletproof “South
All American Stories WMTW TMZ (N) 2 Broke 2 Broke Mike &
Mike &
Family
Family
Africa: Episode 3”
(N) Å
News 8 Å
Girls
Girls
Molly
Molly
2021 NCAA Basketball Tournament: Regional Final:
2021 NCAA Basketball Tournament: Regional Final:
CBS 13 LateTeams TBA. (N) (In Stereo Live) Å
Teams TBA. (N) (In Stereo Live) Å
News
Colbert
NCIS: Los Angeles NCIS: Los Angeles NCIS: Los Angeles NCIS: Los Angeles NCIS: Los Angeles NCIS: Los Angeles
Celtics
NBA Basketball: Pelicans at Celtics
Celtics
Celtics
Boston Tonight
Boston Tonight
NCAA Women’s Basketball
NCAA Women’s Basketball
SportsCenter (N)
SportsCenter (N)
The One E60
NFL Live Å
G.O.A.T.s
G.O.A.T.s
G.O.A.T.s
UFC Main Event
Marc
Marc
Champions
My Story My Story NESN After Hours
NESN After Hours
Bruins
Rizzoli & Isles
Rizzoli & Isles “East Rizzoli & Isles “Bomb Rizzoli & Isles “A
Rizzoli & Isles Å
Rizzoli & Isles “East
“Scared to Death”
Meets West”
Voyage”
Shot in the Dark”
Meets West”
FOX Primetime
Tucker Carlson
Hannity (N) Å
Ingraham
Fox News at Night
Tucker Carlson
E. B. OutFront
Anderson Cooper
Cuomo Prime Time CNN Tonight
CNN Tonight
Anderson Cooper
Shepard Smith
Shark Tank Å
Shark Tank
American Greed (N) American Greed
Shepard Smith
The ReidOut (N)
All In With
Rachel Maddow
The Last Word
The 11th Hour
Rachel Maddow
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Movie: ›› “Kick-Ass 2” (2013, Action)
›› “Kick-Ass 2”
“BarMGM
Movie: ››‡ “That Touch of Mink” (1962) Movie: ››› “The Thrill of It All” (1963) Movie: “The Glass
retts”
Parade
Cary Grant, Doris Day. Å
Doris Day, James Garner. Å
Bottom Boat”
(5:05) Movie: ›››‡ “Avengers: EndSnowpiercer “The
Snowpiercer Layton Snowpiercer “The
Snowpiercer Layton
game” (2019, Action) Robert Downey Jr.
Show Must Go On” hatches a plan. (N) Show Must Go On” hatches a plan.
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Office
Hall of Flame
Daily
Office
South Pk South Pk
Movie: ›››‡ “Mission: Impossible -- Fallout” (2018, Action) Breeders Breeders Breeders Breeders Movie: ›› “Taken
Tom Cruise, Henry Cavill, Ving Rhames. (In Stereo) Å
(N) Å
Å
Å
Å
3” (2014) (In Stereo)
Chicago P.D.
WWE Monday Night RAW (N) (In Stereo Live) Å
Rock
Miz &
Queen of the South
Family
Family
Family
Family
Family
Family
American American Conan
Seinfeld Seinfeld Conan
Guy
Guy
Guy
Guy
Guy
Guy
Dad
Dad
NCIS Å
NCIS “Eye Spy”
NCIS Å
NCIS Å
NCIS Å
NCIS: Los Angeles
Hoarders Å
Hoarders “Forrest” (N) (In Stereo) Å
Intervention (N)
Intervention Å
Hoarders “Forrest”
(5:30) Movie: ››‡ Movie: ›› “Bad Boys II” (2003, Action) Martin Lawrence, Will
Movie: ›‡ “Law Abiding Citizen” (2009)
“Bad Boys” (1995) Smith. Two detectives battle a drug kingpin in Miami. Å
Jamie Foxx, Gerard Butler. Å
Below Deck
Below Deck
Below Deck
Below Deck
Summer House
Below Deck
Guy’s Games
Guy’s Games
Spring Baking
Easter Basket
The Big Bake
Spring Baking
(6:00) Movie: “Love, Movie: “Falling for Vermont” (2017) Julie Golden
Golden
Golden
Golden
Golden
Golden
Take Two” (2019)
Gonzalo, Benjamin Ayres. Å
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
John
Potters
Praise Å
Chosen The Chosen (N)
Chosen Praise Å
Prince
Chosen
Pawn Stars
Pawn Stars Å
Pawn Stars Vintage baseball cards. (N)
Pawn Stars
Pawn Stars Å
Seeking Sister Wife Seeking Sister Wife Return to Amish (N) Unexpected (N)
Unexpected
Seeking Sister Wife
Street Outlaws: Full Street Outlaws A new challenge emerges for the 405. (N) Å
Street Outlaws
Street Outlaws
Andy G. Andy G. Raymond Raymond Raymond Raymond Raymond Raymond King
King
King
King
(6:00) Movie: “The Goonies”
Movie: ››‡ “Jumanji” (1995) Robin Williams. Å
The 700 Club Å
Simpson Simpson
Casa
Loud
Hustle
Drama
Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends
Movie: “Descendants 2” (2017, Children’s) Bunk’d Å Big City Big City Bunk’d Å Bunk’d Å Sydney- Raven’s Raven’s
Dove Cameron. (In Stereo) Å
Greens
Greens
Max
Home
Home
To Be Announced
To Be Announced
To Be Announced
To Be Announced
To Be Announced
To Be Announced
(6:00) Movie: ›› “Transformers: ReMovie: ›‡ “Gone in Sixty Seconds” (2000, Action)
Futurama Futurama Futurama
venge of the Fallen” (2009, Action) Å
Nicolas Cage, Angelina Jolie, Giovanni Ribisi. Å
Å
Å
Å
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12:30

Blue Bloods Frank
Blue Bloods “Hide in Blue Bloods “Family Blue Bloods “Meet
Blue Bloods “Mind
suspends an officer. Plain Sight”
Secrets”
the New Boss”
Games” (In Stereo)
Simpsons Great
Bob’s
Family
FOX23 News at Ten Ring of Honor Wres- Seinfeld Seinfeld
North
Burgers Guy (N) (N) (Live) Å
tling Å
Å
Å
The Equalizer “The NCIS: Los Angeles NCIS: New Orleans News
Van
Bensinger Game
Milk Run” (N) Å
(N) Å (DVS)
“Stashed” (N)
Susteren
Time
Ellen’s Game of
Zoey’s Extraordinary Good Girls “Dave” (N) NEWS- American Ninja War- Inside
Games (N) Å
Playlist (N)
Å (DVS)
CENTER rior Å (DVS)
Edition
American Idol The contestants perform with The Rookie “Bad
WMTW Soledad Major Crimes Å
a band. (N) (In Stereo) Å
Blood” (N)
News 8 O’Brien
Great Performances Howards End on
Howards End on
The Seaside Hotel
Great Performances
(N) Å
Masterpiece Å
Masterpiece Å
“Raging Storm”
Å
Modern Modern Batwoman “Rule 1” Charmed “O, the
WMTW Soledad TOTAL
TMZ (N) (In Stereo) Extra (N)
Family
Family
(N) (In Stereo) Å
Tangled Web” (N)
News 8 O’Brien MAINE
Å
Å
60 Minutes (N) (In
The Equalizer “The NCIS: Los Angeles NCIS: New Orleans CBS 13 Sharyl
Bensinger Game
Stereo) Å
Milk Run” (N) Å
(N) Å (DVS)
“Stashed” (N)
News
Attkisson
Time
Blue Bloods
Blue Bloods
Blue Bloods
Blue Bloods
Blue Bloods
Blue Bloods
Ninja Warrior
Ninja Warrior
Ninja Warrior
Ninja Warrior
World Poker Tour
World Poker Tour
NCAA Women’s Basketball
NCAA Women’s Basketball
SportsCenter (N) (Live) Å
SportCtr
College Hockey
College Hockey: West Regional Final: Teams TBA.
UFC Top World of X Games
Games
UEFA
NHL Hockey
Bruins
Bruins
Champions
NESN
NESN
NESN
Dirty
NHL Hockey
“V.C. Andrews’ All Movie: “V.C. Andrews’ Hidden Jewel”
Movie: “Family Pictures” (2019, Drama)
“V.C. Andrews’ HidThat Glitters” Å
(2021) Jennifer Laporte. Premiere. Å
Justina Machado, Elisabeth Röhm. Å
den Jewel” Å
Justice Judge
Life, Liberty
Revolution
To Be Announced
Life, Liberty
Revolution
CNN Newsroom
CNN Newsroom
CNN Special Report (N) Å
State-Union
Newsroom
Shark Tank Å
Shark Tank Å
Shark Tank
Shark Tank
Shark Tank Å
Shark Tank Å
American Voices
Mehdi Hasan
Week-Johnson
American Voices
Mehdi Hasan
Week-Johnson
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Foodies Foodies Jokes
Jokes
(6:15) Movie: ›››‡ Movie: ›››‡ “I Want to Live!” (1958)
Movie: ››‡ “Back Street” (1961, Drama) Movie: ››› “Cap“Arthur” (1981)
Susan Hayward, Simon Oakland. Å
Susan Hayward, John Gavin.
tain Salvation”
Movie: ›››‡ “Avengers: Endgame” (2019, Action) Robert Downey Jr., Chris Evans. Movie: ››‡ “Journey to the Center of
The Avengers prepare for an epic showdown with Thanos. Å (DVS)
the Earth” (2008) Brendan Fraser.
“Anchorman 2”
Movie: ››‡ “Step Brothers” (2008) Will Ferrell.
Movie: ››‡ “Old School” (2003) Å
South Pk
(6:00) Movie: “The Movie: ››› “Guardians of the Galaxy” (2014) Chris Movie: ››› “Guardians of the Galaxy” (2014) Chris
Hangover Part III” Pratt, Zoe Saldana. (In Stereo) Å
Pratt, Zoe Saldana. (In Stereo) Å
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
Law & Order: SVU
2021 NCAA Basketball Tournament: Regional Semifinal: 2021 NCAA Basketball Tournament: Regional Semifinal: Post
Chad
Teams TBA. (N) (Live) Å
Teams TBA. (N) (Live) Å
Game
In Ice Cold Blood Å
Snapped Å
Dateline: Secrets
Dateline: Secrets
Killer Motive Å
Storage Storage Storage Storage Storage Storage Storage Storage Storage Storage Storage Storage
(6:53) The Walking The Walking Dead
The Walking Dead
Talking Dead (N) Å The Walking Dead
Ride With Norman
Dead “One More”
“Splinter” Å
“Diverged” (N) Å
“Diverged” Å
Reedus (N) Å
Housewives-Atlanta Housewives-Atlanta Medicine
Watch
Chat
Housewives-Atlanta Medicine
Tournament
Tournament of Champions (N) Å
Food Truck Race
Beat
Beat
Tournament
Movie: “Don’t Go Breaking My Heart”
When Calls the Heart Golden
Golden
Golden
Golden
Golden
Golden
(2021) Italia Ricci, Ryan Paevey. Å
“No Regrets”
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
Rubin
Robert
Osteen
David
Huckabee Å
Metaxas Creflo D. Praise Å
Praise Å
Built America
Built America
Built America
Modern Marvels (N) Built America
Built America
90 Day Fiancé
90 Day Fiancé “Second Guessing” (N)
Sister Wives (N)
Seeking Sister Wife 90 Day Fiancé
Naked and Afraid
Naked and Afraid
Naked and Afraid
Naked and Afraid
Naked and Afraid
Naked and Afraid
Two Men Two Men Two Men Two and Half Men
Two Men Two Men Two Men Two Men Two Men Two Men Two Men
“Cars 3” Movie: ›››‡ “The Lion King” (1994)
Movie: ››› “Mulan” (1998) (In Stereo) Movie: “Alice in Wonderland”
Hustle
Drama
To Be Announced
Friends Friends Å
Friends Friends Friends
Raven’s Sydney- Just Roll Big City Jessie Å Jessie Å Jessie Å Jessie Å Big City Big City Big City Big City
Home
Max
With It
Greens
Greens
Greens
Greens
Greens
Lone Star Law
Lone Star Law
Lone Star Law (N)
Lone Star Law
Lone Star Law
Lone Star Law
“Fantastic Beasts” Movie: ›› “Fantastic Beasts: The Crimes of Grindelwald”
Futurama Futurama Futurama Futurama
(2018) Eddie Redmayne, Katherine Waterston. Å (DVS)
Å
Å
Å
Å

Over 20 Model Homes on Display!

Rte. 90 Warren • 273-2610 • BoggsHomes.com

12:00

Blue Bloods “The
First 100 Days”
Cherries Bless the
Wild (N) Harts (N)
60 Minutes (N) (In
Stereo) Å
Ellen’s Game of
Games Å
America’s Funniest
Home Videos (N)
Durrells in Corfu

10:30

11:00

FREE
State-wide
delivery
& set-up
on all
new
homes

11:30

12:00

12:30

NCIS: New Orleans NCIS: New Orleans NCIS: New Orleans NCIS: New Orleans NCIS: New Orleans NCIS: New Orleans
“End of the Line”
“The Last Stand”
Å (DVS)
“Slay the Dragon”
“Quid Pro Quo”
Å (DVS)
Big Bang Big Bang The Resident (In
The Masked Singer FOX23 News at Ten DailySchitt’s
Seinfeld Two and
Theory
Theory
Stereo) Å (DVS)
Å (DVS)
(N) (Live) Å
MailTV
Creek
Å
Half Men
Big Bang Big Bang NCIS “Head of the
FBI A shooting at a FBI: Most Wanted
News
Late Show-Colbert
James
Theory
Theory
Snake” Å (DVS)
quinceañera. Å
“The Line” Å
Corden
207
Inside
Young
Kenan (N) This Is Us (In Stereo) New Amsterdam (N) NEWS- Tonight Show-J.
Seth
Edition
Rock (N)
Å (DVS)
Å (DVS)
CENTER Fallon
Meyers
Wheel of Jeopardy! Pooch Perfect (N) Å black-ish mixed-ish Soul of a Nation “Shut WMTW Jimmy Kimmel
Nightline
Fortune (N)
(N)
(N)
Up And...”
News 8 Live! Å
(N) Å
PBS NewsHour (In Finding Your Roots American Experience Attack of a Black
PBS NewsHour (In Amanpour and
Stereo) Å
With Henry
World War II veteran. (N) Å (DVS)
Stereo) Å
Company (N) Å
Modern Modern The Flash “Fear Me” Supergirl “Rebirth”
WMTW TMZ (N) 2 Broke 2 Broke Mike &
Mike &
Family
Family
(N) Å
(N) Å
News 8 Å
Girls
Girls
Molly
Molly
CBS 13 Ent.
NCIS “Head of the
FBI A shooting at a FBI: Most Wanted
CBS 13 Late Show-Colbert
James
News
Tonight Snake” Å (DVS)
quinceañera. Å
“The Line” Å
News
Corden
NCIS: New Orleans NCIS: New Orleans NCIS: New Orleans NCIS: New Orleans NCIS: New Orleans NCIS: New Orleans
Early Edition Å
Felger & Mazz
Ninja Warrior
Boston Tonight
Boston Tonight
Boston Tonight
NCAA Women’s Basketball
NCAA Women’s Basketball
SportsCenter (N)
SportsCenter
Baseball Tonight
NFL Live Å
UFC 251: Usman vs. Masvidal
Helwani UFC
NHL Hockey: New Jersey Devils at Boston Bruins.
Bruins
Bruins
NESN After Hours
C. Moore NHL Hockey
Rizzoli & Isles Å
To Be Announced
Rizzoli & Isles A mail- Rizzoli & Isles
Rizzoli & Isles “There To Be Announced
man is killed.
“Shadow of Doubt”
Be Ghosts”
FOX Primetime
Tucker Carlson
Hannity (N) Å
Ingraham
Fox News at Night
Tucker Carlson
E. B. OutFront
Anderson Cooper
Cuomo Prime Time CNN Tonight
CNN Tonight
Anderson Cooper
Shepard Smith
Shark Tank Å
Shark Tank
The Profit (N) Å
The Profit Å
Shepard Smith
The ReidOut (N)
All In With
Rachel Maddow
The Last Word
The 11th Hour
Rachel Maddow
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokes
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokers
Jokes
Jokes
(6:00) Movie: “Bon- Movie: ›› “The Green Prom- Movie: ››› “Rebel Without a Cause”
Movie: ››‡ “Inside Daisy
nie and Clyde”
ise” (1949, Drama) Å
(1955) James Dean, Natalie Wood. Å
Clover” (1965) Natalie Wood.
Movie: ›››‡ “American Sniper” (2014, War) Bradley Cooper. Movie: ››‡ “The Mule” (2018, Crime Drama) Clint
“We Are
Navy SEAL Chris Kyle logs an incredible number of kills.
Eastwood, Bradley Cooper. Premiere. Å (DVS)
Marsh”
Office
Office
Office
Office
Hall of Flame
Hall of Flame
Daily
South Pk South Pk South Pk
“Mission: Movie: ››› “Deadpool 2” (2018, Action) Ryan Reyn- Mayans M.C. “Our
Mayans M.C. “Our
Mayans M.C. (In
Fallout” olds, Josh Brolin, Zazie Beetz. (In Stereo) Å
Gang’s Dark Oath”
Gang’s Dark Oath”
Stereo) Å
Law & Order: SVU
Law-SVU Law & Order: SVU
Law-SVU Temptation Island
Temptation Island
Temptation Island
2021 NCAA Basketball Tournament: Regional Final: Teams TBA. 2021 NCAA Basketball Tournament: ReNCAA Post Game (N)
(N) (Live) Å
gional Final: Teams TBA. (N) (Live) Å
(Live) Å
Dateline: Secrets
Dateline: Secrets
Dateline: Secrets Uncovered Å
Dateline: Secrets Uncovered “The Trap”
Storage Storage Storage Storage Storage Storage Storage Storage Storage Storage Storage Storage
(5:00) Movie: ››
Movie: ››‡ “Now You See Me” (2013, ComedyMovie: ››‡ “Talladega Nights: The Ballad of Ricky
“Bad Boys II” Å
Drama) Jesse Eisenberg, Mark Ruffalo. Å
Bobby” (2006, Comedy) Will Ferrell. Å
Chrisley Chrisley Real House.
Real House.
Chrisley Chrisley Chrisley Chrisley Chrisley Chrisley
Chopped Å
Chopped Å
Chopped (N) Å
Chopped Å
Chopped Å
Chopped Å
(6:00) Movie: “Flip Movie: “Don’t Go Breaking My Heart”
Golden
Golden
Golden
Golden
Golden
Golden
That Romance”
(2021) Italia Ricci, Ryan Paevey. Å
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
Girls
John
Potters
Praise Å
Joyce M. Livg
Together Christine Praise Å
Prince
Youseff
Curse-Island
To Be Announced
Curse-Island
Assembly Required Curse-Island
To Be Announced
OutDaughtered
OutDaughtered (N) The Blended Bunch Counting On (N)
Sister Wives
OutDaughtered
Moonshiners
Moonshiners (N)
Pig Royalty (N)
Moonshiners Å
Moonshiners Å
Moonshiners Å
Andy G. Andy G. Raymond Raymond Raymond Raymond Raymond Raymond King
King
King
King
(6:00) Movie: ››‡ “Jumanji” Movie: ››› “Wonder” (2017) Julia Roberts. Å
The 700 Club Å
Simpson Simpson
Casa
Loud
Loud
Loud
Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends Friends
Movie: “Descendants 3” (2019) Dove
L&M:Cali L&M:Cali Big City Bunk’d Å Bunk’d Å Sydney- Raven’s Raven’s
Cameron, Sofia Carson. (In Stereo) Å
Style
Style
Greens
Max
Home
Home
Animal Cribs
Treehouse Masters: Ultimate Builds (N)
Crikey! It’s the Irwins (N) (In Stereo)
Treehouse Masters
(5:30) Movie: “Gone Movie: ››› “Salt” (2010, Action) Ange- Movie: ››‡ “I, Robot” (2004) Will Smith. A homicide “Lara
in Sixty Seconds” lina Jolie, Liev Schreiber. Å (DVS)
detective tracks a dangerous robot in 2035.
Croft”

CL
C
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CK
K & CLACK
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How Does F-150 Get Same Mileage in City,
Highway Driving?; Honda Fit Noise Issue Likely
Starts with the Starter
under the hood that lasts a couple of seconds. The car
DEAR CAR TALK: My newspaper featured an ad for the
2021 Ford F-150 pickup. The ad said it has an Environmental Protection Agency fuel economy estimate of “24 mpg
city/24 highway/24 combined.” That sounds crazy to me.
How can you get the same mileage making all the starts
and stops in city driving that you can just flowing down the
highway? — Matt
RAY: With a hybrid powertrain, Matt.
Those figures are exactly right. Well, they’re exactly what
the EPA reports for the hybrid F-150 four-wheel drive under
ideal conditions. The two-wheel drive did even better. Your
own mileage may vary, as they say. And it almost always
varies for the worse. But I wouldn’t be surprised if, in the
real world, city mileage in that truck turned out to be better
than highway mileage.
Here’s why. The F-150 has a 3.5-liter V6 gasoline engine
that’s tuned to work with a 47 hp electric motor. Around
town, the truck makes good use of that battery-powered
electric motor, using it for lots of the typical stop-and-go
driving that ruins gasoline engine fuel economy.
When you need more power, like when you want to accelerate quickly or if you’re pulling a heavy load, the gasoline
engine kicks in, too. But in stop-and-go traffic, the electric
motor does a lot of the heavy lifting.
On the highway, things are reversed. You’re primarily
using the gasoline engine, with a boost from the electric
motor when needed, like when you’re carrying a horse trailer full of in-laws to a family reunion.
If you want to get a general sense of where the hybrid
powertrain helps the most, just compare the hybrid F-150
to the regular F-150. A non-hybrid four-wheel drive F-150
with a similar 3.5L V6 gets 18 mpg city (vs. 24 city for the
hybrid) and gets 23 mpg highway (vs. 24 highway for the
hybrid). So the hybrid improves the highway mileage by
about 4% but boosts city mileage by 33%.
The other cool thing about the hybrid F-150 is that it
also comes with an AC inverter that lets you use the hybrid
battery as a source of electricity when you’re working at a
job site. Or if you live in Texas. With the standard 2.4kW
inverter that comes with the truck, you can plug in your air
compressor, your power washer or your tool chargers. And
with the larger, optional 7.2kW inverter, you can plug in
your 80-inch OLED TV, your LG French door refrigerator-freezer and your heated hot tub.
DEAR CAR TALK: I have a 2016 manual Honda Fit.
Sometimes upon ignition, there is a loud whirring noise
ACROSS
1 Slug cousin
6 Ventricle neighbor
11 Fluid rock
16 Swift
21 Lariat
22 Future fries
23 Misprint
24 Municipal
25 Dark yellow
26 Touch or taste
27 Area of land
28 Follow
29 Coaxing
31 Big spread
33 Me opposite
35 That, to Jaime
36 Distress signal
37 Wise ones
38 Boo and -39 Composed
41 And, to Fritz
42 Throw out
44 Flavorful seed
46 Corsage choices
51 Med. plans
52 Oil exporter
53 Played cornet
57 Wisdom teeth
58 Goes fast
59 Slur over
60 Hagen of “The Other”
61 Limber
62 Slant
63 Pale yellow
64 Happen
66 Chick’s parent
67 Skiing mecca
68 Goat cheese
69 Old Clint Eastwood
serial
71 Places of refuge
73 Evelyn Waugh’s
brother
74 Rio Grande town
76 Performs a glissade
77 Unearthly
79 Hold sway
80 Fall into disuse

runs well, but the noise concerns me. Any thoughts? Thanks.
— Alan
RAY: I have three thoughts, Alan. The first thought is: When
the heck is Season 6 of “Better Call Saul” going to arrive?
My second thought is that you could have a slipping belt.
A cold belt that’s worn out will often slip right when you
start the car. And then, within a few seconds, the slipping
friction heats it up enough so it grabs, and the noise stops.
My third thought — which is the thought I like best — is
that you have a bad starter drive. When you turn the key or
push the starter button to start the engine, there’s a small
gear called the starter drive that shoots out of the starter and
engages with a bigger gear — called the ring gear — on the
flywheel.
Turning the flywheel is what gets the engine going. Once
the engine reaches a certain speed and is running on its own,
that starter drive is supposed to retract back into the starter.
At that point, the starter’s job is done.
But if your starter drive isn’t retracting right away — if
it’s sticky or lazy due to a faulty overriding clutch — it’ll
grind against the ring gear after the car starts and make a
whirring, gnashing noise.
It can last a few seconds until the drive finally retracts.
And, as you can probably imagine, it’s not great for the ring
gear, so it’s something that should be fixed.
So my fourth thought — a bonus thought — is that you
should take it to a mechanic, Alan. Leave the car with him
overnight if need be, so he can hear the noise. A trained
mechanic will be able to tell the difference between a bad
starter drive and a slippery belt in two seconds. Or as we
call it in the business, “two hours of labor.”
Good luck, Alan.
***
Got a question about cars? Write to Car Talk in care of The
Free Press, P.O. Box 1076, Camden, ME 04843-1076 or via
email by visiting www.cartalk.com.

Fill in the grid so that every row, every column and every
3x3 box contains the digits 1 through 9 with no repeats. That
means that no number is repeated in any row, column or box.
Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com
Sudoku solution on page 21.

Leaky Subaru
Head Gaskets
Fixed Once
& For All!
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WRFR FM,

Rockland

Your local community radio station welcomes you! We’re
volunteer-powered, so tune in to hear your friends on the air at
93.3 FM (99.3 Camden) or stream online at wrfr.com. Remember,
WRFR is your community radio station. See how you can become
involved. Call WRFR at 594-0721, email wrfr93.3@gmail.com or
visit wrfr.org for more information.

82 Vegas attraction
DOWN
85 Paris attraction
1 Hits the brakes
87 Deceitful cunning
2 Salsa go-with
88 Rover’s pal
3 Volcanic output
92 Get together again
4 Um-hmm (2 wds.)
94 Vamoose
5 Noblemen
95 Sofa
6 Delegates
96 Theater company,
7 Used the key
briefly
8 Ladder parts
97 Nudged forward
9 Gridiron stats
98 In a few hours
10 Out on the briny
100 Portends
11 Kilo system
101 Concerning
12 Collar
103 Ms. Farrow of films
13 Park feature
104 Subsequently
14 Comfy shoe
105 Em, Bee and Polly
15 Pretentious
106 Belgium neighbor
16 Waiting lines
107 Shipping hazard
17 Ode inspirer
109 Sketch
18 “Ghosts” playwright
110 Legend
19 Make happen
111 Composted
20 Prepare dough
112 Parts of speech
30 Commends
114 Dentist’s advice
32 Game with pawns
116 Lose -- -- whisker
34 Express one’s views
117 Clean house
40 Lincoln’s st.
120 Tresses
42 Dais VIP
121 Gridiron plays
43 “Uptown Girl” singer
123 Fem. saint
44 Border st.
126 Famous Khan
45 Consumer advocate
127 Weathervane dir.
46 Old cattle town
129 Four duos
47 Slugger -- Maris
131 Showing no embar48 Metallic sound
rassment
49 Linden or Holbrook
133 Painter Claude -50 Umbrage
135 Hold off for
51 It’s wreaked
137 Listens closely
52 Tale of Helen of Troy
139 Frosting
54 Clear
140 Talk idly
55 Debussy music
141 Magnificent
56 Items for sale
142 Disturb
58 Repair a boot
143 Poetry
59 Gnawed away
144 Lettuce and such
62 South Seas paradise
145 Writer’s concern
63 On-ramp sign
146 Down at the heels
64 They give a hoot
147 Had a question
65 Principal
67 22-card deck
68 Laissez- -70 Rockies resort
72 Trawler net

74 Pry bar
75 Dull greens
78 Geraint’s beloved
79 One who governs
81 Sorrowful wail
82 Bit of cake
83 Hawk’s refuge
84 Candy base
86 A number of times
87 Distance across
89 Sarcasm
90 Playing card

91 Decided on
93 Dainty
95 Taboos
99 Banking conveniences
100 Purchases
101 Circle portion
102 Meadow murmur
104 Grads
105 Love in a gondola
106 Daring deeds
108 Safari animal

111 Han or Ming
113 Gave the boot to
114 Salon treatment
115 Kiddie-size
116 Slept over
117 Musical intros
118 Old Greek marketplace
119 Venice “street”
120 Deli sandwich
121 Billfold container
122 Mourning period

123 Leer
124 Rigid
125 Inched
128 Fall on deaf -130 So
132 Breezes through
134 KLM datum
136 Waterlogged
138 Tarzan companion
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MADNESS
SALE

Mattresses starting at

Only at

Twin .......... $149 Queen ...... $239

Full ........... $199 King .......... $399

280 Atlantic Highway [Rte.1], Waldoboro
Call or Text 207-832-6363
Mon. – Sat. 9-5:30 | www.dowfurniture.com

SALE ENDS
WEDNESDAY,
MARCH 31ST

Midcoast Maine’s Largest Local Furniture and Mattress Store!

